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Amiga Achievers
Meet the Amiga*Achievers. They're

part of a new generation of students and

educators who use Commodore*Amiga

personal computers to open the door lo

new worlds of interactive learning.

They're exploring the world of art,

using the Amiga's exceptional graphics

power to paint and animate in up to 4096

colors. They're discovering a world of

digital sound and music, using the

Amiga's built-in 4-voice stereo

synthesizer.

They're also tapping into the vast

creative learning potential of video. That

means teachers can tape computer-gen

erated lessons. Students can save (net

work on video, too—even create Amiga-

generated stories and music videos.

The Amiga is versatile enough lo fit

into virtually any curriculum. There are

over 1200 published educational pro
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grams-covering all grade levels and

dozens of subjects. For teachers, there

are a wide variety of powerful produc

tivity programs to choose from.

Join the Amiga Achievers. Call

1-800-627-9595, ext. 500, for the name

of your nearest Commodore educational

dealer and more facts about the full line

of Amiga computers.

C= Commodore *

AMIGA
OnlyAmiga Makes It Possible.
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& Hundreds of Other Prizes

New OrleansJhe SuperdomeJhe biggest game of the year! All

as close as your local software dealer! That's where you'll find ABC's

Monday Night Football'"-first in a hot new series of fast-action games

from Data East MVP Sports^

Win the Grand Prize! A trip for four to football's premier event-

Super Bowl XXIV Plus hundreds of other major prizes! You can win $5,000

in cash, Sony"entertainment systems or Data East's ABC's Monday Night
Football pinball machines!

It's simple. Just take this ad to your participating dealer and compare

the symbol on the game piece below to those on the back of ABC's

Monday Night Football package. If they match, you're an instant winner!

ABC's Monday Night Football from

Data East MVP Sports. Experience it!

Up close and personal.

More action, more color

and more fun.The

sights and sounds of

ABCTs Monday Night

Football.

Available for

the IBM'PC/compatibles,"
and the Commodore 64"
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1st Prize: $5,000.2nd Prize: A complete entertainment center

featuring big screen TV stereo and CD (VCR not shown], (2 Winners!

3nJ Prize: ABC's Monday Wight Football pinball game from Data East
Pinball. (3 Winners!) tfh Prize: ABC's Monday Night Football 20th
anniversary videocassette featuring the greatest plays Irom trie past

Two decades. (lH00G Winners!)

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

If the prize symbol shown here exactly matches one ol the prize

symbols tound on specially mated packages of Data East MVP Sports

ABC's Monday Night Football Games, you win the prize indicated.

If you are a prize winner, claim your prize by filling in Hie intamalion

below and sending via certified or registered mail by January 10,

1990, to Data East MVP Sports Sweepstakes Winner. P0. Box 8456,

Beaverton, OR 97076.

Name

Address

City

Telephone

State Zip

Signature
prize symbol

See Official Rules for details. Date East USA. Inc.



Get A Goldmine of Tips and Projects

for Your Commodore

Build Up Your Game Strategies!

LOU SANDER'S GOLD MINE:

Game Tips for Commodore1" Users by Lou Sander

Sharpen your game-playing skills with over 1200 tips on 500 + popular software games

in this one handy volume! Master such favorites as "Breakthru," "Defender of the Crown,"
"GUNSHIP," "The Last Ninja," "Legacy of the Ancients," and more with these proven

pointers. This rich assortment of winning formulas offers the best of Lou Sander's popular

"Gold Mine" column, plus hundreds of tips never before published! 352 pp./il lust rated.

No. 3323H, S28.95 Hardcover

Stretch Your Commodore's Capabilities!

LOU SANDER'S TIPS AND TRICKS FOR

COMMODORE COMPUTERS by Louis F. Sander

". . . good reading and an indispensable reference tool."

—James Gracely, Managing Editor, Commodore Magazine

Enjoy EVEN MORE tips from Lou Sander, columnist of Commodore Magazine's "Tips

and Tricks." Includes 500+ user-tested lips and ready-to-use programs—many never be

fore in print! Get valuable programs to create an easy word processor, memory saver, search
mechanism, mode guard, and more. Plus, you gel answers to your questions on: setting

up and operating the computer; improving programming skills; and maximizing disks,

printers, monitors, keyboards, peripherals, and more.

412 pp./illustrateci. No. 3192H, S31.95 Hardcover

Do Amazing Things with Your Commodore—for Under S65!

ELECTRONIC PROJECTS FOR YOUR

COMMODORE 64"1 AND 128'" by John lovine

Maximize the performance and value of your Commodore 64 or 128 with 11 useful,

fun-filled electronics projects from Commodore Magazine's "Projects" columnist John

lovine! This step-by-slep guide shows how you can make • A simple LED interface for

the user port • Appliance controller • Full-featured digital camera • Speech synthesiz

er • and more. 187 pp./148 illus. No. 3083P, S15.95 Paperback

More Bestselling Books
for the Commodore User

Advanced Commodore 126 Graphics and Sound

Programming by S. Krute. 404 pp.172 illus.

(#2630H, S21.95 Hardcover)

The Commodore Programmer's Challenge: 50

Challenging Problems to Test Your Programming

Skills—with Solutions In BASIC1", Pascal' and C
by S. Chen. 218 pp./illustraled. (#2817P, $14.95

Paperback)

Commodore 128 BASIC: Programming Techniques

byM. Hardee. 190 pp./120 illus.

(#2732P, S12.95 Paperback)

Commodore 128 Data File Programming by D. Miller.

297 pp./illustrated. (#2805P. S16.95 Paperback)

Serious Programming for the Commodore 64

by H. Simpson. 208 pp./124 illus, (S1821P, $12.95

Paperback)

1001 Things to Do with Your Commodore 128

by M.R. Sawusch/D. Prochnow. 206 pp./74 illus.

(*2756P, $12.95 Paperback)

TAB
TAB BOOKS Inc.

Blue Ridge Summit. PA 17294-0B40

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-822-8158
{in PA and AK call direct 1-717-794-2191.)

Or mall ad to: TAB BOOKS Inc., Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17294-0B40.

YES, please send me the following book(s).

Book # Tula $ -

$Boo* • Title

Shipping and Handlmg(S5 outside the U.S.A.) E

(In PA, NY, and ME add applicable sales ta<) S

TOTAL S.

300

n Check or money order enclosed made payable lo TAB BOOKS Inc.

Charge my . VISA i MasterCard . ; American Express

Acci. No E*p. —

Signature

Name_

Afldress

Cily

Siale/Zip

Prices subject to change. CR109
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Smart or slow, rich or poor, able-bodied or handicapped, the

computer treats you equally. It truly is a great equalizer. Here's a

look at some leaders, innovators and teachers and how they are

using computers to bridge some very wide gaps.

by Gary V. Fields and Howard Millman
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Did you own a Commodore 64 back in 1983 or 1984? Have you

ever heard of The Castles ol Doctor Creep? Would you likeaswitch
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LETTERS

Pirate Prattle

Dear Editors:

My name is Willie and I would like to

tell Gary Fields how to make life really

fun, it's by pirating. I am an ordinary guy

during the day but at night under the full

moon I transform into One Eyed Willie

the software pirate. Although my friends

and I will deny it, we truly hate our 64's

and Amiga computers. We despise Com

modore, all the software companies, and

other computer owners. Why else would

we copy software?

For all these years we've been subcon-

siously planning the destruction of the

computer industry. Step by step, our evil

hands transform what could be a wonder

machine into a weapon. We've hurt many

kinds of computers not only by pirating

software but also by creating and spread

ing viruses to unwary computerists. What

fun!

We also help convert new users by giv

ing them beta copies of what eventually

becomes great software, but with their

buggy versions they never find out the

software's true potential (suckers).

Isn't life great, we came, we saw, we cop

ied, and we destroyed. Long live piracy,

death to prosperity.

Sincerely,

One Eyed Willie

P.S. 1 hope you intelligent people out there

get the message.

/ know 1 got it —I van see the glow ofyour

hah from here!

All That Glitters . . .
Dear Mr. Sander.

1 have typed in to identify one of the

Isars of false gold in your "Gold Mine"

(June 19891. Zak McKraken: The person

who sent in this information lied. I have

played the Amiga version ofthe game and
know that the way to open the door on the

leg of the sphynx has nothing to do with

the markings on the statue in the great

chamber. Those markings open the hand

of another statue in Mexico.

The markings allowing entry through

Acknowledgement
An "unknown author" in Graham

Kinsey's "Best ofAmiga PD" lias made

himselfknown. Kevin Kyle ofFranklin,

iN is the author oftlie Sculpt-Animate

AD-basedlLB, which received honor

able mention in tlie August feature.

Congratulations, Kevin!

the leg ofthe sphynx are actually found in

the "maze": (one of the rooms in the great

chamber). I'm sure you'll agree that this

corrected information could save someone

a great deal of time.

Observentty yours,

Jason Cowan

Oshawa, Ontario

Canada

Thanks for this correction, although we

hate to think that a contributor intentional

ly "'lied'. Itsjust one of those bits offool's

gold that Lou warned about.

LEAPing Around
To the Editor:

Ore Editor's comment in the Tips and

Tricks column ofthe August issue of Com

modore Magazine begs for a correction.

In the column in question, regarding

the Calendar Maker program, you made

reference to a "bug" in the program for the

year 2000 which you state "... although

evenly divisible by four is not a leap year."

Please be advised that the year 2000 veiy

definitely is a leap year.

Actually, the Calendar Maker program

does have a serious bug, but it is the oppo

site of what you state. The year 2000 is a

leap year, but century years not divisible

by 400 (such as 1900 and 21001 are not.

Yet, the Calendar Maker program treats

all century years as leap years.

A brief history lesson in case you're in

terested ... The calendar recognized and

used by most of the western world today

was first developed by Julius Ceasar in

about 45 B.C. (the Julian Calendar). This

calendar called for three years of 365 days

followed by one year of 366 days, in per

petual cycle.
Although this calendar was a vast im

provement over the chaotic system used

previously, it still had one notable flaw...

it averaged about 11 minutes and 14 sec

onds longer than the solar year. Over the

course of several centuries this error accu

mulated, and by the late 16th century the

Solar year was running about 10 days

ahead of the calendar. This was particu

larly upsetting to Church leaders since

the vernal equinox was occurring 10 days

early, and Holy Days did not occur in the

appropriate season.

In the year 1582, Pope Gregory XIII is

sued a decree dropping 10 days from the

calendar to bring it into sync with the so

lar year. To prevent the same situation

from developing again, he also decreed a

modification to the calendar such that

Continued im page 80
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Activision

: Here's a couple of

games for the movie fanatics

in the audience:

Ghostbusters II and

Die Hard will be coming

your way in the fourth

quarter. Ghostbnsters II.

like the film of the same

title, has you battling the forces of evil in New York City, It seems

that the restoration of an ancient painting has somehow brought its

subject to life ■— a wicked medieval ruler named Vigo the Carpathian.

Your enemy plans to bring back the dark ages and you are the only

one who stands in his way. During the course of the game users drive

the Ectomobile (through the city streets), face an army of ghostly

foes, collect samples from a river of slime, and take control of a

moving Statue of Liberty. Things like this can only happen in New

York (or possibly California). Anyway, you also witness excellent

special visual effects, like the painting coming to life, and a view of

things through the eyes of the Statue of Liberty. I recently saw

several sequences of the game, and it really looked great.

Die Hard, another movie simulation, has you assuming the role of

John McClane (an off-duty policeman in the wrong place at the right

time.) International terrorists have just taken over the building he's

in and cut off all possible means of escape. So the player is one

against many from the very beginning. To make matters worse, the

bad guys have already taken a number of hostages. So how does a

good cop survive this terrible ordeal? By looking around for clues

and weapons and tackling his enemies one at a time. But Die- Hard is

also a race against the clock. The player must win this private little

war before the terrorists crack the security codes and open the main

vault. While all this is going on he also has to rescue the hostages and

save his wife from Hans, the unscrupulous leader of the group. When

all is said and done, Die Hard is an excellent blend of fast moving

arcade action and beautiful digitized pictures from the movie.

Accolade

: Owners of Test Drive n take notice! Two new accessory

disks will be coming your way sometime this Fall. In Muscle Cars

players drive the hottest sports cars of the 1960's. European

Challenge contains the most scenic and grueling roadways of

Europe.

The Cycles: International Grand Prix Racing is slated for

release in the fourth quarter. The developers of Grand Prix Circuit,

Test Drive, and The Duel: Test Drive n have put together the

ultimate motorcycle racing game. This unique program features a

behind-the-controls point of view and three separate performance

classes (500cc, 25Occ and 125cc), with Eve skill levels per class. The

Cycles also contains 15 international race tracks located in places

like Holland, Great Britain, Japan and Monaco. Enjoy the local color,

but nine computer-controlled world-class opponents want to win the

race as badly as you do. So don't make any mistakes.

Heat Wave: Offshore Superheat Racing will also be out before

Christmas. It took a show like Miami Vice to bring this little known

sport to the public eye. Now it's your turn to drive a 600 HP

Superboat, scorching the waves at speeds exceeding 300 mph. The

courses feature 3D polygon filled-graphics of the things you would

see at the various locations (like buoys and buildings in the

distance.) Incidentally, you will be racing off Miami and Ft.

Lauderdale, flying across the water of Biscayne Bay, and traveling

down a stretch of the Mississippi River. If you mess up, your craft

will flip or burn up an engine. A victory can earn you the right to

display the coveted number 01 on your hull. So move fast, avoid

g obstacles, watch the weather, and keep an eye on the other racers.

I don't have much Information on the subject, but how would you

= like to fly with the Blue Angles (the famous military flying team)?

3 The user will participate in precision flying maneuvers and
eventually learn the secrets of these sophisticated aircraft. This

exciting new flight simulation will appear on the market late in '89.

A
Xjjniniga: Look for Amiga versions of the programs mentioned above

about the time the 64 products come out. Hardball n, another

interesting game, should be well received by the public. First of all, it

retains the elements of Hardball that everyone seems to like. New

features include: player drafting, instant replays, league play,

tailored team construction and different points of view (from either

behind-the-batter or behind-the-pitcher), Hardball n also contains

updated graphics and sound effects, a save option (that allows you to

store a game in progress), more player stats and a team editor. I

loved the original Hardball game which is one of the best selling

baseball programs of all time. But take a look at its sequel because it

promises to be something very special.

Coming in 1990: Accolade will be entering the world of strategy

games with a new offering in the first quarter that places the player

on another world, at another time. Tom Loughry, the designer of

Steel Thunder, will release another action/ simulation product

early in 1990. Jack Nlcklaus Productions also has a new project in

the works. It will be introduced to the public during the opening

months of the year,

Cinemaware

I recently spoke to Bob Jacob, the president ofCinemaware, to learn

all about their upcoming titles.

Jermaine: What can we expect to sea from Cinemaware in the

coming months?

■Jacob: TV Sports Basketball (for the Amiga) will be available

sometime in October. I believe it will be the first Amiga 5-on-5

basketball game to officially hit the market. Our basketball program

features five different slam dunks, free throws, fouls, technicals and

so on and so forth. The game also contains a lot of digitized voice.

When the ball Is blocked, for example, the announcer says "rejected."

You can actually hear the crowd reacting to the game, as the

cheerleaders scream out their support for the teams. In TV Sports

Football we wanted to add more digitized sound but simply ran out

of memory. As our people sat down to design the basketball program,

they made a conscious decision to reserve more memory for sound

effects. When all is said and done, it will sound like an authentic

basketball game fright down to the squeaking of the shoes),

basketball games feature players that all look alike. In TV Sports

Basketball guards are short, centers are tall, and forwards are

somewhere in between. Some of figures resemble Jordan, Bird,

Kareem and other roundball celebrities. The arch of the shot also

varies from player to player.

COMMODORE MAGAZINE 5
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Unexpected visual displays, like the ones found in Football are also

present in our basketball game. So don't be surprised to see an

agitated coach throw a chair across the floor from time-to-time. A

10-minute ticker provides the scores of other games, already In

progress, around the league. There will be physical mismatches on

the court, and we even have an all-star game.

■JermaJne: Is the Basketball interface similar to the one used in

Football?

■Jacob: No, because the requirements of the sports are totally

different. In football, for instance, it's basically a question of finding

someone open and throwing him the ball, having that player run to

the goal, blocking, rushing, kicking, etc. Basketball has half as many

players to worry about. It challenges a team to move the ball down-

court, where someone can shoot or go in for the slam dunk. Then

there's a matter of fouling, charging, dribbling, etc. They both share

certain elements, like passing the ball, but each sport has a

completely different objective. So their interfaces had to be different.

Basketball contains an advanced algorithm that cycles through

your players looking for open individuals. When a player breaks free

of his defender we quickly make it apparent to the user. If that guy

eventually gets the ball, he suddenly has the option of throwing a

pass, going in for the slam dunk, or taking an open shot. This is the

way real basketball is played and we've kept that element alive in the

game.

Jermaine: You've mentioned TV Sports Football several times. I'm

sure readers are wondering if it will ever be released for the 64?

Jacob: It's funny you should mention such a thing. Our people are

presently working on the project and it should be shipping later this

year. Incidentally, the 64 graphics of Football are sensational. They

closely resemble what we did on the Amiga.

Dynamix

Amiga: How would you like to fly the ugliest, most indestructible
aircraft in the world today? Of course I'm talking about the A-10

Thunderbolt II —

also known as

"theWarthog."

In lank Killer:

A-10 Thunderbolt

the user sits behind

the controls of this

Incredible engine

of destruction.

By the way, the

cockpit scene Is a

digitized picture of

the real thing. The control system is equally impressive and features

easy-to-read instruments, auto-landing and take-off, automatic

weapon selection and the latest CRT technology. The windshield also

exhibits an advanced heads-up display (HUD). This equipment offers

thermal Imaging (infared night vision), a collision warning device,

a special laser guidance system (for your weapons) and smart target

GETMAXIMUMOUTPU
Since you've put in a few hard

earned paychecks into a Commo

dore system, how can you be sure

you'll ever get more than just a

few video games out?

Well, you could start by
booting up GEOS

2.0. The hard

working software
that's easy to use

and easy on your

wallet.
You see, with

GEOS 2.0 you don't

need to memorize

complicated key
board commands.AH

you need to remem

ber is this:

Point and click.
GEOS 2.0 shows

you options, and you
point to your selection.

Then all you do is click

your mouse or joystick

Pretty simple, huh?

WE PUT A LOT MORE IN,
SO YOU COULD GET A LOT
MORE OUT.

GEOS 2.0 squeezes the absolute

maximum out of Commodore 64s

and 128's with an array of applica

tions you can use millions or ways.

In fact, millions of people do.

The important thing is that with
GEOS 2.0, you can create outstand

ing documents with outrageous

graphics. That's because GEOS 2.0
includes geoWrite (an advanced,

full-featured word-processor), and
geoPaint, a graphic workshop

with over 32 different tools
and patterns.

With geoPaint, you can

draw almost anything. Invert,

mirror or rotate it. Then stretch
and scale and save it in your
GEOS 2.0 Photo Album for use

later. You can mix text and

graphics. Or trade them back

and forth.
GEOS 2.0 even comes with its

own deskTop, which lets you man
age your files and disks easily and

efficiently. There's a calculator, note

pad and alarm clock, too. And
GEOS 2.0 is LaserWriter7" compa

tible. Which means you get a better

looking document and a harder work
ing system that's easier to learn
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ID. Once the game gets off the ground (sort of speak) you'll take your

craft over smoking battlefields, blasting enemy tanks with a 30mm

cannon. There are actually more than 26 different vehicles and

targets in the program. It's also Interesting to note that each of them

has their own armament and reaction to your presence, The program

also features about 8 external views of the plane (for people who

enjoy watching things from different camera angles). I personally

like the program because its digitized pictures are great, the sounds

are superb and It seems to do everything I expect from an A-10

Thunderbolt simulation. I give this program 4 1/8 stars (on a scale

of five.) It should be landing in stores sometime in December.

Coming in 1990: An advanced stealth fighter has been stolen, its

brilliant designer is missing, and Viper (the powerful organization

that committed the crime) is using the plane to blackmail our

country. This operation is too big for James Bond, so let me introduce

you to David Wolf: Secret Agent. Assuming the role of Wolf, you

participate in a series of exciting adventures. They include an action

packed car chase, a freefall skydiving Incident, hangglider combat

and an aerial engagement (as the pilot of the world's most

sophisticated aircraft.) Secret Agent is an incredible work of art. It

features digitized graphics, digitized sound effects, smooth animation

and an excellent stoiyllne. In the skydiving sequence, for example,

you free fall down to an enemy agent and fight him for his parachute.

In another part of the program you actually hear the sound of

machine gun fire. The game also contains a realistic hangglider

simulation and typical James Bond romantic scenes. Secret Agent

is the most Impressive demo I've seen in recent months, and it's

coining to an Amiga near you (during the early months of 1990).

Michtron

Ami.iga: Mike Breggar strikes again! If the name doesn't ring a bell,

maybe youVe heard of his earlier achievements: Prime Time, The

Twilight Zone and The Honeymooners Game. And now the mad
doctor (a podiatrist by trade) is about to release three new game

designs on an unsuspecting world. Look for them early In the fourth
quarter.

Oddball is billed as' "The greatest sport never invented." It'a

basically a combination of elements from hockey, golf, tennis,

billiards, soccer and even water polo. The game is played on an

unusual surface. It starts out as wood, but quickly changes to ice,

grass and eventually.back to wood again. As Oddball begins, the user

selects a team often advanced robots, Five ofthem will play the game

while the others hold the bench down. Each robot has a list of

personal statistics that reflect his present shooting percentage, ball

handling ability, speed, stamina, etc. Use this information to put

together your team, but statistics change rapidly and you need to

have a well rounded group. As coach, it's yourjob to initiate the plays

(both offensive and defensive.) Oddball contains a complete

playbook but the consumer has the option of using his own

strategies. Once you take care of these options, It's time to start the

game. The players on the field consist of two Forwards, two

Backwards and a Glovehead (which is sort of a center or goalie.)

Your mechanical men play In an area that seems to resemble a

soccer field — the main difference being a small door In the middle,

which allows the Oddball to enter the garae. This ball is very

FOR MINIMUM INPUT.
than those space alien games your

cousin Phil keeps dragging home.

INCREASE YOUR OUTPUT
WITH A TURBO.

For flat out fast performance, GEOS

2.0 even comes with a diskTurbo,

which cranks up your Commodore
five to seven times its normal oper

ating speed.
Now, if all

that weren't
enough, it also

converts other

programs' text

in a heartbeat.

And then checks your spelling with
geoSpell. And comes with a mail

merge for stamping out labels and
form letters. And eleven

built-in fonts. And a file
manager.

The bottom line is that

GEOS 2.0 can do just

about anything expensive

PC's can do, including

one thing they

can't:

Share data
with all our

other GEOS 2.0

applications.

A HARD WORKING FAMILY.

Now, if you like the idea of what

GEOS 2.0 can do by itself, just think

what life would be like if you could

share text, graphics and information

amongst a whole family of applications.
Well, that's what you get with our

entire GEOS line. '1 here's a spread

sheet, a database and a desktop

publisher. Not to mention a chart
program, accessories and over 53

additional fonts.

So if you'd rather take more from

your Commodore and less from your

wallet, insist on GEOS 2.0. Fora

minimal investment, it'll do more
than just make your documents look

a whole lot better. And that could

pay out handsomely for you.
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unusual because it walks around aimlessly until somebody touches

it. The first group lo grab the ball is the offensive team, toying to get it

to the goal as quickly as possible. But each coach has a secret weapon

— two invisible time bombs that can be planted anywhere on the

field. The problem is you never know when they are set to go off. So

place these bombs in popular locations and avoid those areas as

much as possible. If you're lucky, a well placed bomb mil disable a

rival player or two. Yes. Oddball is a rough sport to master, but it

sounds like a lot of fun.

Hare's a hot bit of news that even ^National Enquirer doesn't

know: the Wumpus lives I In Hunt For Tho Wumpus the player

confronted this terrible creature in its lair (a SO room cave with

three connecting tunnels), But the beast survived the wounds ofyour

five crooked arrows. In fact, there's a rumor going around that Elvis

nursed it back to health (near a truckstop in Michigan) all these

months. Anyway, the creature is back, but it's split into two separate

beings. This makes your task twice as hard to complete. The new

system of caves is 50% larger and each Wumpi {plural for Wumpus)

must be killed In his own personal cave. And now for the good news

—you have living bullets to use against these monsters.

Puzzlements, another new feature, allow you to earn extra bullets

and valuable coins. Thess amusing little challenges range from

simple word puzzles to arcade game shootcuts. I hear the program

also offers state-of-the-art graphics, sounds and music. One more

thing should be said here: the Wumpl will get ya if you don't watch

out.

Agatha Christie said It best: "You are cordially invited to take the

train ride of your life... or shall we say death". During the early

1900's, the Orient Express was the "in" place to be. It featured the

best of everything and a:tracted an interesting clientele (the pillars

of society, wealthy royals, con men, spies, etc.) A murderer lurks

among them, and It's your job to determine who that person is, The

user has the option of becoming one of six famous sleuths on this

trip. Each detective also has his (or her) own special abilities, which

can make It easier to solve certain cases. One of them might question

suspects better, while another may be super observant. Whatever the

situation, the user (and up to four of his friends) must thoroughly

investigate every murder scenario. There are five complete mysteries

in the game featuring eight unusual suspects and eight possible

motives for the crime. The graphics of the program are good, and the

sound effects really grab you. Sounds range from the scream of a

victim to the rattling of a train in motion. Ifyou're a murder mystery

fanatic, this one's for you.

Psygnosis

Amiliga: Here's a must for your 1989 Christmas list. Beast, a

working title at this time, is a whole new gaming experience. The

player transforms into a savage creature, fighting his way through a

massive forest and into the castle beyond. The program features 4

different scenarios, each, one approximately 70 screens in size. They

Include the great forest, under the tree, inside the cave and the

interior of the castle. It's even possible to take a side trip now and

then (like down a well shaft, for example). Your figure can run

right/left, kneel, jump, punch, climb up ladders, kick and so on. You

can also grab objects and put them down. When these items are

weapons they can be either traditional (like a sword) or magical in

nature. So punch your enemies, seize powerful weapons and explore

anything that seems to have an opening, Here's some additional facts

about the game. Beast contains 2080K of code (on two 31/2" disks).

The program scrolls at a smooth 50 frame/sec, and displays up to 128

colors at any given time. There is also approximately 900K of music

in the game, Any way you look at it. Beast (or whatever they decide

to call it) will probably set the standards for future Amiga game

projects.

Editor's Note: The name is now Beast of the Necropolis.

Konami

64:!: Wanted; professional vampire hunters! Dracula ts on the

prowl again, and someone has to stake him out (sort of speak), All

applicants must be very brave and willing to battle demons, goblins,

bats and the like. Interested parties can enter the count's domain

(Caatlevania) sometime in December.

Blades of Steel will also be available late in '89. This unusual

Hockey simulation challenges the user to become each member of

his six man team during the course of a single game. So you actually

become the goalie when his talents are needed, and other people

when the puck moves in their direction. As soon as the hard rubber

disk officially hits the ice the action shifts into high gear. When

tempers flair, off come the gloves and a one-on-one fight ensues. The

computer opponents are also pros and really give you a workout, I

give Blades of Steel the thumbs up sign because it looks good,

sounds good and the game play is great.

A
liga: In October, Metal Gear and Teenage Hntant Ntnja

Turtles will appear in stores around the country. As Metal Gear

begins an evil ruler has activated the most powerful weapon on

Earth and It is yourjob to destroy that incredible device. Players have

to enter the enemy base, neutralize the guards, obtain security codes

and use conventional weapons (like machine guns, grenade

launchers, plastic explosives, etc.) to penetrate deeper into the

stronghold. You're also an expert in hand-to-hand combat, so they

picked the right man for this dangerous assignment.

On the other hand, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (TMNT) is an

excellent replica of the popular cartoon series of the same name. It

features four famous heroes in a half shell: Leonardo (swinging his

mighty Katana Blade), Raphael (carrying a needle tipped attack

tool),Michaelangelo (manipulating a deadly pair of Wunchukus) and

Donatello (working over felons with his versatile Bo stick). Users

can become any member of the group, at any given moment, as long

as they haven't been taken by Shredder's thugs. It's also possible to

free captured comrades by locating them and touching their hand.

Recent events have determined your goals in the game. April, a close

friend of the turtles, was kidnapped several hours ago. The group has

to rescue this lovely lady before Shredder (your worst enemy) can

brainwash her into joining his army. This treacherous villain also

possesses the life transformer gun, the one piece of equipment that

can restore Splinter (your friendly neighborhood ratjback to human

form. So there you have it. Shredder's forces are terrorizing various

New York sites, and our heroes must stop them at any costs. TMMT

has a lot of potential because it looks like the famous turtle cartoons

and offers a number of challenging scenarios. It should be the hit of

the holiday season. Castlevania and Blades of Steel should also be

in consumer hands late this year,

Coming in 1990: Super Contra is slated for release (on both the 64

and Amiga) during the first quarter of 1990.
News by John Jerm&lne
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Compiled by Louis F. Sander

'TT'his was an exciting month for me—I had lunch with Heloise,
M. ofthe famous Hints From Heloise, the world's premiere col
umn of user-contributed tips. She ami I exchanged copies ofour

recently-published books, and we discussed the ins and outs of
purveying tips to readers around the world.

I also saw the first copies of the Lou Sander's Tips & Tricks

book at the local Waldenbooks store. Ifyou want to buy it, you

can definitely get it through your local book store. Ask for ISBN

0-8306-3192-5. You can get it by mail by calling (800) 822-8158.

And as ifthat weren't enough, uv finishedjudging the entries

in our recent programming contest. Over 200 programs were re

ceived, but an initial screening winnowed them down to a mere

157.

They were divided into these subject areas: 22 financial, 22

drill and education, 18 mathematical, 15 printers of labels and

forms, and 12 for doing calculations in some specific field. There

were also 11 musical programs. 11 filing systems and alphabe-

tizers, ten clock and calendar programs, eight automobile pm-

grams, six for health and fitness, and four for astronomy. Round

ing out thegroup were fourprograms for lottery and other wager
ing, three for typing and Iwyboarding, three for averaging grades,

and eight on miscellaneous subjects.

As required by the rules ofthe contest, every one of them per

formed a useful function. Several are printed below.

Oh yes—the $100 Grand Prize Winner is The Money Machine,

by R. Gregory Siiaw. It appeared in last month's Tips & Tricks,

To sltare your own tips with our readers, send them to:

Louis F. Sander

P.O. Box 101011

Pittsburgh, PA 15237

I read every submission, but those that an1 printed or typedget by

far the most careful reading. Ifyour tip includes a program, you II

improve its chances by sending a disk and a printout.

Successful contributors get to see their name and work in print,

plus a check for $10-$50.

Flashcard: This is a variation of'a program I wrote which helix.*!

raise my son's math average from near failing to an "A." It pro

vides drill on elementary multiplication problems.

The prompts ask you for the maximum time to 1* allowed for

the student to answer, and for the highest factor to lie used in

the problem. The second factor in the problem is always between

one and 12; you can change it by changing the 12 in line 140.

When you run the program, a multiplication problem will ap

pear on the screen. Type in the answer, but do not press RE

TURN. YouTll be told if the answer is wrong or right; if it is

wrong, the correct answer will be displayed.

Press F7 to end the session. The computer will display your

percentage of correct answers.

Steve Stinwn
Ontario, NY

100 PRINT"[CLEAR,RVS,WHITE,SPACE7]

FLASHCARD - STEVE STINSON[SPACES]"

:POKE 53280,0:POKE 53281,0

110 A=5:INPUT"[DOWN2,SPACE10]

TIME LIMIT (SEC)";A

120 L=12:INPUT"[DOWN,SPACE9)

HIGH FACTOR LIMIT";L

130 PRINT TAB(11)"[DOWN8]

PRESS -F7- TO STOP"

:FOR TT=1 TO 1000:NEXT

140 C=INT(RND(0)*L)+1:B=INT(RND(0)*12)

+ 1

150 Z=B*C:Q=INT(LOG(Z)/LOG(10))+1

:PRINT" [CLEAR]"TAB(14)" [DOWN11]

"C" X "B" ■ ":Al=TI

160 GET A$:IF AS=CHR$(136)THEN 260

170 IF A$O""THEN 220

180 IF TKA1 + A*60 THEN 160

190 PRINT TAB(15)"[DOWN]OUT OF TIME!"

200 PRINT TAB(13)"[DOWN]

THE ANSWER IS"Z:J=J+1

:FOR Y=l TO 2000:NEXT

210 E=0:FOR Y=l TO 1000 :NEXT:GOTO 140

220 E=E+1:PRINT TAB(28+E)"[UP]"A$

:F (E)=VAL(A?):IF E<Q THEN 160

230 IF INT{(F{1)*10"(Q-l))+(F(2)*10"

(Q-2))+(F(3)*10"(Q-3)))=Z THEN 250

240 PRINT TAB(18)"[DOWN]WRONG"

:GOTO 200

250 PRINT TAB(19)"[DOWN]RIGHT":X=X+1

:GOTO 210

260 PRINT"[CLEAR]"TAB(12)"[DOWN11]

GRADE = "INT((X/(X+J))*100)"%

[DOWN9]":END

Concrete Prfcer; If you are planning any concrete work, this

program will figure the yardage and coat of the concrete. Ifyou'd

like, it will give you a printout of your figures.

The only drawback that I see is that it is only good for a

square or rectangular slab, and I'm sure you know that not all
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concrete is poured straight. But given the three-block, limit for

the program on the disk, this is what I came up with.

Timothy S. Ricker

Sun Bernardino, CA

100 PRINT"[CLEAR,RVS,SPACE2]

CONCRETE PRICER - TIMOTHY S.

RICKER[SPACE3]":POKE 53281,0

110 PRINT"[CYAN] THIS PROGRAM WORKS

OUT THE YARDAGE AND"

120 PRINT" COST OF A RECTANGULAR OR

SQUARE SLAB":PRINT" OF CONCRETE."

130 PRINT"[DOWN,YELLOW]
ENTER THE THICKNESS,

LENGTH AND WIDTH[SPACE3]

OF YOUR SLAB:"

140 INPUT" [DOWN,L. RED]

THICKNESS IN INCHES";G

: INPUT" [DOWN] LENGTH IN FEET";A

150 INPUT"[DOWN] WIDTH IN FEET";B

160 INPUT"[DOWN] DOLLARS PER YARD";C

170 X=G/12:S=A*B*X/27:Z=S*C

180 PRINT"[DOWN,WHITE]";S;

"CUBIC YARDS":PRINT"[DOWN] S";Z;

"CONCRETE COST"

190 PRINT SPC{6)"(DOWN2,RVS,L. GREEN]

WANT A PRINT OUT (Y/N)? [L. BLUE]
■i ■

200 GET NS:IF NSO"Y"AND N$O"N"THEN

200

210 IF N$="Y"THEN 230

220 IF N$="N"THEN 350

230 OPEN 3,4:CMD 3

240- FOR J=1384 TO 1784 STEP 40

250 TRS=" "

260 FOR K=0 TO 39

270 S=PEEK(J+K)

280 IF S<32 THEN S=S+64

290 TR$=TR$+CHR$(S)

300 NEXT K:PRINT TR$

310 NEXT J

320 PRINT CHRS(10)

330 PRINT#3

340 CLOSE 3

350 END

Envelope Addresser: This puts the address and return address

onto a standard business envelope. To use it, load the program,

then insert an envelope into your printer, with the print head

aligned with the top of the envelope.

It's often best to open the flap of the- envelope before inserting
it. Also, ifyour printer stops printing when it's out of paper, you

should back up the envelope with a sheet of paper.

When the envelope is in place, turn on the printer and run the

program. Prompts will elicit the required inputs, at the end of

which the envelope will be printed.

Robert E. Wilson

WestHills, CA

100 PRINT" [CLEAR,RVS] ENVELOPE

ADDRESSER - ROBERT E. WILSON

[SPACE2]"

110 REM PROGRAM WILL PRINT RETURN

ADDRESS AND ADDRESS ON LEGAL SIZE

ENVELOPE

120 REM DIFFERENT SIZE ENVELOPES CAN

USED BY CHANGING LINES 370,390,

410,430

130 OPEN 1,4

140 PRINT CHR$(159)

150 PRINT CHRS(18)"ENTER RETURN

ADDRESS"

160 PRINT

170 INPUT"NAME";A$

180 INPUT"STREET ADDRESS";BS

190 INPUT"APARTMENT NO.";KS

200 INPUT"CITY";C$

210 INPUT"STATE";DS

220 INPUT"ZIP CODE";D

230 PRINT

240 PRINT CHRS (158)

250 PRINT CHRS(18)"ENTER MAILING

ADDRESS"

260 PRINT""

270 INPUT"NAME";E$

280 INPUT"STREET ADDRESS";FS

290 INPUT"APARTMENT NO.";G$

300 INPUT"CITY";HS

310 INPUT"STATE";JS

320 INPUT"ZIP CODE";J

330 PRINT CHR$(154)

340 PRINT#1," ";A$

350 PRINTK1," ";BS;" [SPACE4]";KS

360 PRINTS1," ";CS;",";DS;D

370 PRINT#1,CHRS(13)CHRS(13)CHRS(13)

CHRS (13)CHRS (13)

380 PRINT#1,CHRS(16);

390 PRINT#1,"32";ES

400 PRINT#1,CHR$(16);

410 PRINT#1,"32";F5;"[SPACE3]";GS

420 PRINT#1,CHRS (16);

430 PRINT#1,"32";H$;",";J$;J

440 CLOSE 1,4

450 END

Improved Envelope Addresser: Many readers like the way that

these contests force them into learning good techniques for mak

ing their programs shorter. Here's how some of those methods

can shrink the Envelope Addresser. To make things easy to fol

low, 1 retained the original line numbers wherever possible.

1 lere's some further explanation:

The REMs were converted to PRINTstatements to make the

program more user friendly. Six prompts, repeated identically

for the return address and the address, have been put into varia

bles in lines 121-126. They are used in lines 160 and 260.

In line 150 and throughout the program, the PRINT state

ment equivalents of control keys have been substituted for their

CHR$() counterparts. In lines 160 and 260, the input variables

have been changed to arrays, to allow the use of FOR,.. NEXT

loops. A FOR.., NEXT loop has replaced the repeated

CHR$U3)'s in line 370, and repeated use of CHR$U6>;"32" has

been replaced by repetitions of T$, which was defined in line

127. (If you need to change the positioning of the address, just

change the 32 in line 127, and the 6 in line 370.)

Finally, the OPEN statement has been moved to line 330, (to

Ixi closer to the actual use of the printer), and the optional END

statement has been removed.

Overall, the number of lines in an already compact program

have been reduced by a third. Nifty, eh?

Louis F. Sander

Pittxblirf>h, PA Continued on page 78
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Compiled by Louis F. Sander

A s always, many of the Gold Mine's tips will ivork on any

±\xomputer, whetiier it's from Commodore, Apple, Atari, IBM
or elsewhere; others apply to only one machine. Don't forget that

many tips require skill as well as knowledge.

And don't forget t)ie Gold Mine book, which should !*• on the

market as you read tltese words. It contains over 1200 tips on

hundreds ofexciting games. To order your copy, call TAB Boolm

toll free at (800) 822-8158. In Pennsylvania, Alaska and oilier lo

cations around the world, call (717) 794-2191.

Ifyou haw some nuggets to share with our readers, why not

write them up and send them bit Staiie your claim at:

The Gold Mine

P.O.Box 1010U

Pittsburgh, PA 15237

Use a separate sheet for each game; put your name and ad

dress on every paper you send us. Neatness counts, and full-sized

double-spaced printouts are pivferred.

Ifone ofyour nuggets is printed, you'll get momentary world

wide fame, the knowledge that Gold Mine Rules, and a nice little

$5 grubstake.

Alice in Wonderland: This is a kid's game that is good for any

one to play. I especially like the end.

Listen to all the cats and the people; they have clues that will

help you win. At the Chessboard, use the Whisker to go through

the door.

Ray Turner

Monticeilo, KY

The Bard's Tale III: If you have The Bard's Tale II as well as

this game, bring over a Stone Blade for your Hunter and a Song

Axe for your Bard. The Stone Blade will always turn a creature

to stone when he is hit. The Song Axe can be thrown for a lot of

damage.

If your party lacks good armor, have your Bard sing Sanctu

ary Score, which lowers the party's armor class.

If you have good armor, sing Rhyme of Duotime, which when

in combat regenerates spell points. Within a battle, it gives all

members of the party extra attacks.

Aaron Maupin

Fresno, OH

Battle Through Time: When planes or choppers drop bombs or

missiles, shoot them to get 500 points. Ifthe plane crashes, shoot

it before it hits the ground—you'll get some nice bonus points.

Dave Kratky

Grand Valley, Ontario

Canada

Cauldron II: If you have nerves of steel but still can't accom

plish anything, here are a few hints.

It's easier to collect items by starting at the bottom of the cas

tle and moving upwards. Start with the scissors, then the axe,

goblet, crown and shield. Cut the witch's hair and you'll finally

reach the book. Now you can drop down to the cauldron.

If you have a quick finger, press the R key just before you die.
The game will automatically relocate your pumpkin at the start

of that screen, and you will not lose a life. If you're quick, you

can make your men last forever.

FredEngell

Address Unknown

Cutthroats: If you're having trouble opening the underwater

safe without ruining the stamps, just take it to the air-pocketed

iTOin upstairs. Drill it, slap on some putty, head to the surface,

and enjoy your treasure!

Micliael Gatto

Los Angeles, CA

Ueja Vll! When you're in the casino, play the slot machine on

the light. Keep playing until you win.

The key to Ace Handing's and the doctor's office is in the bun

galow. Tb get in there, just shoot the door down.

When in the doctor's office, shoot the filing cabinet open and

find the file on the drug in the drug cabinet. If you have the sy

ringe, use it to inject yourself with the drug. As time passes,

you'll start to remember everything.

If you found a live fat lady in the trunk of the car. drag the

gag from her mouth and use the syringe to inject her with sodi

um pentathol. She'll give you some valuable information.

Manny David

Bronx. NY
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Gold Mine

Dreadnoughts: Here's a way to try- your hand at convoys. Go

east from Bergen until you run into serious trouble. Punch all

sorts of exotic keys until the machine freaks out. Keep punching

until you see any "normal" screen, and go from there. You'll be
at game start time, but halfway out in the Atlantic with no con

tacts.

■Jimmy Williams

Lexington, KY

Echelon: Ifyou are damaged by enemy fire or by teleporting an

explosive device on board, you Gin fix your ship without return
ing to base. Go into data link mode and save your game. Load

the game again, and you ship should be repaired, lit doesn't

work if your data link is damaged).

In the patrol zone, some of the objects turn out to be thermo

nuclear warheads, which destroy your craft in an instant, Fve lo
cated two of them, one in area F3, sector til. and another in

areaF6, sector Lll.

Alex Antonio

Dallas, TX

F-19 Stealth Fighter: For maximum stealth, fly below 5(11) feet

or above 32,000 feet, with the throttle reduced to the middle dot

reference.

Always substitute extra fuel for the HARM missile load. Air

craft damage nearly always results in a fuel leak, and the extra

fuel gives you more options.

The best way to shoot down fighters on your tail is to apply

full power and pull hack on the joystick. As the fighters come

into view, your missile system will lock on and you'll be able to

shoot accurately at them.

Be alert for fighters that follow you back to the carrier. They

will fire missiles at you during your landing approach.

Flying under 500 feet to the target requires constant atten

tion, but can be done ifyou maintain a constant piteh setting of

seven degrees, with power 86t to the middle dot reference.

Carrier landings are easier ifyou maintain a constant pitch of

10 to 14 degi-ees while adjusting the throttle for rate of descent.

Glen Young

Renlon. WA

Future Knight: Tb get unlimited lives, simultaneously press

keys BUG87 when you see the screen of the presentation.

Patrick Cot

Quebec City, Quebec

Canada

GFL Football: When you're on defense, choose a nickel defense

and move your joystick to a blitz above or below nickel. Now

watch what your opponent picks. If he/she goes with a pass, don't

do anything. But if he/she chooses a run, press your fire button.

This way, you shouldn't get burned by the offense.

Deuin Finney

Shelkm, WA

Guild of Thieves: rIb get into the Undertaker's establishment,

break the glass in the window. There you can take a coin which

will help you get into the Zoo.

To pass the spider in the Hothouse, you must do three things.

First take the Jam Jar from the Kitchen. Then open it and take

it to the stable to get some flies into the Jam. Finally, go to the

Hothouse and drop the jar to kill the spider.

Rub your feet with the Succulents from the Hothouse, and

you can go through the Hot Coals.

Wlodck Kuczynski

Warsaw, Poland

The Hitchhiker's Guide lo the Galaxy: 1b recall your senses

after arriving on the first ship, smell until you can make out a

faint shadow. Examine it, and you'll be free to roam around.
To get past the tractor that is demolishing your house, lie in

front of it. Then type WAIT or continuously press Z. After a

while Ford will come and talk to Mr. Prosser, and you will auto

matically stand up.
After arriving on the second ship, listen until you can hear

the humming of its engine. You'll then be free to move around.

Persistence is the key to getting into the engine room. After a

while, the computer will let you in. After you're in, you need to
look around a few times before the computer will tell you what is

there.

Jeremy Hubble

Betlon, TX

International Soccer: For an easy goal, go to the bottom of the

screen. Face your opponent's goal just in the corner and kick the

ball. If you're positioned correctly, the goalie will jump straight

up, and the ball will pass beside him into the goal.

Patrick Sinnott

Commugny, Switzerland

Impossible Mission II: After you've found all six of the good

tapes, go to any of the doors between the towers. Be sure you

have some snoozes. Play all six tapes, then push up.

When you're in the last room, snooze the robots and go to the

three computers in the middle of the screen. Take the computer

on your right, and you've solved the game!

Kyle Bastrup

Sequim, WA

Jet: Ifyou want to take off, but don't have enough runway space,

try this. Hold down your brakes and bring your thrust all the

way up. Release the brakes, and you should get off the ground

using less than half the usual runway distance.

Peter Pramataris

Farmingdak, NY

Kamov: One problem with this game is that you can find many

items during play, but the instructions don't tell you how to use

them. To find out, just move the red box onto the item you're in

terested in, then press the Y key.

Are you bored with going the same old way on the second lev

el? If so, stop at the cave entrance after you destroy the pillars.

Using the ladder will reveal a whole new way to complete the

level—above the caves rather than through them!

Ifyou think the Volcano level is impossible to pass, notice the

color that you're standing on when it starts. Also notice the color

of the cave atop the volcanos. In my game, they're both purple.

Just use the ladder to jump onto the purple atop the volcanos.

You'll be surprised to hit solid ground.

Jason Putman

Niagara Falls, Ontario

Canada

Continued on pane 62
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64 AND 128 SOFTWARE REVIEWS Reviewed by Jeffery Scot! Hall

Main Frame

Computer: Commodore (>l

Company: MittoIfluBiona
17408 Chatsworth St.

Granada Hills, CA 91344

Price: $39.95

d Frame, from Microlllusions,

puts you in the middle of a hostile

computer take-over on planet Earth,

where machines are threatening world

domination. It's up to you to help de-bug

our computer by destroying it before it de

stroys us.

Your mission starts on the Obiter. This

Orbiter is nn uncompleted space satellite

which hasn't yet been linked to the evil

master computer known as TriComplex

III. Inside the Orbiter is a space suit which
you will need to get before starting your

take over. Your space suit contains an ac

cess computer called Comm-Link which

allows you to access Orbiter's commands.

The commands available te you include:

Assemble/Disassemble Assault Unit,

Beam up/down, Raise/Lower Defense

screens, Place/remove scan unit, and

Transport 'Ib Sum Unit.

One major feature of your space suit is

that it gives you super human abilities,
allowing you to jump higher, run faster,

and shoot quicker. The bad news is that it

requires Power Pods to function. These

Power Pods run most everything on Earth

now, including Orbiter, and can only be

found on the planet's surface. Also on Or

biter you will find a control station. From

here you have two options which ait;:

Transfer Power either to or from your re

serves, and Medic Center, which allows

you to rejuvenate yourself using Power

Pods. Now, let's beam down and take a

closer look at what awaits in our journey.

Once you have beamed down to the sur

face, you must first search for three as

sault devices: The Air Unit that attaches
to your suit allowing you to fly around,

the Land Unit which puts you inside an

armored tank, and the Water Unit giving

you a customized submarine for deep sea

exploration. When you've located all de

vices, you will have at your disposal all

the resoin-ces needed for turning oil'Tri

Complex HI.

Most of the time you will be fighting on

the planet's surface, but sometimes you

will find yourself deep within vast under-

major

feature of your

space suit is

that it gives you

super human

abilities,

allowing you

to jump higher,

run faster,

and shoot

quicker.
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ground caves. While on the planet you

will need to find and collect four different

objects: Power Pods, Fuel for operating the

assault units, Air Tanks used for under

water exploration, and Micro Cards used

to de-code security codes inside buildings.

While on the planet you will find many

enemies that TriComplex III is control

ling. Entities such as Battle Droids,

Guardians, Mortars, and Laser Tanks will

all attack you, and all can kill if you run

into them while your power supply is low

in the space suit.

At certain places on the planet's sur

face, you will find that your Comm-Link

does not work. This is because TriComplex
HI is interfering with your transmitter,

and is also using several Land to Orbit

larers to damage it in the process. In order

to take out the lazers and destroy the in
terference, you must first obtain the Air

Unit. Once this has been obtained you can

fly through some of the defenses and de

stroy the complex that is causing this

problem. However, this is only temporary,
for TriComplex HI will repair what you

have destroyed and it's only a matter of
time before the complex is operating

again. So, make sure to take advantage of
this time and use it wisely to plan some
strategic lazer blasting.

In order to win the game, you must find
the intake-pipe which leads to a chamber

below TriComplex Hi's control room. Once
you have found the pipe you will need the

<*

m
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Water Unit to explore the area within.

While you are traveling through this area

you will use up a lot of oxygen so make

sure you've collected as many tanks as

you can find before starting yourjourney.

When you've reached the end of the in

take-pipe you will need to travel along the

entire length of a narrow passageway. The

next area you will find is the main control

center for TriComplex III containing

many security doors. Using the collected

Micro Cards you must open the doors and

find the four power switches and turn

them off. However, in order to make

things more difficult the switches have

been hidden in certain rooms and activat
ing a fake room will cause radiation to

leak in and severely injure you. Your final

goal is to turn off all four power switches

of this awesome machine.

Summary
Main Frame is a very complex arcade

style game which gives you non-stop ac

tion inside a computer system where you

are the only bug it's ever encountered! I've

been playing this game for about 50-60

hours and just now have managed to lo

cate the intake-pipe. So while this is an

arcade game, you can certainly tell that a

!ot of strategy has gone into it's design.

Main Frame combines great sound effects,

music, graphics, and action to make it the

greatest story-arcade game Fve ever

found! a
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64 AND 128 SOFTWARE REVIEWS Reviewed by Jeffery Scott Hall

Times of Lore

Computer: Commodore (>1

Company: Origin

136-B Harvey Road
Londonderry, NH 03053

Price: $39.95

rimes ofLore, from Origin Systems,

combines a unique blond of action

and strategy as you stride to restore peace

to the once non-violent kingdom, Albar-

eth. After the game has loaded, a title

screen will appear after which you must

choose to either start a new game or re

turn to an old Times ofLore adventure.

Once your selection has been made, you

will then find yourself reading a story

about the kingdom of Albareth, while mu

sic plays in the background. You may skip

the pages by pressing the fire button and

go directly to the character screen where

you get to choose a character for yourself.

There are three character types; Knight,

Valkyrie, and Barbarian, each with differ

ent areas of specialty, strengths, and

weaknesses. Once a character has been

chosen, you will assume his/her role and

begin your journey into Albareth.

Once the game has started you will find

your character at the top of the view win

dow. Tb move your character, simply push

the joystick in the direction you want to

go. However, the main key to playing

Times ofLore is not so much your move

ment as it is communication. The bottom

portion of the screen contains eight differ

ent control icons which affect your charac

ter in many ways. These icons allow your

character to talk with other people, exam

ine objects, list the items you have in your

possession, drop an item, pick up objects,

use an item, offer an object to another

character, and game options (current

score, load an old game, save game in pro

gress and pause the actionl.

Ifyou are starting a new game your

character will be standing inside the

Frothing Slosh Tavern. In order to help

you find your way around Albareth, a col

ored map is included. You may find your

position on the map by locating the city of

Eralan, which is the town that your char

acter is in, and then setting out to explore
on your own. You will find that as your

journey begins, all the buildings and peo

ple serve a particular interest to your sur

vival. Tb enter a building, simply walk

over to the door and after it opens you will

However, the

main key to

playing

Times of Lore

is not so

much your

movement

as it is

communication.

find yourself standing inside. Some build

ings have more than one level, in which

case you will find a set of stairs. Also,

some buildings require you to have a cer

tain object or key to enter. As you travel,

time passes and the light will grow darker

in order to give you the feeling of an actu

al day inside a real city. Also, you will

most certainly find items and treasure

which may be collected and used through

out the game.

Sooner or later you are bound to meet

up with some enemies which are bent on

killing you before yourjourney ia complet

ed. Depending upon the character you

have chosen, you will start out with one

basic weapon. Tb attack an opponent, sim

ply face him and press the fire button to

activate the weapon you're holding. The

enemy will be defeated after a certain

number of hits, which varies according to

the type of character you're fighting and

the type of weapon you are using. You will

meet nine different classes of people in all,

of which some may not be hostile. These

characters include: guards, peasants, inn

keepers, rogues, ores, skeletons, ghosts,

slime, and clerics. During your fight, you

will probably sustain injuries from the at

tack. In order to keep track of your cur

rent health conditions, a candle is located

in the lower right portion of the screen. As

your health weakens the candle will melt

until the flame is totally out, in which

case your character will be dead.

Times ofLore is an excellent action-

strategy game which can be enjoyed by

any adventure player, either novice or ex

pert. While Times ofLore might lean to

wards the introductory side, advanced

players will still find challenge in explor

ing the lands of Albareth using their al

ready acquired skills of role playing. The

manual describes all the commands and

characters in detail, but leaves the rest of

the adventure up to you. Disk access

times are faster than usual since they em

ploy V-Max (a fast load utility) to help

speed things up. This makes game play

ing more fun because you don't have to

wait forever to see your new location.

Since you will find the game to be fairly

straight forward, no hints are provided.

Times ofLore is one of the best adventure

games I've ever played on the 64, and

I think you will agree too! 3
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64 AND 128 SOFTWARE REVIEWS' Reviewed by Gary V. Fields

Super Disk

Utilities
Computer: Commodore 128

Publisher: rYee Spirit Software

58 Noble Street

Rutztown, PA 19530

Price: ${4.95

It is a rare occurrence when the use of

the adjective super in a title is appro

priate—Super Disk Utilities is one of those

pleasant exceptions. Ifyou are a 1571 disk

drive user and need, or just want, to dig

deeper into the drive or double-sided disk

storage, you can dig to your heart's con

tent with the multiple tools found in this

collection.

The utilities are accessed through a

common menu: (II Disk Copy, (2) File

Copy, (3) CP/M Utilities, (4i Disk Editor,

(5) DOS Utilities, (6) Drive Monitor, (7)

71 RAM Writer. To activate a utility you

simply press a number and wait a few sec

onds until it is loaded into memory. You

can return to this main menu at any time

by pressing the ESC key. Each utility is

similarly structured so Super Disk Utili

ties is easy to use because it is? logically de-

signed.

The disk copy option lets you copy en

tire 1541,1571 or CP/M t- formatted disks

using either one or two 1571 drives.

Because the file copy utility lets you

copy up to 50 files consecutively, selecting

and copying individual files couldn't be

any easier. The directory of the source

disk is displayed on screen, and you sim

ply scroll through the names and select

the ones you want to copy. After you have

finished you can begin the action by press

ing RETURN, or ESC to abort. I was

pleased to find the file copy utility in

cludes a safety check, so you can't acciden

tally overwrite an existing file. If the pro

gram detects an identical file name on the

target disk, it will simply report the dupli

cation on the screen and continue with the

copying of the other marked files. This al

lows you the chance to examine the two

files before inadvertently overwriting a

valuable file.

If you are using the 128's CP/M capa

bilities you'll find the CP/M utilities valu

able. They include a format, directory and

format analyzer. The format option lets

you format a disk to adhere to any CP/M

MFM (Modified Frequency Modulation)

format including Epson QX10, IBM-8 SS

Beyond being a useful

product, Super Disk Utilities

is a great teacher, allowing

you to examine and fiddle

with the structure and

internal memory and storage

secrets normally shielded

from the casual computer

user.

and DS, KayPro II and IV, or Osborne DD

as well as GCR (Group Code Recording!

using 70 tracks with 1328 disk blocks.

The analyzing option displays informa

tion about the structure of each disk such

as number of tracks, ID bytes, bytes per

sector, etc. Again, the program makes use

of either one or two drives and constantly

monitors the status of the active unit.

The Disk Editor lets you view and write

to specific tracks and sectors of a disk. To

prevent you from accidentally editing the

wrong disk, it constantly displays the

name and ID number of the target disk as

well as the status of the drive and the ex

act format of the disk. The editing screen

shows both the hex and ASCII notation of

the chosen track and sector, so you can

write to the exact section using either no
tation type.

Disk editors Bra useful for changing in

formation often impossible to edit any oth

er way (e.g., the name of a disk, or special

information in directories, or salvaging

files or pieces of files from a damaged

disk). The program's options include the

ability to view specific areas of the disk,

plus an easy way to scroll through other

areas without having to input specific lo

cations—a hassle I've encountered with

other disk editors.

Most people will find the DOS utilities

alone worth the price t£SuperDisk Utili

ties. This option activates 17 powerful

tools which let you do everything from for

mat a disk, bulk erase disk, rename files,

analyze formats, write protect disk or lock

and unlock specific files. If you've ever ac

cidentally scratched a valuable program

or file and didn't know how to reclaim it,

the unscratch option will do just that. Or if

you want to lock a file so that it can't be

deleted, you can do that here as well. The

utility even includes a "trash a track" op

tion which lets you create your own disk

prelection schemes. I'm suit; any 128 user

will sooner or later develop a need for one

or more of the these DOS utilities options,

and will be delighted with the easy power

they supply when that occurs.

If you are comfortable with assembly

language, you can use Super Disk's Drive

Memory Monitor to assemble or disassem

ble any section of a 1571 drive's RAM or

ROM. It works like the 128's own ML

Monitor, so there is no reason to learn a

new command structure if you are already

familiar with that one. I suspect those

hacker types (rather than casual comput

er users! who like to peek in normally hid

den memory banks or love to hide pro

gram code in unusual locations will enjoy

working with the Monitor and the 1571

RAM Writer. The two utilities are great

for exploration. Combined they deliver

enough power to let those so inclined, do

some serious, if memory-limited, pro

gramming. Because the user's manual

comes with a basic 1571 memory map

(listing the location of the jump table, zero

page, bus control, etc.) users will need to

look elsewhere for more detail, or else map

the drive's internal structure by simply

monitoring each address themselves. 1

suspect many 128 users will re-experience

the fun of legal hacking using these two

tools.

Mark Brannon, Super Disk Utilities'

author, not only saw a need for a full-fea-

tured utility program for the Commodore

128 and 1571 disk drive user, but had the

knowledge and skill to bring the powerful

collection to the user wrapped in a friend

ly interface anyone can master. Super

Disk Utilities is a wonderful product, for

which anyone needing to peek and poke at

either a disk's storage suiface or the

1571'sRAM will find many uses. And just

as importantly, you don't have to be a

computer whiz to use the Utilities, fea

tures, but after tinkering with it and your

1571 a little you might qualify as one. Be

yond being a useful product, Super Disk

Utilities is a great teacher, allowing you to

examine and fiddle with the structure and

internal memory and storage secrets nor

mally shielded from the casual computer

user.

]f Super Disk Utilities has any flaws

they are speed and documentation. The

copy utilities are not lightning fast, but

Continued on page IS
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64 AND 128 SOFTWARE REVIEWS Reviewed by Russ Ceccola

Under Fire!
Computer:

Publisher;

Price:

Commodore (M

The Avalon Hill Game

Company

4517 Harford Road

Baltimore, MD 21214

$34.95

Under Fin! Mapmaker Di.sk

,$2f>.(X) {$20.00 with coinxm in

UntkrFire!)

Think back a few years to the time

when computer war games were few

and far between. On the other hand, board

war games were numerous. You could go

to any hobby or strategy shop and lind

any number of board war games that cov

ered a certain time period in history.
Avalon Hill was one of the pioneers in

board war games. Their games had the

slickest packages and were the easiest to

find. Avalon Hill enhanced their reputa

tion by continuing to support their board

games; you could find additional scenarios

and unite for a game in the Avalon Hill

catalog.

When computers came into the picture,

Avalon Hill stayed at the forefront of the

new technology. At the time, the Commo

dore 64 was the most popular home com

puter, and the majority of the Avalon Hill

computer war games were available on

cassette format only. (Hold on to those cas

sette games; they are destined to become

relics of the computer age and/or collec

tor's items.) Eventually, war games began

to come out on diskette.

Around this time (1985), Under Fire!

was released for Apple computers. It was a

pioneer in the war game world in that it

was one of the first games devoted entire

ly to tactical combat, using individual

squads, guns, tanks and leaders. An adap

tation of the game play of the Squad lead

er board game designed by the same per

son, Under Fire! was only recently re

leased for the Commodore 64, with many

improvements included. The game is still

as fun to play as it was a few years ago

and is still unique in the computer war

gaming world. Believe me when I say that

with Under Fire! you can set up any kind

of tactical battle imaginable, from all-ar

mored exchanges to squad-to-squati en

gagements. The choice is yours!

Under Fire! allows you to use either a

joystick or the keyboard to enter com

mands and .select options from the menus

V3CDS SG
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If you size up

your locations,

keep supplies

coming, check

your line of sight

and prepare

yourself for

surprises, you

will eventually

"win" the game.

that comprise the bulk of the game play.

The war game has a unique mode of play

in that you make the movement selec

tions for your units for a given turn all at

once and only enter combat commands at

certain periods in a game turn that you

choose. A game turn consists of 24 periods

in which units can move.

Within a turn, there are a Movement

Phase, Execute Orders Phase and Unit

Organization Phase. In the Movement

Phase, you select the movement patterns

for all of your units. In the Execute Orders

Phase, you let loose the computer to move

your units as you specified, period by pe

riod. At certain periods in the turn, com

bat lakes place and you must enter com

bat orders, ifyou (instead of the computer)

are controlling combat for your unite,

There are two, three, four or six combat

phases in a turn, spread evenly through

out the turn. In the Unit Organization

Phase, you can integrate units, bail men

out of vehicles, drop supplies to relieve

burden or pick up weapons or supplies!—

all at the end of each turn. There are ten

turns in the scenarios that are included

with the game. In your own scenarios,

there can be as many as 30 turns. After

all turns are completed, a Victory Phase

takes place.

The game avoids the standard "move-
and-fire" play to which most war gamers

are accustomed, hi addition to the game

play. Under Fire! attempts a new concept

in the Victory Phase. The computer does

not say who wins or loses. Instead, all of

I* new

/fie

the two sides' units' positions are revealed,
as well as their general orders, and it is

!ufl up to the players to debate who is the

winner of the scenario. This allows more

freedom of interpretation of the results.

Suppose that a team's general orders

were to occupy an objective area, and the

number of units at his command was sig

nificantly less than the other team's total.

If ten out of his 15 units are within the ob

jective area, could you consider this a vic

tory, taking into account the fact that his

units were vastly outnumbered? Ques

tions like these were left to the playerls) to

decide. This approach is different and has

its merits.

Under Fire! allows you to choose all of

the relevant options that will color your

scenario. Options such as game scale,

number of combat phases, season, human

or computer control ofyour opponent, who

controls combat options (player or com

puter), scenario, general orders and na

tionality are all part of the Setting Up

Phase. Alter all of these options are select

ed, the game begins. You can examine

your units if in a pre-set scenario or buy

units with '"points" and place them on the

game map in a design-your-own scenario.

After this Pre-Set Units Phase is over, the

first turn begins.

Under Fire! relies heavily on how much

your units are burdened, how good the

units' morale is, how well each unit is sup

plied with weapons and ammunition, the

general Orders given to the team, line of

Continued on page 18
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Make Any Computer Do Exactly What You Want With McGraw-Hill's

Contemporary

Programming &

Softwa

Series
From Writing Your Own Programs to

Modifying Existing Software, Here's the New,
Easy, and Low Cost Way to Unlock the Secrets

of Your Computer

Whether you me computers lor business, for personal
implications, or (or fun, off-the-shelf programs will never do

everything you wanl them to do lor you. That's because they
were written by programmer! to satisfy what they perceived

as the needs of the greatest number of potential
users—often missinn some or many of your
specific needs.

That's why McGraw-Hill's new Contemporary

Programming and Software Design Scries teaches

you how to create your own software.. .either
from scratch or by making key modifications to
existing programs.

There is nothing magical aboul it. You learn the

process of building a computer program step-by-
slep will] McGraw-Hill Concept Mixlules sent to you one at a

time, once a month. Each of the ten modules in the Series takes

you through an Important step in the development of the

structure and detailed [ogle of a program, including testing,
debugging, and documentation.

Unique Interactive Hands-On Instruction

Each moduli' Includes an easy-to-ujiderstflnd guide I'LUS a
5W" (loppy disk containing typical programs and interactive
instruction that you can run on Commodore t>4 and 12H computers, IBM

PCs and PC compatibles for hands-on experience.

In the first Module, for example, when your sample program (Declining
Interest Loans) appears on your screen, you'll find errors on certain pro

gram lines. You'll also see that the program is only three-quarters completed.

Now comes the fun part. You'll discover

how this program is built, and in the process

you'll learn how to identify and correct
errors. And by the end ol Module I,

you'll actually have completed this

program yourself.

Rut there's more. Special graphics

on your screen work in conjunc

tion with the accompanying guide

to amplify, illustrate, and deepen

your understanding of software

design principles.

The Crucial 95%—Learn the Foundation of Computer Programming

While the Series includes interactive disks that run on sped fie computers, everything
you learn you can apply toany language or machine. Why is this possible? Because

McGraw-Hill knows programmingfixfarmorethan coding aprogram Intothecomputer
using a specific language. In therc.il world of computers, 95% of the programming pro
cessis carried out using design techniquesthatareIndependentofspecific language or
machine. It is this crucial 95% that you thoroughly understand and master in the Series.

Make no mistake. Almost all books and courses on "programming"
teach you only the final 5% ol the total programming process-

namely, how to code in a specific language... information of little
value il you don't know how to reach the point in the programming

process when you are ready to code.

With the Series, however, you'll learn to create your own programs
from scratch, even modify off-the-shelf programs. You'll learn enough

BASIC and machine language to get you started on the remaining

5% of the programming process.

Build Your Own Personal Software Library

The sample programs you wnrk with throughout the
Series are excellent learning tools. But they're more than

that. By combining the sample programs onto one master

dusk, you'll have the start of your own personal software

library. In addition to the programs you've written and
modified throughout the Series, you'll also receive dozens

of the most |iopiilar public domain and user-supported pro

grams, such as data base manager, word processor, calen

dar generator, appointments reminder and much,
much more.

15-Day No-Riak Trial

To order your first module without risk,

send the card today.

Examine the first module

for 15 days and see how
the Series will help you

make your computer do
i exactly what you want

it to do!

CREATE

YOUR OWN

SOFTWARE

II someone has beaten you to the card, write to us for order

ing information about the Contemporary Programming and

Software Design Series.

m
McGraw-Hill

Continuing Education Center

3939 Wisconsin Avenue

Washington, DC 20016



64 and 128 Software Reviews/Under Fire!

Continued from page 16

sight to the enemy based on the terrain,

unit density and combat position. If you

can keep these things under control, you

will have no problem With Under Firv! Be

cause the game is played on a tactical lev

el, it is more complex and you must make

your decisions carefully, particularly on

movement and firing at the enemy, to be

suit; to stay alive past the first turn.

The genera] orders for your team wi 11 be

one of thy following: attack an objective

area, defend an objective area, search and

destroy enemy in an objective area, brea-

kout from the map at a specified area and

delay the enemy from reaching the objec

tive area. Depending on which general or

ders you choose, your mission can be

tough or relatively easy, also depending
on the enemy's strength. Your team can

be American, Russian or German, and

you can outfit your team with units and

weapons yourself or choose a pre-set sce

nario in which your team has already

been assembled, placed and outfitted.

As far as movement goes, you can

choose standard or scouting movement. In

either case, you move your unit a certain

number of spaces, wait a number of pe

riods or deploy your unit (dig-in or load up

with ammunition!. In combat, you can be

in a defensive position, taking advantage

of the terrain, or an attack position, expos

ing yourselfto attack.

Terrain has an effect upon movement of

your units, as does the number of units

that occupy a certain square on the map.

The terrain affects the line of sight of a

particular unit and can determine wheth

er you see the enemy or not. The enemy

may spot you without you seeing him. If

there are a few units of the same team on

the same square, you are opening yourself

up to an area attack, which will affect all

units in one square. Other attack possi

bilities are direct and indirect fire. If you

size up your locations, keep supplies com

ing, check your line of sight and prepare
yourselffor surprises, you will eventually

"win" the game.

Obviously, I can't describe all of the op

tions of the game, but be sure that Under

Fire! is complete as far as tactical games

go. You don't even have to use a tactical

map. You can also use a strategical map

or a situational map to review unit posi

tions. The graphics are good tor all views

shown, especially the forced perspective of

the buildings, hedges and walls. From

grass to trees, all of the terrain elements

stand out. The sounds are few in Under

Fire! You hear explosions during combat,

but that's about it. But who needs sound

effects in war games, anyway?

In addition to the regular game, you

can purchase a Mapmaker disk that al

lows you to create your own maps for use

with Under Fire! This Mapmaker disk is

a simple construction set that contains all

terrain elements separated into seven

groups, such as Road Parts, River Parts

and Stone Buildings. There are 50 terrain

pieces that you can put together to form a

map and the design is as simple as select

ing a piece and placing it on a blank map.

[n Under Fire!, all action is seen from

above, but units are shown from a side

perspective. In addition, you can save the

maps you design onto disk. On an initia

lized disk, you can also save games in pro

gress, but the total of maps and games

must not exceed five per disk.

Getting back to the Mapmaker pro

gram, I'll start my list of criticisms of Un

der Fire! My biggest complaint is that the

Mapmaker program is separate from the

Under Fire! game. Although a coupon

worth $5.00 off the price of the Mapmaker

disk is included in Under Fire!, I believe

the two programs should have been

brought together in a package that was

slightly more expensive than the Under

Fire! package by itself. The original Apple

version of Under Fire! included the Map-

maker disk. Why did Avalon Hill separate

them for the Commodore 64 version?

On that note, a new rule book is neces

sary. The rule book, as it stands, is confus

ing and doesn't list the options available

in every menu in a format that can easily

be examined. The interface is a little awk

ward until you get used to it, but alter

that point it is easy to use. When bridges

are blown up or roads blocked, there are

no graphic differences from normal
bridges and roads. This has to be changed.

Finally, contrary to what the manual

says, Under Fire! does not allow the play

er to scroll backwards through a menu of

choices by moving the joystick in the op

posite direction. Toggling the joystick in

any direction scrolls through some menus

in only one direction. This results in awk

ward joystick use.

Although these anomalies are present

in Under Fire!, I still recommend it for

those war gamers who are kxiking for a

strong challenge. If you think you're real

ly good, increase the skill level of the op

ponent and give it a whirl. Under Fire! \s

fun, but don't think that you'll breeze

right through the game. You will be re

quired to think out your strategy. That's

what computer war games were made for,

weren't they? H

Software Reviews/Super Disk Utilities'

Continued from page 15

You could describe Super

Disk Utiiitiesas an electronic

toolbox.

they are dependable. I can't offer extended

performance results, but on the average, I
found the Disk Copy utility took amund

three minutes to copy a double-sided 1571

format disk using two drives. That speed
is no snail's pace, but neither does it ap

proach mach speed. I suspect most users

will complain about the sparse user's

manual if anything. In 14 half pages, it

attempts to cover eveiything from disk

copying to editing and CP/M to machine

language monitors. I'm afraid most new

computer owners will become frustrated
and confused trying to figure out the dif

ference between GCR, MFM and IBM for

mats and completely lost trying to deci

pher hexS notation the first time they vis

it the ML Monitor.

I experienced only one problem with

Super Disk Utilities which appeared, to

cause a system lock up. But I traced the

problem to my CAPS LOCK key which I

had inadvertently depressed—which pre

vented me from toggling between source

and target drives. Thus when I thought I

was pressing the numeric 8 key I was ac

tually pressing the * symbol Ishift eight].

Once I released the key, everything

worked perfectly.

Conclusion

If you need a good 1571 disk/file copy

utility; want to be able to analyze, format

or view CP/M disks; need to edit a disk's
tracks or sectors; want to lock or un-

scratch a file; or actually read or write to

the drives memory chips directly, Super

Disk Utilities is just what you've been

waiting on. The value ofSuper Dink Utili

ties is not that any of the dozens of options
are exotic, but that they are all located in

one area. You could describe it as an elec

tronic toolbox where any disk mechanic

could reach for the exact tool they need to

repair or tune-up any disk or disk drive. If

you are a disk mechanic, you'll love Super

Dink Utilities, but if you've never had the

desire or need to pop the hood on your

1571, chances are you don't need all the

tools and power of this collection.

Super Disk Utilities is not copy protect

ed. A 1571 disk drive (or two) and an 80-

column monitor are required. 3
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64 AND 128 SOFTWARE REVIEWS' Reviewed by Jeffery Scott Hall

Power at Sea

Computer: Commodore 64

Company: Accolade

550 s. Winchester Blvd.
San Jose, CA 95128

Price: $14,95

Have you ever wanted to be the Cap

tain of your very own battleship,

while both giving commands and taking

part in the action occurring around you? If

so, then Power At Sea from Accolade just

might be what your looking for. In this ar

cade style action game, you portray the

role of both commander and crew as your

ship is put in the middle of non-stop ac

tion.

Before your ship can be launched into

action, you must first decide what you

want to take with you. Since a battleship

can only carry a certain amount of weight,

you must pick and choose your resources

carefully. Your selections will be made

from four categories: fighters, bombers,

troops, and fuel. For each of the categories

there is a graphic representation showing

which category you're on, along with a

written display at the bottom of the screen

giving your current status. You can

change the resources by simply moving

the joystick left or right. Once you are sat

isfied with your selections, you may

change categories by moving the joystick

either up or down. The resources you will

need varies with the missions.

Before game play begins, a brief mes

sage appears, giving you orders on what

must be carried out to complete the mis

sion. These orders will vary in difficulty

based upon how many times you are victo
rious in battle. After viewing the orders

you will find yourself on the bridge, over
looking your crew. Four crew members are

seated on the bridge, each before a specific

set of instruments. These crew members

are the communications officer, naviga

tion chief, damage control advisor, and the

ships weapons expert. You may turn to
face any of these four crew members by

moving the joystick left or right, and

pressing the fire button will cause them to

give you their current status report. Now,

let's take a closer look at actual battle oc
curring between your ship and enemy

forces.

Almost all missions will consist of some
sort of land battle over areas that the en-

As Captain

of your

ship, you

will be

spending

most of

your time

issuing

battle

orders.

emy has captured. The first thing you

must do is go to the navigation screen

where you will find a map showing the

amount of land taken over by the enemy.

To re-capture the land you must maneu

ver your ship close to where the enemy is

positioned. This is done by setting mark

ers around the area to which you wish to

sail. You then just control the ship's speed
and you will automatically bo taken to the
first marker that was set. Once you've ei

ther reached your destination or have en
countered an enemy ship, the time com

pression will automatically be disengaged.

As Captain of your ship, you will be

spending most of your time issuing battle

orders. To give an order you must first se

lect the weapons operations screen. Here,
you will find four different commands:

launch planes (allows you to fly planes

into combat against enemy destroyers),

man large guns (also used against enemy
destroyers), man anti-aircraft guns (al

lows you to defend yourself against at

tacking planes), and assault base (used for
landing troops for base take-over). Once

you select one of these commands you will

then be put in charge of that operation.

Once you have re-captured an enemy

base, an American flag will appear, and

you will move on to the next battle until

all enemy bases have been re-captured.

While Power At Sea is not a very diffi

cult destroyer simulation, it's definitely

one of the best arcade destroyer games to

ever come along. The manual which

comes with the game gives complete de

tails of all ship operations, along with a

command summary for quick reference.

During game play, you can pause the ac
tion, abort game play and start over, and

toggle sound eflects on/off. The graphics,

sound effects, and difficulty of missions
makes Power At Sea an excellent action

game.

Hints and Tips

Always check your messages as quickly
as possible, for you will find it very useful

in alerting you to enemy ships and your
current status.

Whenever you've lost all your planes for

an attack against enemy destroyers, use

the large guns instead. Don't wait until
the destroyer is on top of you to start fir

ing — it could mean disaster.

Fighter planes are more useful than
bombers for attacking enemy ships. The

reason for this is that you must be in close

range over the ship in order to drop a

bomb, and in most cases you will be shot
down before you reach it. H
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AMIGA SOFTWARE REVIEWS" Reviewed by John J. Kottler

Thunder Blade

Computer; Amiga*

Publisher; Sega ofAmerica
Distributor Mindstape

3444 Dundee Road

• Northbrook, IL 00062

Price: $49.95

rhunderBlade is an incredibly addict

ing arcade action game for the

Amiga. Tho object of the game is to even

tually destroy the enemy's headquarters,

however you must first successfully com

plete several stages of the game. Each

stage has different scenery and a different

perspective. However, it is this change of

perspective that makes this game excit

ingly different from others.

The player must navigate his craft

through city buildings, between pillars,

and under bridges while dcxiging constant

enemy fire as well as attempting to de

stroy enemy targets. Once you get used to

flying from a bird's eye view perspective,

you must get ready to change in the next

stage to a three dimensional view. The

game is extremely hectic and may be de

scribed as anything but boring.

Those who have played this game in the

arcade will not l)e disappointed with the

conversion Sega has done for the Amiga.
The graphics an excellent, especially in

the three dimensional perspective. Build

ings, tanks, trees, bridges, everytiiing ap

pears to approach you from a distance

very smoothly. The sound effects are very

explosive and the music is extremely pow

erful. I really felt as though 1 was playing

the arcade version with my Amiga con

nected to my stereo. The music is very

stunning, the bass and drums are vary re

alistic sounding and it adds so much to

the gameplay.

mall, Thunder Blade is exactly like the

arcade version. The graphics are detailed

and the sound is professionally done.

Likewise the gameplay is exactly as diffi

cult as the arcade. However, it does take

some time for this game to "grow" on the

player. Since it is as difficult as the arcade

version, it becomes veiy frustrating to

many new players. It is a hectic game

which may cause many newcomers to de

spair and give up. The controls are also

very difficult to become accustomed to and

comfortable with. Although they are logi

cal controls, for this particular type of

game, they can prove cumbersome.

Those who have

played this game

in the arcade

will not be

disappointed with

the conversion

Sega has done for

the Amiga.

From any view, you may move the stick

forward to dive, pull the stick backward to

climb, and bank left and right. Of course

the fire button alone fires the machine

guns as well as launches missiles. This in

itself is confusing, because there appears

to be no way of selecting which you would

rather use. Instead, if you hold the fire

button, several rounds of gunfire will be

released, followed by a pair of missiles, fol

lowed by more gunfire. This is difficult

when in a situation in which you could

really use a missile to destroy an enemy

target that is harassing your craft. Be
sides these joystick commands, you may

also hold the lire button and move the

stick forward or backward to accelerate or

decelerate, respectively. Although this

seems incredibly simple to remember, it is

not the best combination for this arcade

game.

At first 1 easily grew frustrated with the

controls, especially when I was holding

the fire button to strafe tanks and needed

to pull up quickly to avoid a missile. The

combination of the fire button and the

backward pull on the stick caused the ship

to slow down, not change altitude, and

consequently Ik destroyed by the missile.

However, I found that the speed control

was more useful in the overhead view

rather than the three dimensional view.

In either case, I often found the helicopter

doing something I did not desire because I

held the fire button tOO long. Although the

game also supported keyboard controlled

throttle, I found that the button and stick

combination was still in effect and often

would take precedence over the keyboard

contols. The game also supports the

mouse as a control device.

The only other problem with the game

is not the game itself, but its documenta

tion. Unfortunately, the Instruction pam

phlet assumes that the player has played

the arcade version. Although it does offer

a few "Winning Tips" and general instruc

tion, it is not concise. For instance, no

where does it mention in the literature the

fact that your helicopter blinks in the be

ginning for a few seconds in which you are

"invisible" to enemy fire and the scenery

in order to take off. It would be nice to

know how long this "shield" lasts. Al

though a screen picture was displayed in

the pamphlet showing where the score,

high score, stage level, speed and number

of hits were located, it failed to inform

where the number ofhelicopters remain

ing was and what the distance bar repre

sented. It also did not clarify what the

"Hit" counter was used for. If any gauge

should be added to the screen, an altitude

bar would be an extremely useful feature.

Because of the perspective, it is often diffi

cult, especially from the above view, to de

termine your altitude.

Besides lacking a concise instruction

manual this game is very well written and

is extremely stimulating and addicting to

play. The idea of changing perspectives

keeps the player active and different sce

nery fuels the player's natural desire to

see what is next. Even the controls are

very logical and easy to use, once you

have gotten thoroughly acquainted with
them. If you're looking for a very fast

paced arcade game with a new edge, look

for Thunder Blade.

Flight Tips
Although some tips are hinted in the

instructions, here are a few more that

might keep you flying high a little longer.
Continued OR page 26

* Also available far the Commodore 64.
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AMIGA SOFTWARE REVIEWS Reviewed by Steve King

Sim City

Computer: Amiga*

Publisher: Maxjfl Software

Broderbund Software

17 Paul Drive

Sail Rafed, CA

Price: $44.95

Every once in awhile a unique program

comes along that is so ingenious that

it makes you glad you have a computer.

Stm City is such program. Referred to by

Maxis as a "city simulator," the program

places you in the role of both a city plan

ner and a mayor. Your goal is to grow your

city in an orderly fashion through a series

of zoning and taxing decisions. If the Sims

(the simulated citizens) like what you are

doing, your city will thrive. If not, they

will show their displeasure by complain

ing and eventually moving out, leaving

your city one large slum.

At the start, you have three choices:

start a new city from scratch, load in one

of eight cities provided on the disk, or load

in a scenario (one of the eight cities witli a

pre-existing urban problem). If you select

the first option, the computer will quickly

generate the teirain i land and water). Ef

you don't like what you see, simply start

again. (By the time you read this, a Ter

rain Generator module will be available

allowing you to create the precise geogra

phy you want.) The latter choices provide

you with the opportunity of controlling

cities such as San Francisco, Rio de Jan

eiro or Tokyo. In the scenario mode, the

cities will soon experience some disaster

such as an earthquake in San Francisco, a

flood in Rio, and yes. Godzilla in Tokyo.

There are four windows in Sim City:

Maps and Graphs, Editor. Evaluation and

Budget. The first shows an overall map of

the entire city area on the left half of the

screen and a graph on the right half. The

graph provides historical data on popula

tion (residential, commercial and industri

al) as well as crime and pollution. There

are twelve icons below the map—each re

presenting a different demographic aspect

of the city. If, for example, you click on the

icon for "traffic," the highways will be de

picted in different colors, each represent

ing a specific amount of congestion. There

are icons for population, crime, pollution,

police and fire coverage, and growth rate.

This map is an invaluable tool as it allows

At the click

of the mouse

button,

you can

unleash an

unpredictable

tornado,

cause

flooding, an

earthquake

and random

fires.

you to pinpoint the city's problems and

plan proper growth. Superimposed on the

map is a rectangle approximately one-

third the size of the map which you can

move around with the mouse pointer. This

represents the area you can view in detail

in the Editor window.

The Editor window is the heart of the

program. Here you see your city in ex

traordinary graphic detail. You can scroll

the window around the entire city by plac

ing your mouse pointer on the edge of the

screen. To the right of the screen are two

rows of eight icons, each of which is a tool

representing roads, railways, residential,

commercial and industrial zones, police
and fire departments, seaports and air

ports. Use these tools like you would in a

paint program. Click on the icon you want

and "paint" it on the terrain in the Editor

Window. When you start, you first select

the residential icon and click some down

on the terrain.

Before any construction can occur, how

ever, you must give the Sims electricity.

Click on the Power Plant icon (you have a

choice of coal or nuclear) and set one

down. If it doesn't adjoin a zoned area, you

must string electric lines. Soon power will

be supplied, and if you watch closely you

will see little houses appearing on the ter

rain. Add mads, factories and commercial

areas, and you will see them develop,

Roads across water become bridges which

frequently open and close. Before you

know it, traffic appears on your highways,

factories spew smoke from their stacks

and skyscrapers rise. In fact, the zones

have up to sixteen different configura

tions, depending upon the density and the

land value. Watch closely and you will see

the houses transform into apartment

houses which may eventually become

high-rise luxury condos. complete with

swimming jxmls. There are even sixteen

different types of little houses, as well as
churches and hospitals.

As the game progress and you add a

seaport, a ship will ply your waterways.

Trains travel down the track you laid, and

airplanes take off from the airport. You

even have a traffic helicopter which circles

the city to advise you of congestion. If you

add a stadium, you will periodically notice
sporting events taking place. Constantly

checking your overall map will provide

you with the needed information to plan

future growth and activities.

At the end of even- year i which takes

from several up to ten minutes, depending

on the speed you seti, you are presented
with budget alternatives. If you have the

funds (which are raised through taxes),

you can meet the needs of your depart

ments. If not, you must cut back and risk

the consequences. You have the option of

raising or lowering the tax rate at any

time, but beware of the consequences if
you raise them to a level that the Sims

don't like! There is a way U> cheat and get

more money, but I won't squeal.

The Evaluation Window gives you your

Continued i>n page 26

* Also available for the CommtKiotv 64.
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AMIGA SOFTWARE REVIEWS ■ Reviewed by Steve King

HiSoft BASIC

Professional

Computer

Publisher:

Price:

Amiga

Michtron

576 S. Telegraph

Pontiac, MI 48053

(313) 334-5700

5159.95

Whoever said that BASIC was slow

was wrong—at least if the reference

was to HiSoft BASIC. HiSoft is fast be

cause it is a compiled BASIC rather than

an interpreted one like AmigaBASIC.

The traditional type of BASIC program is

indeed slow because each time the com

puter reaches a new program line, it must

translate the statement into machine lan

guage which the computer understands

and can execute. In compiled BASIC, on

the other hand, the compiler translates

the entire program into machine lan

guage before executing and saves it to

disk. When you run the program, no on-

the-fly interpretation is necessary.

HiSoft BASIC is not really a stand

alone language as it compiles ordinary

text files (which can be written with a

word processor) which contain commands

identical to both AmigaBASIC and most

other BASIC languages. For this very rea

son, BASIC programs written for other

computers can (with some modification)

be ported to the Amiga. Most important,

programs written in AmigaBASIC can be

compiled and run without change.

HiSofl BASIC Professional is comprised

of two program modules—the Editor and

the Compiler. Although you can write

your program on any word processor, the

Editor has some distinct advantages. The

mast important advantage is the ability to

compile and run your program automati

cally merely by selecting the Run option

from the menu strip. When this option is

selected, the Compiler takes over and

translates your text into machine lan

guage, storing the new version either in

memory or on disk. After compilation, the

program is automatically executed. If dur

ing compilation the program encounters

an error, it will stop and advise you of the

problem. If you elect to continue, the com

piler will remember all the errors, and the

program will jump back to the Editor and

list the errors one by one, including a

short description of the problem.

HiSill l>itf C«*l

■■

The Editor itself is similar to a simple

word processor and makes use of the key

board as well as the mouse for cursor posi

tioning. It provides a search and replace

option as well as block cutting, copying

and pasting. If you have at least one meg

of memory, the Editor provides additional

features such as the automatic capitaliza

tion of command words.

The compiler has numerous control op

tions which can be enabled either by click

ing buttons on the Compiler control panel,

or by inserting "metacommands" directly

in the program. These commands (which

are preceded with a REM and $) will not

be executed as part ofyour program, but

will be picked up during compilation and

acted on by the compiler. Some of these

options are quite powerful and flexible

and tend to increase the speed of execu

tion even further.

For example, you can turn event check

ing (for mouse clicks and menu choices)

oft" at will. This increases the speed of ex

ecution, as the computer will not constant

ly check for those events. The statement

"REM ^INCLUDE" will automatically in

sert a separate program in your main pro

gram. This allows you to import numer

ous subroutines at compile time and keeps

the actual text program to a minimum.

There is a significant number of optional

routines that check for errors (such as

mis-dimensioned array and overflows).

All of these can be disabled to produce a

faster but perhaps less reliable program.

The one disadvantage to any compiled

program is that it needs its own library of

specialized routines for support. HiSofl

BASIC is no exception and that code,

known as the "hisofUibrary", must reside

in the libs drawer ofyour Workbench disk.

As an alternative, however, and if you

have at least one meg of memory, you can

specify that those portions of the library

that are necessary for your program be in

corporated into your program. While this

option increases the length of your pro

gram, the compiler will produce a true

"stand alone" program module, and you

won't have to worry about the hisoftli-

brary being present when the program is

run by a user. Another disadvantage is

that debugging is more difficult than in

AmigaBASIC because you can't interacti

vely display the values of your variables.

With respect to performance, the disk

comes with a number of traditional Ami

gaBASIC demos which have already been

compiled, and the difference is obvious.

The speed of calculations, text output and

graphics are all increased dramatically.

For example, a simple FOR ... NEXT

loop counting to 200,000 took AmigaBA

SIC 71 seconds to complete while HiSoft

did it in eleven seconds. AmigaBASIC

also took twice as long to print a series of

lines of text to the screen. HiSoft BASIC

Professional also includes a number of

commands which AmigaBASIC does not

support. The most important of these are

BSAVE and BI.OAD (for direct loading of

binary files), and the DO... LOOP logic

construct. HiSoft BASIC supports 32-bit

numbers and gives you the ability tn open

a larger variety of windows (such as bor

derless and backdrop). From my USB of the

program, it appears to support Amiga li

brary and external machine-language

routines.

The 358-page manual is thorough, and

most of it is devoted to a page-by-page de

scription of the commands and their use.

An extensive section describes all of the

errors you are likely to encounter in com

piling and running your program, and

there are several technical sections which

describe the operation and memory usage

of the compiler. The program comes on

two diskettes which are not copy

protected.

The primary shortfall of the program,

however, is that to make it completely

compatible with AmigaBASIC, the nasty

bugs of AmigaBASIC had to be retained.

Most noticeable are the flickering objects.

This is a shame, as one of the most prom

ising uses of a compiler is to produce fast,

smooth animation using the BASIC lan

guage. If that is your goal, HiSoft BASIC
won't fill the bill. One thing, though, is

certain. Once you compile your BASIC
program with HiSoft BASIC Professional,

few will ever realize that it was written

in BASIC. a
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JUG

Computer:

Publisher:

Price:

Amiga
Mfcrodeal, Ltd.

576 S. Telegraph

Puntiae, MI 48053

(313) 334-S72J)

$39.95

The name of the game is JUG.

It's pure arcade action wrapped up

in a science fiction package with one of the

oldest plot lines in the book: The world is

about to be destroyed. You—and you

alone—can save it bra destruction.

Where have we heard that one before?

But wait, there's a twist. This isn't your

average garden-variety world. This planet

is alive! And you're not saving it from nu

clear devastation or an invasion of hyper-

dimensional space pirates or anything

quite so predictable. You're saving it from

a cold!

It would appear that this planet has

managed ta pick up the gnandaddy of

planet-sized flu bugs, a killer virus that is

causing its brain to short-circuit and is

slowly destroying its vital functions

(sounds like something I had last winter}.

It's up to you—an interactive humanoid

composed of Titanium fleximetal and oth

er organic materials, nicknamed JUG—to

find this bug and kill it before it kills your

planet. A fairly reasonable proposition.

There is, of course, one small problem.

It seems that the planet's immune system

takes a rather dim view of you zipping

around in its vital organs. So while you're

busy playing the hero and trying to save

the planet, the planet is busy trying to kill

you.

Don't get the wrong idea. This isn't high

drama. Dress it up any way you want, this

is still an arcade game. But what an ar

cade game! It's nearly impossible to de

scribe the visual feel of this game. The

graphics have an almost surreal quality

to them; backgrounds are ail wildly differ

ent and never repeated, and the creatures

cover the full range of the science fiction

spectrum, from the merely bizarre to the

totally incredible.

The animation and scrolling effects are

smooth as silk, and the pact; of the game is

frantic. You barely have time to breathe,

let alone think or react. Even the sound is

awesome, with digitized music providing a

strong rock 'n roll counterpoint to dazzling

sound effects. It's an audio-visual expe-

It's an

audio

visual

experience

of raw,

almost

primal

energy.

Nothing

cerebral

here at all.

rience ofraw, almost primal energy'. Noth

ing cerebral here at all.

Game-play is classic arcade shoot-'em-

up. Your joystick controls the JUG which

comes with a high-speed, low-enei-gy laser

cannon as standard equipment. Other,

more exotic weapons, such as the Plasma

Fire and Smart Bomb, have to be collected

on the run. Of course, the JUG has a

limited fuel supply. And it gets loitsy mile

age. Which means keeping one eye on the

fuel gauge and the other peeled for the

elusive Fuel Cells. If you do run out of

gas, your only other option is to remain

stationary long enough for the JUG to re

generate its fuel supply. Unfortunately,

sitting still in this game is like going over

Niagra Falls in a shoe box: you have a

very slim chance ofsurvival, and it is not

highly recommended.

Strategically, it's pretty basic. The inte

rior of the planet is divided into four

zones, consisting of four sectors each. To

win the game, all you have to do is collect

the keys that unlock each sector and then

figure out how to get from one zone into

the next, with the ultimate abjective of
getting to the fourth level and destroying

the killer virus.

No problem.

As long as you have the reflexes of a

hyperactive cat, nerves of steel and the

patience of a saint.

Bui no game's perfect and there are a

few minor things that bug me about this

one. First, the manual. Some games have

Warranty cards with more information.

There are no listings of creatures and

their respective strengths, weaknesses

and score values; no explanation of the te

le-port gates and how they work and no

hints on game play. This game is tough

enough as it is without forcing you to

guess your way through the basics.

Secondly, there is no way to save your

position, an overnight that is almost un

forgivable and one that is all too common

in games of this type. When are these

companies going to realize that it's no fun

screwing up 28 million times and being

forced to start from square one every

time?

And finally, no brakes! This games

starts fast and just gets faster with no way

of slowing it down. It would be nice to

have a practice level that would give play

ers the opportunity to get a feel for the

game without getting blown right out of
their chairs.

To summarize, JUG is a beautiful piece

of work, totally unpredictable and ex

tremely tough to beat. It is an exercise in

purely physical seif-indulgence with no re

deeming intellectual or educational quali

ties whatsoever.

In other words, the ideal arcade game.Q
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Tetra Quest

Computer

Publisher

Price:

Amiga

Mkrodeal, Ltd.

;57fi S. THegraph

Pontiac, MI 48053

©18)8345729

$89.95

The cover of Tetm Quest displays a fast

looking flying craft which might give

the impression the game inside is some

sort of flight'combat simulator—it is not.

The flip side of the package offers some

promotional hype which led me to think
the game was some futuristic sports simu

lator—wrong again, And to add even

more confusion lo what Tetra Quest is, the

screen shots on the box appear to show

some sort of electronic construction set-

yet there is nothing U> build here. This is

one game which holds true to the old ad

age—don't judge a book by it-s cover.

As is true of most arcade games, there

is some sort of marketing department-cre

ated theme to justify the existence of the

game. Most go along the line ofthe old cli

che that you, single-handedly, must save

the universe and the promoters of Tetra

Quest didn't break with that tradition. Ac

cording to the game's storyline a bunch of

universal super jocks had gathered to

compete in the ultimate Olympic games.

But before they could kick off the first

heat, it was announced that the Tetroids

(the super bad guys] had stolen somL' spe

cial tablets, without which thu games

could not be held. Phoebus (who is both

the promoter of the games and the sun

god) challenges each athlete to become rIfe-

traquestrians (by finding and returning

the tablets).

It is at this point that the actual game

begins. You arc strapped in a combative

looking craft (the one depicted on the cov

er! and deposited in sector one to begin

searching. Your movement at this point is

restricted to a grid defined by metal

tracks (the screen images which gave me

the impression Tetm Quest involved con

struction i which lead from one sector to

another. Scattei-ed around the tracks are

numbered medallions which you must col

lect in the correct sequence. When all the

coins in a sector are collected, you are ad

vanced to the next, more difficult sector.

Tetm Quests quality graphics, effective

sounds, true arcade speed and challenge

The enemy

forces are

formidable but

not invincible,

the grid

structure is

puzzling but

not unsolvable,

the quest is

difficult but

not insur

mountable.

make the game worthy of play on its own

merit. The programmers mixed the ele

ments which make a good arcade—the en

emy forces are formidable but not invinci

ble; the grid structure is puzzling but not

unsolvable: the quest is difficult but not

insurmountable. I advise you to ignore

the packaging hype and just enjoy the

pleasure and challenge of a good arcade.

Locating and picking up the gold coins

is a complicated task. Competitive twists

in the game include attacking aliens

which you must either blast or avoid, le

vers that you must turn to give you access

to blocked sections of the grid, and trans

porter tubes you must use to get to and

from areas of unconnected tracks. Accord

ing to the manual, the game has a total of

96 progressively difficult and different lev

els. Each level consists of four screens of

play, four coins and a puzzle to solve.

The puzzle is discovering the route

which will get you to the coins in the cor

rect sequence. Getting to the next coin is

more difficult than just seeing it and ma

neuvering next to it, because the track

grid in your current screen may not con

nect directly to the track on which the

coin is held. In some instances you can

switch a lever and get access to the coin,

but at other times you may have to de

scend into a tube which connects to the

track near the coin. And to make things

even more difficult, the levers and tubes

you need to access a coin are often located

in one of the other three screens making

up a sector. If you accumulate enough

power you can transform your fighter

craft into a flying Phoenix—freeing you

from the restrictions of the grid design.

But to survive very long you will have to

master pinpoint landing and transforma

tion procedures. Add invading aliens, and

the pnssure of knowing when to trade

points (accumulated by blasting aliens)

for fuel or more lives to the puzzling chal

lenge of maneuvering the gridways and

you have a game which will stump and

entertain you for a long time.

7i'/ra Quest has one nice feature I wish

more amides had—level saving. After

completing eveiy fourth level of play the

game generates a four-letter password

which is saved to the disk when your last

life is lost. This allows you to continue ex

ploration of Tetra Quest from your last

completed level the next time you play. I

really like this sensible, workable solution

to the dilemma of exploring deeper into a

game without having to start over from

level one.

I was initially disappointed with Tetra

Quest because from the packaging and

promotional text I expected it to be a

flight or sports simulation and it turned

out to be something entirely different. But

once 1 accepted it for what it is—a good ar

cade game—I found it exceptionally pleas

ing to play. If you enjoy a good arcade

game with some nice twists and plenty of

challenge, you'll enjoy Tetra Quest too—

it's good arcade. Q
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Telewar

Computer: Amiga

Company: Software Terminal

3014 Alta Mere Dr.

Highway 183 South

Fort Worth, TX 76116

Price: $39.95

Playing a strategy wargame can l>e

rather difficult if you don't have a

friend to play against. What can a com

puter do to help alleviate this situation?

Well, although is isn't very practical to try

to play a board game with someone over

the phone, two computers can use the

phone lines in an efficient way to facilitate
playing a wargame. Software Terminal's

strategy wargame TekWar is primarily

designed so that two Amiga owners can

play a wargame over the phone via mo

dems.

hi TekWar. the ultimate goal is to de

stroy the enemy's headquarters with your

army of tanks and artillery units while

preventing your opponent from beating

you to the punch. There are three different

terrain scenarios to choose from in

TeleWar, as well as four different army

configurations.

When you load TekWar you will be pre

sented with the play screen. The top of the

screen is devoted to the players view of the

battlefield. Approximately l/6th ofthe en

tire battlefield is displayed at any one

time. The bottom half of the screen con

tains all of the tactical information plus

all the control gadgets that are used by

the players for their input during the

game. If you press the right mouse button

you may be surprised that Teleuxi/'s menu

set appears from the middle of the screen

instead of at the top. Here is where you se

lect the terrain scenario and army con

figuration.

The three terrain scenarios greatly al

ter the strategy needed for each game.

The Forest scenario features three "choke

points" — the only points where units can

cross a river into enemy territory. The

Swamp scenario has many off-limit areas

which makes organizing your army much

harder than in the other two scenarios.

The Desert scenario offers absolutely no

restrictions on movement. With this sce

nario the only things that really inhibit

instant movement to any point on the

map are limited fuel supplies and of

course the location of enemy units.

7e/elVarsimply

requires that

your modem be

Hayes-compatible,

which the vast

majority of

modems are at

this time.

TeleWar has five main army units:

Heavy and Light Tanks, Heavy and light

Artillery, and Supply Trucks. Each of the

four offensive units has is strengths and

weaknesses. The Supply Trucks are used

solely to supply fuel and ammo to the oth

er four units. There is air support, which

not only serves as reconnaissance, but can

also be used as a secondaiy form of attack.

The only other objects in the game are the

Transmitter towers, which dispatch air

support (if your Transmitter is destroyed

by enemy fire you lose the option of call

ing air support for the rest of the game),

and the Headquarters. The Headquarters

has a strong defensive value but no offen

sive capabilities, making it the tactical

equivalent of the king in a game of chess.

You can also select three other options

which have been added in the new version

ofTeleWar (version 1.5.1 The first option is

the time limit. You can determine how

much time each person has to give orders

to his units. When that time has elapsed

the player will be forced to end his turn,

even if he is not finished giving orders.

The second option determines whether ob

jects like trees and bridges should be ob

stacles to the unit's fire. The last option

determines whether units am fire after

they have moved to a new location i in ad

dition to firing before they move) in the

same turn.

All telecommunications options are se

lected from the menu set. Not only can

you simply call another computer running

TeleWar, you can also can save phone

numbers of your opponents in a special

directory that allows you to quickly recall

any number you have previously saved,

making dialing someone up more conve

nient. There is also a directory where you

can save modem parameters that relate to

your end, including the baud rate.

TeleWar simply requires that your modem

be Hayes- compatible, which the vast ma

jority of modems are at this time. TeleWar

will operate at 300,1200, 2400 even 9600

baud (this last rate is mostly useful for

null-modem connections, although 9600

baud modems are slowly starting to make

inroads into the Amiga user base.l

Back to the game. The central portion

of the tactical display contains a con

densed strategic grid (which has coordi

nate dimensions of 32X20) of the entire

battlefield. All friendly units are dis

played as colored squares, and each en

emy unit that has been detected will also

be displayed as a different colored square.

The strategic grid tan be used to quickly

access any friendly unit byjust clicking on

the unit's location on the strategic grid.

The strategic grid also shows the predomi

nant terrain features of the battlefield, al

though none of the many trees in the For

est terrain scenario will be displayed on

the strategic grid.

The left portion of the tactical display

shows all the statistics of the friendly unit

that is currently selected. Besides the type

of unit and the unit's current location, also

displayed are the unit's attack gun range,

gun power and mobility, as well as defense

points, fuel and ammo remaining.

The right side of the tactical display

contains all the gadgets used to control

your units. The primary command box

contains two arrow gadgets that are used

to scroll through your units in order to see

ifyou want to give them orders to move or

fire. This method of selecting your pieces

is much more efficient than using the
mouse and the strategic grid to select each

unit. Early in the game, this is your only

hope for giving orders to all of your units
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before the allotted time for your turn runs

out. Between the arrow gadgets is where

the remaining time left in your turn is dis

played.

Below the arrow gadgets are gadgets to

tell a piece to move or to lire, and these

same gadgets will tell you ifa piece has al

ready moved and/or fired this turn. Below

this box is the directional gadget box,

which is used to direct both movement

and fire for all units. The supply gadget

box has three gadgets that tell supply

trucks to resupply adjacent units with fuel

or ammo.

Finally, the air support box in used to

call air strikes. You can only tell the air

plane to fly over the top third, middle or

bottom third of the battlefield. You am

only call in air support if you have given

orders to less than five units during this

turn.

The graphics and sounds in TekWar are

not dazzling. However they are as good as

you would expect on an Amiga, and that

is sufficient in itself. TcleWar does indeed

allow multitasking, allowing you to carry

on other projects while your opponent is

conducting his tum.

TekWar is copy-protected. Fortunately

the copy-protection consists solely of the

type-in-the-word-from-the-manual form,

which is relatively painless. One thing I
do not like about that form of copy-protec

tion in this case is that the manual is hard

to read. 'Hie manual's has orange pages

with light blue ink used for the text. De

spite the color contrast between orange

and blue, the manual is still not very leg

ible. TekWar only crashed on me twice,

and considering how much I play-tested

the game that isn't really awful. There is

an annoying aspect in that many times a

requester would come up after a turn had

ended, and you would be forced to click in

this requester to unobstruct your view.

Finally, it's time to stress that TeleWur

does not have one player (i.e. human

against computer! mode. Therefore, iffir

some reason you do not have anybody to

play against, this game will end up on

your shelf collecting dust. To help allevi

ate this problem, Software Terminal has

set up a BBS where TekWar owners can

meet potential opponents. Ofcourse un

less you live in Texas (Software Terminal

is located in Fort Worth I or use PC-Pur

suit this BBS may not be of much help to

you. However, assuming you do have an

opponent to play against, TeleWar is quite

challenging, and for those- strategy war-
gamers who own a modem, worth taking a
look at. a
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Cnnhmied from page 20

There are advantages to both the over

head view as well as the three dimension

al view. However, when you are in the

overhead perspective try to stay high
when possible. Although Sega recom

mends that you dive upon tanks, you may

also be able to destroy them from higher

altitudes. Being higher up allows more

time to avoid missiles which streak up to

wards you. The higher up you are, the

longer they take to reach your altitude.

Also, in order to determine an enemy

missile's altitude, examine the diameter

ofthe missile carefully, which is represent

ed by a fireball. Attempt to remember the

siz<! of it at its peak—your helicopter can

easily fly over and past missiles that are

beneath you, however it is often difficult

to determine which are under you and the

natural inclination is to simply avoid

them ail. When you see a missile streak

ing upward in front of you, drop your

speed drastically, this will cause the mis

sile to miss you by appearing to go

straight up in front of you. In addition,

when you are attacking the ship and the

controls change so that forward and back

ward movements control your speed and

distance on the screen, attempt to fly to

wards the top of the screen. Since you are

always traveling at a constant speed dur

ing this stage, the extra space behind your

helicopter will allow sufficient room to re

treat from enemy Sre.

From the three dimensional perspec

tive, do not slow down or stop. The back of

your helicopter is drawn in the middle of

the screen and if you remain stationary, it

is easy to miss a missile that may be in

front of your helicopter and covered by it

on the screen. Constantly moving about

will offer a better screen examination.

From this back view you may also effec

tively dodge missiles by diving under

neath them.

Remember at all times to fight defen

sively — slowing down and swerving to

avoid missiles. Slaloming left and right on

the screen through a stage may also prove

beneficial, luring missiles to one side

while you destroy a target on the opposite

side. You are also granted some time in

the beginning and each time you crash in

which your helicopter blinks and is

"shielded" from enemy fire. 'lake advan

tage of this time to position yourself and

also destroy as much as possible while you

are invincible. Finally, always remember

to watch your rotor blades, if you go down

and there was no missile in sight, chances

are vou cut it too close! 9

Continued from page 21

rating and lets you know what the people

feel are the biggest problems. You'd better

listen to them. After all, you only serve at

the will and whim of the Sims. This win

dow also gives you overall statistics on

your city, including its population and net

growth. At the bottom, your current score

ia rating from 0 to 1000* is displayed.

To add spice to the program, there is a

special menu for disasters. At the click of

the mouse button, you can unleash an un

predictable tornado, cause flooding, an

earthquake or random fires. You can set a

monster loose or cause an air disaster.

And once in a great while, the program

will cause a nuclear meltdown if you have

a nuclear power plant

The graphic detail is outstanding, par

ticularly considering that Sim City is one

of the few programs that uses the Extra-

Halfbrite mode (64 colorsi. The program

also uses digitized sounds including the

garbled babble of a helicopter traffic re

porter. While the animation is relatively

primitive (traias, planes and ships), it is

not at all essential to the play of the simu

lation and thus doesn't detract from the

play. The manual, about 50 pages long,

covers the workings ofSim City quite well

and includes a fascinating article on the

history of city planning and cities.

Sim City is an extremely clever and fas

cinating program. As you develop your

city, you also develop a certain attach

ment to and possessiveness about it. You

may even find yourself spending a good

deal of time at work or at school thinking
about what you will do next or wondering

why the city is not moving in the direction.

you intended. Sim City is a program that

can be enjoyed and appreciated at all lev

els. Graduate schools in city planning are

using the program for educational pur

poses. Children love it—particularly when

they find out that every single disaster

can be unleashed at once, wreaking havoc

and causing widespread fires and explo

sions. My eight-year-old son even built a

city with three residential zones and fifty

power plants!

Sim City is actually based on the sci

ence fiction short story "Seventh Sally" by

Czechoslovak!an author Stanislas Lem. It

took over three years to develop, and now

it certainly belongs in everyone's software

library. And although Pittsburgh may

have been rated the best city in America.

I would have to cast my vote for Sim

City—particularly the one I spent the last

week developing.

B
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The Amiga

Companion

Author: Rob Peck

Publisher: IDG Communications/

Peterborough

80 Elm Street

Peterborough, NH 08458

Price: $19.95

TheAmiga Companion is one of those

books that Commodore should have

written and included with every Amiga. It

contains the answers to those questions

that every Amiga user has at one time or

another. In addition it answers them in a

style that is easy to read and maybe more

important, easy to understand.

This book is not so much the result of

the author's experience (although it does

showl, as it is the result of his taking the

time to ask and listen to Amiga users. In

preparing to write this book Rob Peck

spent a lot of time on the various commer

cial networks and BBS's talking and lis

tening to users. This book is the result of

their feedback and comments, you might

say the subjects in this book were decided

by you the Amiga user,

When the Amiga 1000 was first re

leased Commodore did not include any

kind of information on things like the

CLJ, ED, and error codes (among others).

Why this was done is still a mystery to me

(maybe CBM thought that only develop

ers would use them). Whatever the reason

was, Commodore quickly found out that

the average Amiga user was not at all
average—they wanted to know more and

wanted to do more with this machine than

any other before it. Since that time two

new Amigas have been introduced, the

A500 and A2000. These new machines

come with much improved manuals that

now cover many of the items Commodore

didn't mention in the earlier manuals. Al

though improved, there are still many

areas that need additional in-depth cover

age. Those areas are the subject of this

book.

But enough talk, lets take a quick look
through the book...

Chapters 1 through 10 cover the Cli

(Command Line Interfacel from its use,
the commands available to be accessed

with it, all the way up to editing for that

This book is not

so much the result

of the author's

experience as it is

the result of his

taking the time

to ask and listen

to Amiga users.

The Amiga

Companion

By Rob Fbck

A complete,

up-to-date

guide to

using

AmlgaDOS

and the CLI.

personal feel. With only 12 chapters in the

book you can start to understand the im

portance of the CLI.

The first chapter explains how to open a

CLI, its prompt string, what a CLI com

mand is, how to stop and start output, how

to view the contents and directories of a

disk, and moving from directory to direct

ory. Chapter 2 covers command templates

(or syntax), command redirection and the

Amiga style of pattern matching. These

chapters are a MUST read for anyone who

finds the CLI to be confusing or has yet to

start using it.

Chapter 3 is devoted entirely to the

AmigaDOS V1.2 Workbench disk and its

contents. Each directory is explored with

details on what each file inside is used for.

An insight is given to the purpose and du

ties of each directory for a better under

standing of your workbench.

Chapters 4 through 6 cover the infor

mation commands, modifying files, and

the system utility commands. The infor
mation commands show information

about AmigaDOS and the files on your

disk. While these commands may at first

glance seem odd or not important, they

are in reality very important if you want

to get the most from your Amiga and its

disks. Some of the items covered in this

chapter include devices, assigns, status,

and the Info command. Information on

things such as naming and renaming files

and disks, making directories, joining

files, deleting files and directories, to set

ting protection bits are covered in Chapter

5. The Heart ofthe CLI <as its allied in the

book) or Chapter 6 contains such items as

disk copying and formatting, file printing,

running a script file, text editors, and disk

doctoring.

Configuring AmigaDOS is the subject

of Chapter 7 covering such things as set

ting the system date, search path, CLI

prompt, Addbuffers for faster disk access,

changing the priority of running tasks,

and setting the stack. These are some

more of those areas where new Amiga us

ers can easily become confused but are so

important to understand.

With the Amiga you don't have to be a

programmer to write programs. These

programs are known as command scripts

(or a script file). Chapter 8 covers the

Amiga's command scripts from the com

mands available for use, to using substitu

tion stings. This is explained through a se

ries of examples that are easy to follow

and understand. I must admit that even

after years of Amiga experience I learned
a few new tricks in this chapter.

One of the fun things you can do with

the Amiga (and this adds to the personal

feel of each machine) is customize the

CLI's screen. Chapter 9 explains how to

clear the screen, change the color, reverse,

do bold, italics, and more with the charac

ters ofyour CLI. This chapter is a lot of

fun but is also practical.

The new AmigaDOS release 1.3 is cov

ered in Chapter 10. The new commands

and devices are covered as well as the 1.3

Continued on pug? -16
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SOFTWARE SHORTS

From Russia to

a Fish Tank

Our venerable software reviewer

Russ Ceccola takes a brief look at

some of the new entertainment

releases for the Commodore 64

and Amiga

Before writing this column, I attended

the Consumer Electronics Show in

Chicago for the first time. Boy, was I im

pressed! I saw a lot of new software sched

uled to come out in the next few months

and most of it is hot. The majority of the

new titles that I saw were games, but

many other home productivity and art

programs were shown as well. Before I get

into the games this month, I thought I'd

mention my favorites from the show. So,

here goes!

Accolade was showing seven new titles;

most impressive to me were Hardball II,

Tltc Cycles, a haunted house game and an

intrigue/espionage game. Electronic Ails

had Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade

and Loom (a new adventure from Brian

Moriaityl from Lucasfilm, Might & Magic

II from New World Computing, Curse of

the A2iim Bonds from SSI and some new

Amiga products that I didn't get to see but

was told by those who did that they were

pretty cool. By now, The Magic Candle

should be well on its way to success.

Mindscape had Gauntlet II, Star Trek V

and my personal favorite, Fiendish

Freddys Big Top 0' Fun. Epyx was show

ing California Games II and my show fa

vorite that I wandered back to again and

again — the sequel to Defender.

Mediagenic had a bunch of neat stuff—

Saxiby Dm, the Flintstones, Johnny Quest

and the Jetsons from Microillusions,

Dragon Wars from Inteiplay, Secret Agent

from Dynamix and Ghostbusters II — des

tined to be one ofmy favorites of the year.

California Dreams was showing Hot Rod

and Titan from Titus Software blew me

away. I've been playing the game for

hours on end since I've got it and only

reached level 34 out of 80. Taito had a

number of new games, with Rambo III

and A rkanoid II us my picks of the show

from them. Data East was previewing

their new sports line, with Scott Orr pre

siding. Thanks for the demo and the

drinks! Virgin Mastertronic had War in

Middle Earth up and running and Broder-

bund offered Licence hi Kill. Also, Origin

had four new products— the best ofwhich

were Knights ofLegend and Windwalker.

Ultimately, the most impressive booth

at the show was the E.S.RTASA booth.

What was being shown was the Battle-

Tech Center — the answer to Lazer Tag

centers. Battleibch Centers will allow up

to eight players to compete in the same

game. They can form teams or go it alone.

What makes the game unique is that it is

played inside a state- of-the-art simulator

not unlike a futuristic tank cockpit. The

first Battleikh Center will be built in

Chicago next year and there are plans to

build them all over the world. Players will

pilot vehicles from the Battletech uni

verse and fight against other players in

connected simulators. I played a few

games whenever I could get close enough

— enough to see that these centers are go

ing to be the next big fad.

Well, that's enough on the Summer

Consumer Electronics Show. My pick of

the month as far as games go is Tetris.

Ever since I picked up a copy at the show.

I've been playing the game every spare

minute. Spectrum Holobyte did a great

job on the game. One thing that I was

asked to mention about Falcon, Spectrum

Holobyte's great ilight/comhat simulator

is that mission disks are on the way. So for

all you players who have gotten bored

with the cuirent scenery, more is coming.

Just be patient! As always, if you have

any questions direct them to me in care of

Commodore Magazine. See ya!

Tetris ****'/2

Spectrum Holobyte

2061 Challenger Drive

Alameda, CA 94501

Amiga: $34.95

Quite simply, Tetris is the most addic

tive game to come along since Arkanoid.

It is a simple game from Russian design

ers, but takes a lot of time to master. In

Tetr'm, one of seven shapes made up of four

squares falls from the top of the screen.

You can rotate these shapes to fall the way

by Russ Ceccola

you'd like. The ultimate goal is to form

solid lines across the bottom of the screen.

When you form a line, it disappears and

the rest of the blocks on the screen all drop

a level. By continually forming lines, you

prevent the game from ending. As soon as

the rows reach the top of the screen, the

game ends.

The key to playing Teiris is to look

■diead to the next piece and plan out

where you want the piece to go. Ifyou

don't leave holes in the rows, you will be

able to form solid lines more quickly. By

dropping pieces quickly, you increase your

score. The simplicity of the game is what

makes it so addictive. Everything else has

been said about it, so I'll just make it sim

ple. Tetris rules! The only reason that 1

didn't give Tetris five stars is that when

you hit the down arrow, the piece instant

ly drops instead of speeding up in its

downward motion like the arcade game. If

this change was made, Tetris would un-

hesiUitingly get my highest praise.

Axe ol'Kiij;e **+

Epyx

600 Galveston Drive

San Mateo, CA 94063

Commodore 64: $34.95/Amiga: $49.95

Axe ofRage is one of those games where

I'm initially unsure about it, but grow to

like it more and more later on. I must ad

mit that at first I thought the game was a

little difficult to figure out, but I learned it

quickly later. Axe ofRage puts you in the

typical Conan-type role as an adventurer

(either male or female) out to get rid of the

evil Drax. You mast journey through four

levels before you get to see Drax's inner

sanctum. At first, you'll wander aimlessly

before you figure out how the terrain is

connected.

Axe ofRage is set in the dungeons and

caverns of a hero's world. You will battle

many monsters and hop over lava rivers,

puddles of blood and other icky things

that drip from the walls. You really have

to time your axe blows to do the most

damage on the monsters. Along the way,

you'll find a few objects that can help you

out — like magic potions, keys and the

necessary Globe, Shield, Jewel and Sacred

Axe. Although I never got through the

second level, there is certainly a lot more

fun to come in the game. I haven't even

reached any dungeons! Fortunately, for all

you new adventurers out there, Epyx in
cluded partial maps of the first two levels
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in the manual and an Axe ofRage tattoo

for you tough guys and gals.

Money **••

Psygnosis c/o Computer Software Service

2150 Executive Drive

Addison.IL 60101

Amiga: $39.95

Psygnosis is well-know for making ex

cellent arcade games. Blood Monty is no

exception. In fact, it may well be their

best. Coming in a package with beautiful

artwork, Blood Money will have your joy

stick finger itchy for hours on end. In the

game, you choose to command one of four

vehicles: helicopter, submarine, rocket

ship or rocket pack. Depending on the ve

hicle you choose, you get different terrain.

Each type of terrain has its own monsters

and enemy vessels for you to shoot at

From giant eels to circular ships, Blood

Money throws all kinds of things at you in

vivid colors and expects you to destroy

them all.

What separates BUxxl Money from all

the other shoot-'em-ups and gives the

game its title are the coins that are led lx;-

hind by dead enemies. Every target that

you blow away leaves a coin of a different

value — from 1 to 50. By saving up coins,

you can add more firepower to your vehi

cle. You can add such things as neuron

bombs and rear-fire missiles. By adding

this element to the game, strategy comes

into play. Together, the action and sttate-

gy make Blood Money a superb game. The

graphics and sounds are some of the best

I've seen and heard. You also get a poster

of the game box artwork too. The only

complaint that I have is that the game is a

little tough for the first 10 or 20 games

until you get used to it.

CHOMP! +*+Vi

Cosmi

415 N. Figueroa

Wilmington, CA 90744

Commodore 64: $24.95

CHOMP! definitely gets the award for

strongest game of the month. Although it

has such a wacky idea, the game really

works! You take the part of a little gold

fish just minding your own business in the

pet store. Unfortunately, everybody is

after you. If it's not the cat who reaches his

paw into your bowl, it's the piranhas chas-

ing you around the fish tank. Sometimes,

even a shark comes after you! CHOMP!

requires you to guide a little goldfish

around a tank or bowl in order to eat the

brine shrimp and other food in the water.

At the same time as you do this, you get

bigger and bigger.

When your goldfish gets bigger, you can

do one of two things — go after the pira

nhas and other enemies that have been

trying to eat you or jump to a new bowl or

tank. In any case, CHOMP! keeps you on

your toes. The title of the game comes

from the word that appears when you eat

a piranha. Tb add to the game play, there

are different shelves in the pet store and

different types offish tanks — from cold

water to swamp water. In addition, there

are numerous enemies in the waters of

the tanks — from crabs to sea anemones.

CHOMP! keej)H your joystick hand mov

ing with the humorous graphics and neat

premise. This game comes highly recom

mended.

Airball ••

Microdeal/Mchtron

576 S. Telegraph

Pontiac, MI 48053

Amiga: $39.95

I hate to say it, but I was really not too

happy with Airlxdl from Microdeal. I was

looking forward to this game for a long

time. Part of the reason was that they had

made a construction set for Airball. Usu

ally when a construction set is released,

the original game inspired a lot of players

to want to design their own screens. I can't

see that happening with this game. In

Airball, you must bounce and roll a slow

ly-leaking ball filled with air around an

evil wizard's mansion, looking for differ

ent objects. The reason I didn't like Air

ball was that the game is just too hard.
Tb be fair, Airball is very responsive to

joystick movements and the graphics are

very good. Even the three-quarter per
spective of the game shines through. But

there are just too many ways to pierce the

ball and let the air out in Airball. In addi-

ton, the air runs out rather quickly. Even

ifyou know where you need to go, you

may not make it because you run out of

air. Ifthey made the rooms of the mansion

easier to get through and gave the ball

more time before the air leaks out, I would

love Airball — I'm sure of that. But in its
present form, the game is just too hard.

SimCitv*****

Maxis/Broderbund

953 Mountain View Drive Suite 113

Lafayette, CA 94549

Commodore 64: $29.95 / Amiga: $44.95
It's tough to call SimCity a game, but

it's fun. That's why it's also so hard to call

it a simulation. So let's say SimCity' lies

somewhere in the middle — between
game and simulation. In any case, Sim-

City had me sitting in front of my Amiga

(beautiful graphics] and 128 for hours

playing around with existing cities' ma

keup and creating new ones of my own lit

erally from the ground up. In SimCity, you

are placed in the job of mayor and city

planner and you must run a city in all

possible ways — from creating new jobs

and controlling population to fighting

crime and traffic.

SimCity employs an easy-to-use inter

face that lets you lay out in blocks all

kinds of different occupants, from residen

tial homes to fire departments and air

ports. By changing the city's makeup, you

affect graphs of different city conditions

like population, crime, land value and

taxes collected. By turning the right

knobs and pushing the right buttons, you

can become the most successful mayor/

city planner in the country. A comprehen

sive manual describes SimCity and a ref

erence card shows the relationships of city

factors to the graphs. So go ahead and

build you own city or change one of the fol

lowing pre-built cities: Tokyo, San Fran

cisco, Bern, Hamburg, Rio de Janeiro, De

troit or Boston.

Prison -k-k-k'/i

Actionware Corporation

38 W. Deer Path Road

Batavia, IL 60510

Amiga: $39.95

Actionware started a new line of games

by introducing the Light Phaser Gun with

their first game — Capone. P.O.W. contin
ued in that tradition and Creature has

still not seen the light of day Prison takes

Actionware in an entirely new direction

— distributing someone else's software.

Prison was originally developed by a Eu

ropean company named Chrysalis Soft

ware Ltd. and closely resembles those

Pysgnosis adventures such as Obliterator

and Barbarian, This means that the game

is GOOD!

In Prison, you have been wrongfully

sent to the prison planet Altrax. Your only

hope for survival is to escape in a pod that
has been left behind by a downed pleasure

craft. But at the same time, other prison

ers are heading for the craft. So in addi

tion to exploration, you have to also fight

off a lot of other characters. Prison is a big

game, taking up a lot of screens and a lot

of your time. Expect to fight a lot of

strange aliens as well as other prisoners

before you find the escape pod. The graph

ics and sounds will keep you happy until

then. True to the Actionware name, Pris
on is action-packed and will keep you on

the edge of your seat with excitement, g
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PUMPING GEOS"

Interacting

with geoPublish

O geoPublish, program of vastness in

scope: I must again seek to make

manifest your power and your glory...

but how? Raves? Tips? Explanations? Ex

hortations? How about this: a stream-of-

consciousness view of how one desktop

publisher (me) interacts with you. A short

story, of sorts, which has just two charac

ters (you and me), one conflict (creating

die Pumping GEOS sidebar you see here!,

and a happy resolution. I'll do it.

This is dangerous ground I'm treading

on. Perhaps my readers will think me

mad to write a computer column as a first-

person narrative in the present tense. I

hope they'll eventually see method in my

madness, it being: I want to demonstrate

the entire process of interaction with geo

Publish, from the initial impulses of cre

ation to the finished product, as I expe

rience it.

And what better time to start that dem

onstration than now?

Head Scratching
Well, here I am again, a deadline star

ing me in the face and all I've got so far is

one bare-bones idea: a comic strip with

Ted and Jed. I'm not even sure if it's a two,

three or four-framer. Only one way to find

out-^just do it.

OK, got to get my 1750 into place and

boot up. Now where's that special geoPub

lish work disk I made up which includes
geoPaint, geoWrite, geoPublish, the Photo

Manager, my special 'led & Jed photo al

bum, Desktop 2.0, and a bunch of fonts

and utilities? Ah, here it is. Now to copy it

to the RAM disk: Commodorc-K. Break

time (for three minutes).

Break's over. Select drive B—the RAM

disk—and double-click geoPaint, Done.

Next, it's off to the Photo Manager to find

the drawing of Ted and Jed that I want.

Gee, Fm up to 20 drawings of them now.

It's getting easier and easier to do these

comics, since I can borrow a head shot

from a former one, flip it horizontally,

shrink it or enlarge it. Well, shrinking

and enlarging aren't all that easy: I al

ways end up spending forever pixel-edit

ing them to my satisfaction. But as time

goes on and I build up a bigger and bigger

collection of these two guys, the need will

cease. This is the good part about comput

ers.

As always, I'm working with just an egg

of an idea: Jed is teaching Ted another

way to get girls, this time telling him he

needs to develop some fancy lingo. Natu

rally, 'Ibd won't quite get the point. I'm not

exactly sure how it will end up but at least

I can do frame one.

... Not bad. it's even kind of funny. In

my opinion, anyway. I wonder if my read

ers appreciate this Ted and Jed stuff. I

wonder if they have any idea why it's even

included in a computer column. I sure

couldn't tell them if they asked. It started

out as one of those creative impulses.

Dum-de-dum ... Frame two's done.

Dum-de-dum ... Frame three's done.

Well, I guess it's a four-framer. Dang, that

creates layout problems. That's the

breaks, I guess: when a baby's being born

you can't send one back if it's twins. Or

quadruplets, as the case may be.

These four-framers really are problems.

Four frames will not fit across a page, at

least not in the size I've drawn them. I ei

ther have to stock them vertically, group

them in a box, or do a whole bunch of

shrinking and pixel-editing.

Decision time ... I've got it: I'll worry

about it later. (My all-time favorite solu

tion to sticky problems. Strangely, it al

ways works.) For the time being, I'll sim

ply save each frame to a photo album. Ha,

I wish it were so simple. This card etruc-

by Mark Jordan

turc geoPaint works with is a pain because

I want my photos to be saved exactly on

the left pixel-edge. Which means a lot of

moving the image over until it lines up

light.

Momentum

With my comic strip finished, it's time

to crank out one of the little text pieces
that always go into this thing. Somehow,

don't ask me huw, while I was drawing an

idea came to me: do a poem. Again, I'm

not working with much more than an

amoeba of an idea, but 'tis enough.

Might as well WbgeoWrite to write it,

much as I dislike it. But it doesn't make a

lot of sense to shut everything down, fire

up a different word processor, then go back

to GEOS, TextGrab it, etc. One good

thing: since I don't know exactly how

much space I'm going to need, I can allow

myself the luxury of typing until the poem

is rightfully finished.

Ta-da. A poem. That was actually quite

fun. With the poem and comic done, I can

start putting together my geaPub docu

ment. Boot time and head straight for the

Photo Manager to copy the first comic

frame into a photo scrap. I'm working in

the Page Graphics mode, the only place to

do bitmaps. Well, Master Pages allows

them but you can't see them in Preview

mode. 1 haven't figured out why yet. Page

Layout mode does have one use for bit

maps—to flow text around them. Maybe

I'll do one of those in the third article.

Now is the Later that I said I'd worry

about. Let's see, I could lay out. the comic

strip in a box, two on top, two on bottom.

Nan, I used that last time and 1 want vari

ety in tliis column. However, if'I decide to

go vertical, it seems like there will be too

much veiticality on this page, what with
the logo running up and down. Plus, that

will leave an area too wide for a single col

umn (for my taste) forcing two skinny col

umns which will emphasize the verticality

of the page even more. No perfect choices.

Aw, what the heck, I'll just stack 'em for

now and worry about verticality later.

Thank goodness foe Zoom mode, the

only way to line up bitmaps. Let's see,

should I shut off any display options to

speed things up? Don't need to, yet, since

the bitmaps are all I've done so far and I

need to see them. It is nice, though, that

geoPub allows the options. I wonder if ca

sual users are aware of this feature of the

Continued onpage 32
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GfOS
Group Dynamics in geoPublish

One oft-overlooked feature ol geo-

Publish thai certainly merits some

attention is the Group Select tool available

in the Page Graphics and Master

Page toolboxes. It's the tool to

the right of the pointer.

The primary function ol the

Group Select tool is to do what

Its name suggests, select a

group of graphics objects at a time. Any

graphics that you do from the Page

Graphics or Master Page mode are

selectable including bitmaps and

text-graphics. Once selected, you can do

anything with the group that you can do by

D

1=]

K.

X

O

CD

T

/

selecting a single object: move, resize,

delete, or shift to the background. The

value of this becomes apparent when

you've got an area of graphics

aligned just right but decide you

want to move the entire mass.

Another nifty use of this tool

shows up when you do some

zoom-mode editing of graphics.

Any changes destroy part of the graphics

area and make it difficult to see exactly

what the result looks like. You could

redraw the entire screen but that lakes

too long. By using Group Select, you are

able to redraw just the region you want.

Them Hi-Tech Blues
(Gonna Spend My Troubles Away)

It started out just the two of us:

My C-64 and me.

Oh, true, there was that Datasette,

And a black and while TV.

Programs were typed, not bought, back then

From many a magazine listing,

And when they crashed or wouldn't run,

My keyboard got a fisting.

But Commodore equipment holds up weli,

So I bought the things I longed for:

A printer, disk drive, and a mouse.

And at last, a color monitor.

That printer--a 1525.

I loved that baby lots.

Today 'bout all it's good lor

Is to play 'Connect the dots.'

The Amiga and 128 came in '85,

"Now what shall I do? " I quoth.

Like lightning, the answer came in a bolt,

"I'll have to buy them both!"

Beneath a mounting pile of ware,

My frugal ways were jarred.

Manuals, cartridges, and two hard drives,

And all of it lhanks to one slim, plastic card.

But 0, those ads kept on shouling,

"Version 98.6 really racesl"

Soon the mail order houses across the land

Knew me on a first name basis.

Now I'm out of money, I'm down on my luck,

The car, it just had to go,

I'm afraid the house won't last the month,

With the banker beating on my do'.

(Repeat last line)

Well they can have that car, they can have

that house,

But they ain't getting my equipments.

Cause I know a place 'neath an overpass,

Where the UPS does shipments.

It's a bit cool there in winter-time.

And summers are a real stresser.

But on a pole in a corner there's a hoi 110,

With a built-in surge-suppressor.

I've learned a lesson or two, I guess,

All you newcomers - grab a chair,

Here's my wisdom, boiled down to just one

phrase:

Have 'em ship it, next day atr.

The Adventures
of Ted and Jed
[Ted, you need some kind of trademark
[_ slogan if you want girls to go for you.

You mean something like
"Nyuk, nyuk"?

I had in mind something a lad

more romantic. Look,

Claudia's here. Co over

there and wow her with

something clever.

Are you Trust your instincts »er,

sure I on second thought, just

can do say something famous

this? and romantic. Hurry

before she leaves!

S

Frankly, my dear, I don t give a

Vol.2, Num.2
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Continued from page 30

program. I need to emphasize it some time.

i don't need to l>e very careful about

where I place the second bitmap at this

point because 1 have no idea exactly how

it will line up. Hut I do want to note exact

ly where my crosshair is before clicking so

I can see what kind of placement I'm get-

tin;;. Good, it's only off by a pixel. I'll just

move my cursor back to where I was last

time, adjust it by one pixel, and place an

other of the same bitmap down. Great, it's

just right, Now to cut that other one out.

This method BUTB beats my old method of

moving it with the Move gadget. Actually,

that way would be superior if it didn't

erase the bottom edge of the bitmap I'm

trying to align things with. Frames three

and four are next.

Comic's done. Since I already know

what my heading is going to be —'The

Adventures of Ted and Jed"—I might as

well do that now and put a border around

the whole thing, thus unitizing it. I'm

planning on laser-printing this page, so I

can choose any point size and be assured it

will look sharp. Just need to try several

until I get one that lills up the area above

the comic strip. I'll need two rows, of

course. If I were going to dot-matrix print

it, I'd be a lot more selective about font

sizes since some of them don't print out

very nicely at certain off-sizes.

Ruck to I'review mode to take a look.

Too vertical, just as 1 thought. Hey, I

know: why not move the logo to the top? I

know it's crazy, but it just might work. It

does. Now the whole vertical problem has

been solved. Another solution thanks to

Later.

Doing this logo used to be such a pain

back when I didn't have the sense to put it

on the Master Page and save it as a li

brary. But I guess that labor is paying off

now because I know exactly how to lay it

out, the font to use (Tolman) and the attri

butes to go with it (72-point, smoothed,

bold, justified Across and Centered.l Too

bad that the laser-printer doesn't print

patterns like it should. That inner box

looks nicer with the diagonal line pattern

the screen shows instead of the gray-scale

the laser printer translates it to. I could

create some diagonal-filled boxes in geo-

Paitit and import them as bitmaps but it's

a pain, and I'm not suit; what the laser

printer will do to them. It doesn't look that

bad.

With the logo now in place I can see

that my comic strip needs to be moved

down a little and over. The best place for it

is on one of the margins; in the center it

would look ridiculous, dividing my text

columns into two discrete sections. My

feeling is it looks most balanced on the

right margin so I'll move it there. I'll use

the Group Select option to grab the whole
shebang and move it. Hm, I've never real

ly mentioned Group Select before in a col

umn and it's so convenient. Maybe that's

what my third piece can be. I betterjot the

idea down in case I forget it.

Balance
Time to get the poem in place. So far

I've got two items and they're both whim

sical ones. 1 better put the poem at the

bottom of my open area and slip a more

serious piece (like something on using

Group Select) at the top to help balance

things in terms of content. Balance is my

overriding standard in creating a geoPub

page. But not symmetrical balance.

Balance works in several ways, visually

as well as content-ually (not a word, but

should be). And concerning content, there

must be balance according to tone, impor

tance, information, etc. Right now, my

concern is visual balance. With the eye-

grabbing comic strip on the right, it's good
to have the leit two-thirds of the page

filled with text. Likewise, by placing the

poem—which, it turns out, is going to gob

ble up almost two-thirds of the remaining
space—at the bottom, its larger text area

is made less prominent. Maybe I carry

this balance stuff too far. I don't think so.

OK, so I set up two columns on the bot

tom two-thirds of the text ai^a for the

poem. Now to ripple it. Next, to the editor

to see how much left-over space (or text) I

have. There's about an inch of text left

over. Also, the first column of the poem

broke in the middle of a stanza. That
might not matter lor prose, but it does for

poetry. That means I must resize the text

area. Ripple it again. Go to the editor.

Check it out. More adjustments. Re-size,

re-ripple, re-check. Finally, it's just the

way I want it.

Well, not exactly. Some compromises

were made like the reverse indent for the

poetry lines that were longer than one col

umn width. That's acceptable in poetry

but I'd rather not had to do it. It would've

been worse had I not readjusted the gut

ters. Also, I hated taking that one stanza

all the way out liecause of spacing prob

lems.

Let's take a look. My, I've only got a

small area U) fill with ... what was that I

wanted to write about? Oh, yeah, Group

Selecting. That's OK, it's a small topic. I

might as well exit geoPublwh and type up

that piece.

Back to geaPub. Naturally, Til use the

same columns for this piece that I used for

the poem though I might reset the gut

ters. Did it. Ripple time. Uh-oh, I've got a

whole paragraph that doesn't fit in place.

Dilemma number 99: should 1 shorten the

poem (No way), choose a smaller point

size for my text (Maybe), or simply con

dense the Group Select piece?

1 choose condense because by deleting

this last paragraph it'll fit exactly. Philo

sophical thought: do magazine readers re

alize how much of a mle available space

plays in things? Not only does it cause

things to be deleted, it also has a hand in

adding bits of trivia, fillers, etc.

Oops, I forgot about doing a flow-around

grapliic. and this article is just the place to

do it. A depiction of agcoPub toolbox

would be excellent here, just to make sure

they know which tool Group Select is.

Plus, as we all know, nothing helps draw a

reader into a text article like a graphic.

But what a pain. I'll need to exit geo

Pub, select a paint driver, make sure my

screen-dump utility is on the disk, reenter

gmPub, get the toolbox on the screen,

then dump the screen to the printer. And

that's not all. Then I'll need to enter geo-

Paint with the resulting screen dump,

copy the toolbox to the Photo Manager,

click, click, click, ad infmitum. And that

doesn't even include re-adjusting the text

after I put the bitmap in place. Tedious?

Like picking up drappcxl Tic-Tacs '-. But

watching that text flow around that

graphic, it's worth it.

Winding Down

Hey, I'm almost done. Just need to do

the headings, draw a few lines to separate

columns, add a Vol/Num graphic, and

that's about it, I'm really anxious to see

this thing on paper, but first things first: I

must save this to my work disk. I just

don't trust a RAM disk. REU means:

Really, Extremely Untrustworthy. Ha-ha,

just kidding there, 1750. My policy: save
every twenty minutes or so and always be

fore printing.

I kind oflike the way these laser fonts

print out on the dot matrix. Of course,

they won't look quite the same from the

laser printer. Some things might not line

up exactly as they are here. But it'll be

close enough. This "beta" version looks

good, almost perfect. Ah, but the poem

needs a few lines re-worked. And the com

ic strip, 1 really think I need to change

Jed's line a bit in frame two (what a pain

that'll be: I'll have to go all the way back

to geoPaint, then through the photo al-

CottSnaed on page 49
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ADVENTURE ROAD

Headed for

Hillsfar with a

Lockpick in

my Hand

News and opinion from a leading

explorer of those fantasy realms

called adventure games.

Ofthe many breeds of adventure

game on the market, surprisingly it

is the "action adventure" that's evolving

fastest. Perhaps it's because such games,

which in the past consisted primarily of

"shoot-'em-urHn-a-maze" afiairs, have so

much further to go than the already ad

vanced role-playing games like Bard's

Thle and traditional adventures like the

King's Quest series. I've never quibbled

about my less than enthusiastic regard for

action adventures, but with the innova

tions of Times ofLore and other recent re

leases, that sentiment has slowly begun to

shift.

Now SSI's Hillsfar is pushing that par

ticular envelope even further, offering the

first AD&D scenario involving arcade-

style challenges (five of them) that center-

on a series of quests in the Forgotten

Realms. Another recent action quest, The

Last Ninja 2, is less inventive but does

emphasize puzzle-solving more than the

original Ninja. (Both are for the Commo

dore 64, with an Amiga Hillsfar on the

way.)

Since I enjoyed getting killed in Hillsfar

more than in Ninja, let's visit that quaint

little town first. Tb get there, 1 had to ride
a white horse down a long country road

from Camp. In this sequence, the joystick

spurs the horse into jumping bales of hay

and other obstacles and enables you to

duck the occasional arrows that come your

way. Graphics scroll cleanly, and the ani

mation is brisk in this and other animat

ed sequences.

Inside the town, I observed a typical

top-down view of its streets and buildings,

while a window on the led held a 3D pic

ture of the scene I faced (which reminded

me of the technique used in Alternate Re

ality.) It's in the mazes that Hillsfar takes

a sharp left at the intersection of Action

Street and Adventure Avenue. Dungeons

are displayed from an oblique-angle view:

you'll looking down on the scene, but

from an angle that offers a refreshing per

spective especially well suited lor action-

oriented dungeon-delving. Rather than

explore these mazes slowly and carefully

as in most RPG's, you've got to nice

through them as quickly as possible, for a

horizontal bar over the picture reminds

you the lime limit is running out: ifyou

don't run out of the maze in time, the
guards will seize all the gold you just

found and toss you out. Tb make it even

harder, the designers (Westwood) won't let

you exit through the entrance; only alter
a message announcing that the exit has

appeared in a random location can you

even begin to seek your way out of the

maze. This makes mapping more com

plex, though the pause feature is useful.

You don't get to fight the guards in the
mazes, for combat is limited to the Arena.

Here you'll battle gladiators like the Red

Minotaur, using keyboard or joystick to

block, attack and dodge. It's not as com
plex as the combat scene in Moebius, but

still a lot of fun and far easier to master.

Dealing with non-player charactei-s in

non-combat situations proved an even

simpler task, for such encounters are han

dled by choosing from simple menus or

typing Y or N.

The Thiefs Greatest Test
A more difficult challenge lies in store

when you run into a locked door or chest.

by Shay Addams

Instead ofjust using your Thiefs lockpick

and hoping it's high enough to open the

door, you must actually pick the lock. A

side-view shows the lock's tumblers, each

with a distinct pattern. Below, your set of

lockpicks is displayed, and you have to

match the right pick with the first tum

bler in Order U> "pick" it. Get it wrong, and

you may break the pick or jam the tum

bler. Get it right, and you've still got two

to seven more tumblers to pick! Not

enough pressure for you? Then consider

the time limit, reflected by a burning fuse

whose initial length varies with the lock's

difficulty.

You've got to do the same thing to open

many of the chests found in the mazes.

Sometimes you can just bump into a chest

and automatically grab some gold, a po

tion or other useful item. But most of the

valuable treasures are protected by these

insidious locks. It look me a few days to

hone my "put the Square peg in the square

hole" skills, which is basically what this

challenge consists of, and at first I was ex

tremely frustrated It's a unique thielly

challenge, however, that is Hillsfar's most

distinctive feature. And you can always

fall back on a magic Knock Ring or

Chime of Opening to force the lock, which

I always had to do with those with more

than three tumblers.
Little other magic is available in this

game world, though your characters may

be a Magic-user. Import an existing Mage

from Poo! ofRadiance or Curse of the

Azure Honda (the Poo! sequel), and he'll
lose his s]>ells for the duration of his slay

in the Hillsfar area, You can also import a

Fighter, Cleric or Thief, or create a new

character that may even mix classes. (If

you don't use a Thief, non-player charac

ters will oiler to pick the locks for you if

you give them half the gold; however, you

merely get to use their picks, and must

still match them U> the correct tumblers.!

Each character class will find a set of
three tailor-made quests to fulfill, which

entails recovering items from the various

mazes. (Clues to combat, Guild locations

and other puzzles are found everywhere,

and a novel feature allows you to review

the most recent one by punching the R

key.) All mazes aren't found in the town.

When you exit, a "dragon's-eye view" map

shows the countryside and roads connect

ing other sites, sucli as the Trading Post

and a shipwreck. 'Ib reach these, you must

Continued on pane 46
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The revolution began this past Febru

ary with the awarding by Commo

dore of an Amiga 2OOOIID {hard drive), an

Amiga A2300 genlock, and a variety of

desktop video software to 20 school dis

tricts across the United States. The grant

program was coordinated with the Nation

al School Boards Association's (NSBA) In

stitute for the Transfer of Technology to

Education (ITTE).

Technology Leaders

ITTE serves 167 national, Kindergar-

ten-through-12th grade (K-12) school dis
tricts—called the 'Technology Leadership

Network." Network members are districts

that represent 37 slates and Canada, with

68 students in the smallest district to over

100,000 in the largest. Of the 167 mem

bers, about 150 are school districts. The

next largest group of members is com

posed of Regional Service Centers in

Michigan, Kansas, Texas, California and

New York.

ITTE Director Jim Mecklenberger com

ments, "These school districts gain valu

able experience with state-of-the-art tech

nology. In return, they report lessons

learned back to ITTE for dissemination to

other schools. ITTE network schools are

the first serious technology adopters. In

the case of the Amiga grant program,

many school personnel knew of the Amiga

and its capabilities. They realized that the

Amiga computer is the technology leader

in desktop video, and that the price is eco

nomical for their school systems."

According to Mecklenberger, ITTE has

asked each of the 20 winning school dis

tricts to submit a report as well as the vid

eo, which will in turn he published by

NSBA-ITTE for any interested school dis

tricts.

Commodore's participation in the grant

program is headed by John DiLullo, Edu

cation Manager. DiLullo spent 25 years

teaching and administrating computers

and technology in the Philadelphia school

district before joining Commodore. Di

Lullo notes, "This video grant program

represents the re-establishment of an edu

cational grant program for Commodore."

According to DiLullo, "We developed

our grant program strategy' to increase

"A better educated audience

will have a different set of

desires, and will demand

more sophisticated television

programming."

-St. Lawrence

the technological awareness of the general

public about the Amiga—especially its

video capabilities. The problem that exists

is that teachers who don't already use

computers will not suddenly embrace the

computing technology."

"On the other hand," notes DiLullo, "ev

eryone is familiar with video, because 98%

of the schools and 60# of homes have

VCR's. Today's children have grown up

with TV. Teachers are comfortable with

multi-media techniques, and have VCR's

in their classrooms. These same teachers

can immediately learn the computer with

video without any other concerns. There

fore, video represents a real technological

break point in the education environ

ment."

DiLullo comments, "We brought the

power of big-time education—those same

techniques used in government and in

dustry—to schools. We have provided an

opportunity for schools to participate right

now at a level that they can afford. The

Amiga is an efficient and affordable deliv

ery system for education. For example,

more and more video laser disks are being

produced for education. It is just a ques

tion of marrying the Amiga to the video

disk technology. You can do it very high-

end, or do it very inexpensively with the

Amiga. The Amiga 2000HD costs about

one-third the price of a Macintosh II.

Similarly, schools may pay as much as

$40,000 for beginning IBM desktop video

systems. But, a $2500 Amiga system will

do the same thing.

"We want to stimulate thought and to

raise the level of expectations as to what

can be accomplished with computers and

video—particularly using the Amiga.

That is basically our purpose with this

grant program. The more exposure people

have to the Amiga, the more capabilities

they will discover.

"For example, multitasking might oth

erwise be incidental to video. However, it

isn't if you are doing work at the same

time as you are receiving a cable TV video

signal. The Amiga's built-in speech capa

bility might also be incidental to video,

because most people will use an external

video source most of the time. However,

this speech capability is very important to

education, and has many creative desktop

video applications."

DiLullo also anticipates ongoing work

with the grant recipients in other areas

where video can be used, such as teacher

training. Also, there is some anticipation

that a follow-up grant program will

emerge for new educational applications.

"It Was Really Exciting"
In order to make all 20 Amiga grant re

cipients fuily aware of the Amiga's capa

bilities, Commodore presented a two-day

training session that included genlock

card installation and operation, Amiga

applications and operation, and various

software demonstrations. DiLullo noted,

"All of the winners absorbed the technol

ogy rapidly. There was a general sense of

awareness and excitement. We knew that

when we got the grant winners together,

they would think of even more applica

tions. The ability for everyone to share

their proposals increased the expectations

for the educational applications that could

be done on the Amiga. It was really excit

ing. It was very rewarding."

Also making presentations at the train

ing session were Kenneth Brumbaugh, a

full-time educational consultant, and Jim

St. Lawrence, a TV producer and consul

tant. Both presentations covered a broad

range of video, sound and graphics soft

ware applications. Most of the training

session was "hands on." DiLullo com

mented, 'The most surprising and

delightful aspect of that event was how

excited these educators were with their

projects."

Educational Desktop

Video Value

In spite of the enthusiasm of the Amiga

grant winners, there are probably skeptics

who question the use of desktop video in

an educational environment. Not Jim St.

Lawrence, one of the speakers at the win

ner's training session. St. Lawrence—who
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DESKTOP
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EDUCATION
byJohn Pustai

Amiga has claimed the educa

tional desktop video market as

its own. Elementary and high

school students are connecting

camcorders, laser video disks,

VCR's, and editing machines to

their Amigas, giving new mean

ing to the expression "hands-on"

education. Titling, animation and

frame-grabbing software

abound. Teachers and students

have adopted the "genlock"

battle-cry for the educational

desktop video revolution-a

revolution sparked by the

Commodore/ITTE Video Grant

Program.

TODAYS WEA
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could challenge even the most hardened

skeptic—is a professional television pro

ducer/director, a passionate educator, and

owner of SL Productions. He has also writ

ten and produced numerous scholarly pre

sentations on digital imaging, two-dimen

sional animation with computers, and 3-D

modeling and animation for the New York

Institute of Technology.

Because of the importance ofeducation-

speech to the Connecticut Computer Edu

cators Annual Conference; "Computer

Graphics in Education," presentation to

NYSIGGRAPH; "Implications of New

Communications Tbchnologies," a lecture

to the New York chapter of the World Fu

ture Society; and "Interactive Computer

Graphics," a lecture to the New York Uni

versity, School of Interactive Telecom-

municiitioas. St. Lawrence has also served

Jim St. LaWHKS, I'niducer, Director. addresM* the Commodore/lTTE Desktop Video Grant Program

training sessiim lULriicipiinlfj.

al desktop video, it is worth a moment to

provide his professional credentials. St.

Lawrence's most significant recent work is

his contribution to "Power On! New Tools

for Teaching and Learning." St. Lawrence

is chief technical advisor to, and author of,

one chapter and various sections of this

report, commissioned by the U.S. Con

gress Office of Technology Assessment

and by Congress in 1988. The report eval

uated the state of computing and electron

ic technology in education, defined as "in

teractive technologies." The report also

made recommendations to Congress for

further funding for those interactive tech

nologies.

In addition to his work with Congress,

St. Lawrence is also a prominent guest

lecturer. His talks include "Video in the

Classroom." a presentation to the Council

of Chief State School Officers-Technology

Conference; "Desktop Video," the keynote

as chairman for the "Seminar on Comput

er Animation and Special Effects."
St. Lawrence's credentials as an educa

tor are equally impressive. He is lecturer

in the "Program in Arts Management" at

Columbia University. He serves as Direc

tor of Administration and Production for

the Interactive Tkhnologies Laboratory of
the New York Institute of Technology

(NYIT). Also at NY1T, St. Lawrence is ad

junct professor for the Masters Program in

Communications and Arts in electronic

field production. He has also taught inter

active education and computer graphics

systems at Wesleyan College.

His business exjwrience includes work

as a member of the Senior Scholars Panel

for the "Apple Classroom of Tomorrow"

program; technical consultant te Chil

dren's Television Workshop (creator of

Sesame Street and Electric Company);

and work on the Committee on Educating

Americans for the 21st Century for the

"National Science Board." He has been a

contributing editor for production tech

niques te Videogmphy Magazine, having

written the "Video Class of 2000" for that

publication.

PBS-watchers know Jim's work from

Fast Forward (TV Ontario)—a documen

tary series about advances in micro-

circuitry, communications systems, com

puters, television, and bio-medicine, and

the fundamental changes they bring te

the human environment. Jim conceived,

produced and directed Fast Fonvards 26

programs which have been aired in more

than 30 foreign countries, virtually every

PBS station in the U.S., and more than

150 institutions of higher learning as

courseware.

New Form of Literacy

It is with those credentials that Jim St.

Lawrence oilers support for desktop video

in education. He sums up his philosophy

as follows: "Being an educator and broad

caster, my particular interest is in the dis

semination of video and computer equip

ment in schools. Although children watch

from four to six hours of television each

day, they don't really know what they are

seeing. The only way to make them criti

cal viewers is to give them the tools, and

let them discover how those tools are used.

It is a new form ofliteracy.

"I am a dedicated educator," states St.

Lawrence. 'T have been pounding on doors

and shouting that kids need to be educat

ed in a certain way. Commodore has cre

ated a machine that is ideal and has

shown a great interest in getting this kind
of education in the schools. By putting

cameras and computers in the hands of

children as creation technologies, those

children discover—in a way that is not

possible using any other method—how

television is made. They begin te under

stand the language of television. They

learn te appreciate the medium. This ap

preciation is important in the long run,

because television is an information medi
um, not just an entertainment medium."

According to St. Lawrence, television

cannot become an information medium

until people "understand its grammar.

And, you ran'l understand the grammar

unless you work with it. It is just like

reading and writing. You can't under

stand properly how to read unless you

know how te write. You don't properly

appreciate music until you learn how
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to play an instrument

"But, that is only part of the story. Of

course, you play the instrument not to

learn how to listen, you play to learn how

to play music. And, similarly when kids

and teachers learn how to use the tools

that video provides, you find that it can be

a very empowering device."

St. Lawrence alludes to the power of

television in many ways. "If we are to re

main a democracy, and not be led around

by and subject to our TVs, we have to

cease to be passive viewers, and become

active participants." St. Lawrence says

that he is not trying to teach kids what to

watch on TV, but how to watch TV. 'Their

parents may have tried to get them to

understand what to watch, but nobody has

taught them how TV programs are

created,"

One example of critical watching is giv

en by St. Lawrence. "In a 15-minute sec

tion of a TV news program, I could show

examples of six or seven editing cuts, and

you would be totally surprised, because it

would look like a continuous news event.

In news, this editing is significant. Even

more important, how many edits do you

hear? Most people think of picture editing

when they think of editing. But, just as

important is the audio. In fact, the audio

is perhaps more important than the pic

ture. But very few people think about

audio literacy. Yet, audio is always pres

ent. There is music, which influences the

way we view the pictures. AD of these are

elements which go into the way the world

communicates."

Because of his experience, St. Lawrence

views himself as the perfect viewer. He is

aware of the music, editing, lighting and

camera techniques and notes that all of

the elemenls are significant '1 see where

the cuts are happening. I know where

somebody's speech has been cut out or left

in. I know how it is shot. I know the ques

tions are asked at a different time than

the answers are given. However, some

body who is not aware of this editing can

be easily misled."

St. Lawrence believes that the knowl

edgeable viewer will become the learned

viewer. As a result, television will become

an educational medium. "A better educat

ed audience will have a different set of de

sires, and will demand more sophisticated

television programming. As an example,

he points to the difference between British

television and American television and

notes that it is partly the British educa

tional system which increases the sophis

tication of the viewer. "They have a better

critical awareness of what is available.

But this critical awareness has to be

taught from the ground up. People will de

mand more sophistication when they

know what is happening."

Technologies Converging
St. Lawrence notes that the technol

ogies of computers, video and telecom

munications are all converging. "We have

to ask where the technology will be 20

years from now. Computers and video and

telecommunications are all coming to

gether in new systems and in different

combinations such as fiber optics and In

tegrated System Digital Network (ISUNl.

In 20-30 years, we will communicate us

ing video on a daily basis."

great premise in them, we see applications

in the classroom, but we don't really know

ifthese technologies are effective in the
long run. These are questions that need to

be answered."

I asked St. Lawrence if there should

have been a different approach to the

Commodore/TTTE Video Grant program.

Me indicated that the choice of recipients
made to have the widest variety of appli

cations, in order to compare different ap

plications. St. Lawrence noted, "With this
first set of winners, you can look at var

ious age groups and find out what they do

with desktop video. It was a good choice of

winners. It was not necessary to seed the

Amigas into colleges. A lot of colleges-

such as Ohio State and Rensellear—are

already into Amigas. The colleges already

have their media departments. Many of

:■

.lulin ! iii <ii'i> Cumm<dun; Education Manager (Uflt, and Jim MirklrnbiTKiT, Dinxtor, NSIIA's 1TTK.

"In fact," continues St. Lawrence,

"Some of us already use video on a daily

basis. I will send a tape to somebody as

quickly as I will send a letter. I'll make a

tape, add a title, do some animation and

use the tape as a presentation ofmy ideas,

I use this technique in my talks, as well as

the Hollywood-type productions I do.

"Because the merging of these technol

ogies is so new, the literature about this

merging is small. We don't yet know how

best to use these technologies. We see

them are using Amigas. Really the need

was at the lower educational levels."

St. Lawrence sees the Commodore/ITTE

Video Grant Program beginning to an

swer many questions. 'The grant winners

will serve as research test beds to help an

swer these questions. We can ask the win

ners what the technology does for them,
how the technology affects education,

what should be the direction of the tech

nology for the future. When we get an-

Continued on pagf H4
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EQUALIZER
ietnam was embroiled in war on Au-

gust 16,1966, and the combination of

tension and heat made the country all but

unbearable to the U.S. soldiers fighting

there. Grady Beard, a member of the 1st

Division, was 22 and had just returned to

active duty alter recovering from a wound

caused by a sniper's bullet. As he and sev

en of his buddies headed toward their

bunker, a mortar shell erupted in flames a

hundred feet away. Beard never heard the

second shell, but in a flash it engulfed his

platoon and his life was changed forever.

He remembers screaming for a medic but

nothing more. Seven days later Beard re

gained consciousness in the Third Field

Hospital in Saigon. The moitar shell

which snuffed the lives ofthree ofhis com

panions had spared Beard, but had taken

both his legs. War had transformed Grady

Beard, healthy GI, forever into a handi

capped veteran.

For Beard the most difficult barrier to

overcome was the acceptance of his handi

cap and getting on with living his life.

Like hundreds of thousands of other

handicapped people, neither time nor

treatment will remove his disadvantages.

The only choice handicapped individuals

have is ta leam to accept their situation,

adjust their environment to minimize the

disability and adapt.

Beard says he wasted several years

mired in bitterness at his situation, but at

last, with the help of a computer, he has

his life back on track. Sitting in his wheel

chair, Beard puts in a full, profitable work

day using his home computer and a mo

dem. Although Beard's mobility was ham

pered forever by the war, his productivity

has not suffered, thanks to his computer

connection.

The Equalizer—Computers
None of us are guaranteed health. Ev

ery year millions arc handicapped by acci

dents, illnesses and birth defects. In

America alone, 400,000 people are ren

dered handicapped by strokes annually.

But because of the advancements in medi

cal treatment and technology, the effect of

those handicaps are being minimized, and

the quality of life is being maximized.

And many of these improvements are pos

sible only because of personal computers.

Computers are being used in two ways

to minimize the effects of handicaps. Com

puters and modems are allowing the

homebound to communicate, attend

school and work with the world. While

computers can't cure the afflicted, they

can diminish their dilemma and in a real

sense equalize the difference between the

handicapped person and the rest of the

population. They can be profit-making,

powerful, flexible workstations for individ

uals who want to, or must, work from

their own homes. Perhaps the nicest thing

about computers is that they perform the

same regardless of whether the user can

walk, see, hear or speak. They are simply

tools. If you can input your ideas, the out

come will be the same regardless ofyour

health. To the keyboard we are all equal.

And with the use of an easy input device,

like a mouse, light pen, or graphic tablet

and stylus, even those individuals who

have difficulty using the keyboard can in

teract easily.

The second way computers are being

used is to teach, assist and rehabilitate

those with disabilities. While talking soft

ware is aiding the visually impaired, dis

play screens are communicating with the

deaf, and patient software is teaching and

encouraging those with learning disabil

ities.

The Quick Fix
For thousands of the world's handi

capped, the keyboard and power of the

computer alone are all that is required to

return them to the mainstream of produc

tive lives. With the assistance of a modem

many handicapped workers can work at

home and send their finished projects to
the main office using telecommunications

software. The computer doesn't discrimi

nate against the person at the keyboard,

it simply responds to input.

The Not-So-Quick Fix
Unfortunately, minimizing a handicap

cannot always be accomplished by just
supplying the individual a standard com

puter. Those with more severe disabilities

may require some extra assistance like

speech simulation or special input de

vices. If the individual doesn't have use of

his hands, another entry route must be

approached. Thankfully, the computer de

velopers have supplied a multitude of en

try devices.

Without doubt the most helpful input

device for most handicapped computer us

ers is the mouse and the icon interface in

which it normally resides. While most of

us are pleased with the friendliness ofsoft

ware like the 64/128's GEOS and the Ami

ga's Workbench, handicapped individuals

view these innovatioas as godsends. By

using a mouse-controlled cursor and icon-

represented software, many movement-re

stricted users can use a computerjust as

well as those of us who have full control of

our hands. That explains why the Amiga's

easy-to-use interface is so appealing to
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by Howard Millman
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computerized special effects,

animation and graphics.
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handicapped individuals.

The Commodore 64 and 128, on the oth

er hand, require special software to bridge

the user-system gap. Staci Glovsky of

Berkeley Softworks reports that several

schools for the handicapped have adopted

these two inexpensive systems and their

GEOS programs just for that reason. Per

haps, dollar for dollar, GEOS with its pow

erful icon-controlled interface puts more

icon computing power in the user's hand

than any system on the market today.

When both power and cost are compared,

it is not surprising why such a setup is so

appealing.

In May of 1987 we reported on a blind

graduate student, Greg Capps, who used

software to synthesize speech and mini

mize his handicap. Using talking soft

ware, including a talking terminal pro

gram, he not only completed college but

went on to earn a master's degree in Clini

cal Psychology. Without the aid of his per

sonal computer he says he would never

have been able to do either. The Amiga,

with its built-in synthesized voices and

ability to reproduce digitized sounds,

makes it a perfect computer for the sight

impaired. Much of the software being re

leased for the system includes an option to

speak, as well as display text. Fortunately,

Capps' success is not unique. Combined

with more powerful computers which can

translate ASCII code into understandable

words, new programs sensitive to the

needs of the sight disabled are removing

many of the barriers which separated the

blind from the mainstream of society. As

Capps said, "at a keyboard, we are all

equal."

Continued on page 7S

Despite the potential, to date the most

underutilized feature of any Commodore

system is the ability to speak and hear.

The handicapped specialists I talked with

were excited about the potential of all
three systems but wondered why their

voice features weren't being used more to

help the handicapped. One of the most

publicized features of the Amiga when it

was first introduced was its built-in speech
abilities. But too often that power goes un

tapped—especially in the field of aiding

the sight impaired, who could benefit

most. By the same token, Covox Incorpo

rated quickly developed 64 hardware

which put the power of digitized sounds at

the disposal of programmers. They also of

fer hardware/software products which en

able voice recognition. But to date the po

tential of those developments to aid the

handicapped has not been fully imple-

Continued onpage 77
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by Howard Millman - , ... . „ . . , ~
^IAUnfT'111'^11 article in Nations Business, is defined

t./1.1*1.1I Jill, as meaning an adult "cannot read,
write or reason well enough to compete

in today's economy."

These adults and teenagers are not so

much uneducable, but unschooled. Ac
cording to the non-profit Computer Learn

ing Foundation, functional illiteracy
looms as a national crisis which technol

ogy, specifically computers, can moderate.

With Computer Assisted Instruction
(CAI), adults and at-risk students can

learn marketable skills. Computers, with

their endless patience and non-judgemen

tal presence, are ideal instructors. Only

with CAI is it economically feasible to es
tablish an effective one-on-one scenario to

prepare these millions to enter or re-enter

the workplace.

The number of computers is rising ex-

LEARNING

FOUNDATION
'■1 he estimates vary but between 20%

■■■ and 30% of America's teenagers nev

er finish high school. Add this group to

the nation's 40,000,000 functionally illit

erate adults and the result is a staggering

number of marginally employable work

ers competing for a shrinking pool of un

skilled jobs. The size ofthis grim assembly

swells each year by an estimated 2.3 mil

lion, including immigrants.

Functional illiteracy, according to an

ponentially as manufacturers ramp up

production to meet demand. But with

teachers and trainers, the situation's re
versed. Without computer literate teach
ers in schools and instructors in training

centers the implementation of computer

technology crawls to a near standstill.

So recent is this technology, most teach

ers rarely used a computer while in col

lege. And although training classes for
educators are gradually increasing in

number, many classes are offered only in

larger, urban school districts.
Part of the problem is in getting infor

mation to educators, parents and users

who want and need it, regardless of their
locations. Not abstract information but

specific "How to/what is" advice, about

computers. That's one of the high priority

goals of the Computer Learning Founda
tion.

Continued nn page 76

Mil-

ODDS

by Howard Millman

1 ML

Molly Shannon, an occupational
ttemptstfortheHurst-Eu/ess-
liedford school district, neversees
the average" child. In a world
mere most kids worry more

about zits, dates and curfews, her
students instead struggle with the
overwhelming problems of
crossing the boundaries oftheir
restricted world.

l\ nv Professional's skill and dedication

Uis time. With many children requiring

occupational therapy, Molly needed a
^*^S'S^*h SName is John-
kids help themselves Sh idtn^ H^W^^^old -><*"

JSL^ T*** a vital compo-
hl fttHerT With a outer's
help, handicapped children don't need
continuous instruction to develop inde-

and math. But he has little control

:putepj;;

An incentive to continue facing the
by-day challenge of living life hffc

Just completing everyday routines
count as an achievement f th hil

l <J?veway ^ar his Lubbock,
as home. Grasping it with his toes he

kbonously scratched four words intone
blacktop. H.s message said thewwfa he
jnnot speak. He wrote "My name is

John a victim ofcerebral palsy, wants
d needs to communicate. £ B2R,

Fe*ms a long way off.

- Molly Shannon and a computer,
tots reveal John possesses average in-

teljgence. He understands spoken wrds
and knows at least the basics of language

t! li T "t«^vti so uj uxpress tns

noughts he requires a specially adapted
computer and software.
On the computer John uses, a moving

cursor paces through the alphabet strung
across the bottom ofthe screen. The cursor
stops briefly at each letter. John uses a
nead switch to lock in the chosen letter or
number. Thus, he painstakingly creates
each word letter by letter.
When John was six years old, using a

computer specially adapted for the dis
abled at UCLA, enabled him to write his
first sentence. Pan, Heasiey remembers

Continued on//age 75



Til very generation lias heroes — it's a

■JmJj necessary part of growing up. Some
are real-life people who challenge us with

bold ideas and accomplishments. Others

are fictional characters designed to excite

and entertain. They enrich our lives, en

couraging us to reach farther than we

might have without them. Perhaps even

becoming heroes to the next generation.

I was fortunate to grow up in the '60s,

when heroes were plentiful. Like many, I

favored the entertainment side: James

Bond, The Beatles, The Monkees and The

Twilight Zone were among my favorites.

I'm also fortunate because this era is re

markably well preserved. If I wish to re

live the thrill of Sean Connery as Agent

007,1 merely pop Dr. No or Thunderbolt

into my VCR. If I suddenly get the urge to

hear a non-scratchy version of "I Want to

Hold Your Hand," I know I can walk into

any music store and buy a brand-new

copy of The Beatles' classic. These items

are well over 2fi years old, yet still avail

able to all who are interested.

Some aren't so lucky.

If your generation developed heroes in

the '80s, hold on tight or risk losing them

forever. We live in a disposable society,

where items of interest are literally here

today and gone tomorrow. While baby-

boomers wax nostalgic about times past,

they quickly dismiss the heroes of a new

generation— heroes that they, in fact,

helped create.

So it's not surprising that my inspira

tion for this story came from a 15-year-old

computer user. He had responded to a

"mouse for sale" advertisement I posted

on a local BBS. While 1 dug tlirough a fil

ing cabinet for the documentation, he pe

rused my disk library, built from seven

years of reckless consumerism and soft

ware reviewing.

"You have a lot of weird stuff here," he

muttered, flipping through rows of flop

pies. "I've never heard of haif of these."

I smiled and kept on digging. He was

probably in the British section, I thought,

which did have some odd, obscure titles.

"What's this Blue Max like?" he asked,

quite innocently.

With that I stopped cold. "You're joking,

right?" I said, but could see that he wasn't.

Taking a break from our mouse-

capades, I whipped Bob Polin's WWI clas

sic into the disk drive and began the

countdown. "This was my first 64 game," I

boasted. As the game loaded, 1 continued

listing my initial software purchases:

Lode Runner, Beach-Head and Jump-

man, The kid looked at me like I was

speaking Latin. None of these titles rang

a beD.
When Blue Max finally arrived, I

proudly gave the nickel lour, and noticed I

was a bit rusty under the wings. "Wow!"

he cried, "That's pretty cool!" Alter a few

daring moments of strafing and bombing,

I achieved flame-out. "Do they still have

this in the stores?" he finally asked.

"No," I chuckled, "I don't think so. This

game is six years old. You might be able to

find it mail order, but don't count on it."

It suddenly struck me that this kid, ob

viously new to computer gaming, will nev

er be able to enjoy the simple pleasures of

a game like Blue Max. Only six years old

and it's already unavailable, at any price.

It didn't seem fair.

The more I thought about it, the more

game titles came to mind. Here we are

about to toast the 1980s — a decade of

tremendous historical value to the home

software industry — without even a sec

ond thought to the fabulous entertain

ment we've enjoyed through the years.

That didn't seem fair, either.

In its formative years, most

of the original titles for the 64

were either holdovers from

the videogame era or clever

duplicates. In the early days

of the 64, small independent

software developers sprang

up like mushrooms after a

warm rain. (This same

phenomenon is now being

repeated for the Amiga.) Most

of these companies were host

to rogue programmers boasting

high creativity and a slightly

beni sense of humor. It was

the beginning of the 64's salad

days. Here's a nostalgic look

at those games that won the

hearts of early 64 owners.

The Search Begins

What seemed easy, as an idea bouncing

around my head, quickly proved to be a

monumental task. The genealogical histo

ry of the entertainment software industry

is a tree with many diverse branches. Tb

compile and evaluate a comprehensive

list of every computer game published for

the 64 would be fascinating, but far too

bulky for these pages.

Instead, I opted to oversimplify, break

ing the games down into generic categor

ies. Even then, spatial limitatioas forced

me to be choosey about which games could

be included. Entire genres had to be

dropped, such as fantasy role-playing,

sports, war games and flight simulators.

Some are too numerous, loo similar, or

simply too new to be considered vintage

games. No doubt there will be many fa

vorites left out. For this I apologize —

they are here in spirit.

Most of the categories reflect an arcade
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by Scott A. May

TfiX
J

heritage. Early software designers were

masters of the "coin-op clone" — hasty

variations on an arcade theme. As these

designers matured, creativity blossomed

and home software soon outperformed its
arcade origins.

There are many points of interest as

you wander this software museum. Hard

core fans will begin to cross-reference

game styles and designers' names (which

Fve tried to include whenever possible).

You'll also notice the great "software cy

cle": game styles that were once popular

on computers are now in vogue with Nin

tendo and Sega videogame players.

Not everything, of course, withstands

the tests of time. Games once thought to

be innovative now seem a little silly. True

classics, however, shine brightly no mat

ter how dusty.

Ratings are arbitrary, based on the

standard five-star system:

■k—poor

*•—fair

+**—good

■*■+** —above average

***■*■■* —excellent

Whether you're a veteran player or a

new recruit, I hope you enjoy this blast

from a glorious past.

A Return to the Salad Days

In 1972, Pong stood vanguard on the

battlefield of electronic entertainment.

Although widely considered the great

grandfather of modern computer games, it

merely served as an omen of greater

things to come.

Another six years would pass until a

Japanese company named Taito carefully

altered the basic Pong and Breakout for

mats, creating a worldwide obsession

known as Space Invaders. The game

prompted the flow of millions of quarters

and signaled the birth of the arcade indus

try as we now know it

The addictive nature of the game also

stirred its share of criticism. Parents

thought it was a waste of time and money.

Educators were convinced the game was

turning youth into an army of brainless

idiots. Even the medical community

voiced concern about the affects of CRT

exposure and "Space Invaders Wrist."

In the end, it was the players who decid

ed that if they're going to be suffering

from unknown maladies, they might as

well be doing it at home. When the Atari

Corporation licensed Space Invaders for

the company's fledgling VCS 2600 (Video

Computer System), the home videogame

market took off like a comet.

Eventually the boom turned to bust as

the market became saturated. Game play

ers soon tired of the limits of tiny video

game players. They turned their attention

— and pocketbooks — to the new genera

tion of home computers. The stage was set

for the most incredible game machine of

its time: the Commodore 64.

In its formative years, most of the origi

nal titles for the 64 were either holdovers

from the videogame era or clever dupli

cates. In the early days of the 64, small in

dependent software developers sprang up

like mushrooms after a warm rain. (This

same phenomenon is now being repeated

for the Amiga.) Most of these companies

were host to rogue programmers boasting

high creativity and a slightly bent sense

of humor. It was the beginning of the 64's

salad days.

It Came from Outer Space

No other gaming style has spawned

more clones than Space Invaders. Known

in the trade as "slide 'n' shoot" contests,

the formula is simple: One or two players

move a firing mechanism (spaceship, la

ser embankment, etc.) horizontally across

the bottom of the playfield. Meanwlule,

enemy forces advance from the top of the

screen. Yourjob is to scoot around blasting

the enemy while avoiding their return

fire. Obstacles were often placed between

you and the enemy to provide protection

and inhibit firing. Space Invaders left the

door wide open for many creative modifi

cations.

*** Bandits —1983, Sirius Soft

ware. Designed by one of the true unsung

heroes of the 64, Tbny Ngo (later of Acti-

vision, now rumored to be with Nintendo).

Ngo's designs typified the Sirius not-so-

serious approach to computer games. In

this fast-paced, tongue-in-cheek arcade

contest, players battle hordes of scurvy-

conscious aliens intent on stealing your

supply of assorted fruits. Beyond the silly

premise, however, lies an absolutely dia

bolical game. Players patrol the bottom of

the screen as wave after wave of aliens

tumbled, spun and bounced from the top.

Ngo's trademark graphics — dense, de

tailed and colorful — fluid animation and

frenzied play action are still delightfully

crazy after all these years.

** Crossfire —1983, Sierra On-Line.

This tough little game quickly separated

the wimps from the winners. Designer Jay

Sullivan took the basic Space Invaders

scenario and wrapped it around three

sides of the screen, leaving players — as

the name implies— in the crossfire. Mini

mal graphics and a driving soundtrack

("Peter Gunn") accentuate the incredibly

difficult play action. Jeff Minter would lat

er take this same game design to bizarre

new heights (Gridrunner)

+•* WavyNavy —1983, Sirius Sofl>
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Monte:uma'g Revenge

ware. Another Tony Ngo design, this

game featured yet another subtle twist on

the slide 'n' shoot formula. Commanding a

deep sea gunboat, players blast away at

rows of targets while rolling atop waves at

the bottom of the screen. The aggressive

enemy hit from above (jets, bombers, heli

copters) and below (floating mines, sub

marines). Once again, Ngo's amazing

graphics and sound effects elevated a me

diocre game design to classic status.

** Saw New York — 1983, Creative

Software. What sounds like an immense

moral dilemma is actually a pretty

straight-laced shoot-'em-up. Designed by

Joe Jetaon (Writer's Clioice), players de-

Trolls and Tribulatiunx

fend the Big Apple from alien birds of

prey who enjoy munching on skyscrapers.

Blast them before they reduce the city

skyline to rubble. As an added twist, the

creatures also lay eggs, which hatch and

invade the subway system. Track them
down with your trusty pistol. Inventive

fun for the younger set.

•*** Forbidden Forest — 1983,

Cosmi. Just because you act like a clone

doesn't mean you have to look like one. In

one of his first projects, veteran designer

Paul Norman (Super Huey\ created a

genuine collector's item, placing simple

slide 'n' shoot play mechanics within a

multilevel adventure setting. In the

game, players stroll through the forest

armed only with a bow and arrows. As

night falls, wave after wave of creatures

attack: killer bees, frogs, skeletons, drag

ons, and a giant cyclops. Norman's cre

ative use of time and space add punch to

the proceedings. This game was also fa

mous for its grisly graphics (players die a

savage, bloody death) — definitely not for

weak stomachs. The game's soundtrack

still ranks among the best ever created for

the 64.
• Moon Shuttle—1983, Datasoft. This

arcade translation featured two clones in

one package — navigate the asteroid field

and shoot the bobbing aliens — neither of
which proved to be very interesting.

■*■* River Raid— 1984, Activision.

Re-released for home computers following

a successful run on videogame systems,

Carol Shaw's classic wears a bit thin when

viewed today. Players pilot a fighter craft

upstream, blasting enemy units to smith

ereens while avoiding collisions. The chal

lenge was to fire, refuel and navigate the

sometimes treacherous river channels all

at the same time. Notable today mostly 08

a high point in Activision's videogame

glory years.

** OyniSS — 1984, Parker Bros.
Space Invaders in the round, or, circle V

shoot. A faithful translation of the popu

lar coin-op. Players defend the outer edges

of the screen from aliens that swarm from

the center. Fast-paced fun, but overly re

petitive.

Isn't It Amazing

In 1981, just when the Space Invaders

frenzy was beginning to wear itself out,

along came Pac-Man. Original, easy to

learn and instantly likeable, it became

the most popular coin-op game in the his

tory of the arcades. Found everywhere

from gas stations to pizza parlors, there

was no escape from the dot-gobbling yel

low ball and his ghostly friends.

When Atarisoft introduced the Pac-

Man home version — one ofthe few trans

lations the now-defunct company proved

adept at — consumers went wild. Game

designers also scrambled to cash in on the

craze. The results ranged from outright

rip-offs (usually European in origin) to in

spired variations on the maze chase

theme.

* Radar Rat Race — 1982, Commo

dore Business Machines. Run for cover

when you mention this infamous title to

veteran 64 owners. Looking back, from a

safe distance, this cat-and-rat maze game

wasn't THAT bad. Players guide their

rodents through a large vertical maze in
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search of cheese, while avoiding nasty

felines. Expert programming provided

lightning-fast action and a tough comput

er opponent. But the primitive graphics,

monotonous gameplay and insidious

soundtrack — 'Three Blind Mice" played

at 2,000 rpm — sent most players scream

ing fram the room. File this cheesy num

ber under Computer Games From Hell.

*** Serpentine— 1982, Broderbund.

Although a long way from Pac-Man, this

exciting maze chase game takes its gob

bling seriously. One or two players twist

and turn their slithering snakes within a

convoluted maze, nipping at each other's

tail until nothing's left. Strategy and

quick reflexes blend perfectly in this

smoothly animated game. Inspired by the

classic videogame Snafu.

•kick Mr. TKT. - 1983, M.E.S. In
this addicting multilevel sleeper, designed

by Harley Puthuff, players race a handful

of deadly sparks along an intricate maze

of fuses. As both sides advance, their

paths disappear. The goal is to trap your

opponent on a dead end fuse. Colorful, or

nate screens highlight this challenging

game, which owes more than a passing

nod to the coin-ops Qix and Amidar.

***** Oil's Well — 1983, Sierra

On-Line. The Roto Rooter10 of computer

games, and a clear case of the student out

shining its mentor. With only a few —

albeit innovative — changes in design,

Thomas Mitchell took the shopworn

premise of Pac-Man and created one of

the all-time best home arcade games.

Working from ground level on a cross-

section screen, players lower a flexible, re

tractable drill into the depths of a maze-

ridden oil well. As the drill bit munches

frantically to clear the maze of oil pellets,

it leaves a trail of pipe behind. Mean

while, nasty underground creatures

i"Oozies") enter the horizontal shafts from

each side. Although the creatures are no

match for the drill, any contact with the

pipe severs your lifeline. Eight levels of

frantic action await unsuspecting wildcat

ters. Truly in a class of its own, Oil's Wei!

even inspired its own clones, including

Datamost's Aardy (heAardvark and

Datasoft's O'Reilly's Mine

*** Zengi —1984, Activision. A cur

ious example of video cross-breeding,

Zengi evolved from Carol Shaw's classic

videogame Hapjiy Trails, which in turn

was taken from a nearly unknown arcade

game called Locomotion. The source of all

this inspiration — believe it or not — were

those cheap plastic sliding tile puzzles, a

familiar toy for kids. In Matthew Hub-

bard's Zengi, however, instead of sliding

pieces of the puzzle around, players move

about a disjointed maze, rotating tiles to

form an unbroken path. Enemies also

travel the path, disrupting progress or

costing you a life. Although the mystic

Significants was lost on most players,

there's no denying the game was relaxing,

even hypnotic. The soothing New Age

soundtrack also helped considerably. A

real curio.

**** Mr. Do! —1984, Datosoft. Ex

pert programming by Troy Lyndon (Star

Rank Bating) highlights this colorful

coin-op translation. One of several excel

lent make-your-own-mazc games from the

Dig Dug sub-genre (which includes First

Star's classic Boulder Dash). One or two

players race the clownish hero through a

series of increasingly difficult screens,
chomping apples, eating power pills and

avoiding party crashers. Single-minded

fun, bolstered by near-perfect graphics,

animation and arcade soundtrack.

We've Got You Surrounded

When the Spate Invaders phenomenon

proved legitimate, designers nearly fell

over themselves in mad rush to the ar

cades. Among the most interesting was

Asteroids, An immediate hit, the game

produced a dedicated following and proved
Continued on pafit 70

e Broderbun

Like any artistic endeavor, most soft

ware companies experience periods of cre

ative highs and lows. These often come in

cycles, spurred by events consumers rare

ly think about: changes in management,

shifts in marketing strategies, hot and

cold business transactions.

Like fine wine or vintage automobiles,

there are special times in the life of a

manufacturer when all the ingredients

seem to blend together perfectly. If you

glance at the dates throughout this story,

you'll notice that 1984 was a prolific year

for most software companies. At Broder

bund Software, it was exceptional.

In 1984, Broderbund released — one

after another— six of the finest computer

games made for the 64. Everything

clicked but the timing. Fed up with fifth-

generation arcade clones, players flocked

to sophisticated graphic/text adventures

and fantasy role-playing games. Despite

bold, original storylines and expert pro

gramming, the action-oriented "Broder

bund Six" played to a much smaller audi

ence than expected. Who said We was

fair?

Looking back, we can forget sluggish

sales and marketing trends, to view these

games as they really were — six unsung

classics of an extraordinary era.

***** Raid on Bungeling Bay —

You'll have to look long and hard to find a

tougher arcade challenge. Players pilot a

carrier-based helicopter adrift in the seas

of the Bungeling Empire (of Lode Runner

fame). Your mission is to halt production

of the Bungeling war machine by bomb

ing its factories, located on various islands

within this huge environment. Each

successive factory is more difficult to de

stroy, complicated even further by an ag

gressive Bungeling defense, including

fighters, lumbers, tanks, gun turrets and

Caxtlex nfDr. Creep

heat-seeking missiles. Will Wright's (Sim

City) design couldn't be better — beauti

ful graphics, a smooth 360-degree scroll

ing piayfield, superb sound effects and a

computer opponent that simply won't

quit. Relentless, punishing action make

this a must-have for true arcade buffs.

***** 77ie Castles ofDoctor Creep

— Without a doubt one of the most cre

ative, mind-boggling action games ever

made for home computers. Designed by

Ed Hobbs, this running/climbing, puzzle-

solving tour de force has a deceptively

simple concept: Enter one of 13 different

castles, find the exit and leave. The things

you encounter between Point A and Point

B, however, are the stuff nightmares arc

made of. Obstacles include lightning ma

chines, force fields, moving sidewalks, ray

guns, matter transmitters, trapdoors,

mummies and Frankensteins. An over

head map plots your course through the

game's 200 interconnected rooms. Fea

tures one- or two-player cooperative

modes, as well as a unique interactive on-

disk tutorial. Graphics, animation and

sound effects are all top-notch.

***** S/>elunker — For those who

like their ropes 'n' ladder games big, fast

and challenging, this one's for you. Play-

Cimtinued on page 70
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Book Reviews/The Amiga Companion—

Continued from page27

changes to existing commands. A very

nice in-depth explanation is given ofthe

1.3 Resident command. This is one of

those commands that Commodore has not

documented very well and one that most

users of 1.3 seem to have a hard time un

derstanding.

Chapter 11, entitled Software in the

Public Domain, is really much more. It ex

plains the quite confusing difference be

tween Public Domain software and (as

Rob (alls it) Not-So-Free software. This is

one area most new computer and modem

users seem to have the hardest part un

derstanding but is important to be fully

understood. Also covered is the impor

tance of modems and BBS's to the Public

Domain software world with a list ofthe

best non-commercial terminal programs

available. Other items covered include ar

chive utilities, damaged disks, viewing

pictures, startup-sequence shortcuts, and

much more.

Chapter 12 is titled Amiga Answers

and consists of several pages set up in a

question and answer fashion. These ques

tions are the most frequently asked by

Amiga users. Questions range from the

differences between the Amiga 500,1000,

and 2000 to printers, viruses, custom

chips, genlocks, and hard drives (just to

mention a few). This chapter will lie most

useful to those new to the Amiga who

need a clear explanation of those often

heard Amiga terms and buzz words.

The appendix contains several refer

ence items including; an AmigaDOS com

mand reference section based on the 1.3

commands, a listing of the AmigaDOS er

ror codes with an explanation for each

with possible solutions, a listing of Amiga

users groups, and finally, a detailed listing

ofthe commands for the Commodore sup
plied editor, ED.

As you can see the book has a little

something for everyone, whether they're

new to the Amiga or someone who simply

wants to know how to get more out of their

system. Ofcourse, like any bonk, this book

is not for everyone. Ifyou're a GURU then

you already know the things covered in

this book. But if you're one of the many

who desires to become a GURU, this book

is on the list of required reading.

Editors Note: The Second Edition ofThe

Amiga Companion hasjust been released.

New information includes a chapter on

hard drives, a MicroEMACS appendix

and in-depth coverage ofthe Shell com

mand, g

Adventure Road/Headed for Hillsfar

Continued from page 3.?

hop on your horse and ride—again and

again aid again.

This brings up the only aspect oiHills-

far that bothered me: in order to save your

game, you must ride back to Camp. And if

you've ventured far from Hillsfar, that can

mean several lengthy horse-riding se

quences, which, despite a variety of spe

cial events, grow tiresome after awhile.

The necessity of traveling so far every

time you want to save your progress is

also a handicap for novice players.

Even so, Hillsfar is a quest recommend

ed for those who possess rudimentary joy

stick skills or are willing to practice. You

can even practice missile weapons skills

in the action sequence at Tanna's Target

Range, where you might win gold as well

as enhance your weapon skills. An AD&D

character who has improved certain skills

and attributes as a result of his or her

Hillsfar experiences can be transferred

back into Pool or Azure Bonds. Because

they cannot advance up through the lev

els in this game, I don't recommend play
ing it just to build up your characters.

(Only one at a time can play, but several

games in progress can be saved on the

same disk, so your entire Pool party can

visit the town.) It's aimed at the novice or

beginning adventurer, but because the

games' puzzles require little brain-work,

hard-core Kobold-killers (such as myself)

who are out for some fast action and

thrills may find Hillsfar an invigorating

change of pace. And with so many differ

ent quests for the four classes, it provides

exceptionally high replay value.

The Last Ninja 2: Look Out,

NYC!
I wasn't as moved by this sequel as by

Hillsfar, mainly because Tlte Last Ninja 2,

like the original, won't let you save a

game in progress. That means you've got

to slug your way through the entire seven

levels in one sitting, which is unfair when

you consider that the upcoming IBM con

version will support a save option.

But ifyou're a Ninja fan intrigued with

the notion of waging martial arts warfare

in midtown Manhattan, this combat-in

tensive game blends in enough puzzles to

keep you on your toes while your oppo

nent is kicking you with his. As you strug

gle against the evil Samurai Armakuni,

his henchmen and the corrupt NYC cops,

you'll also be rounding up an assortment

ofobjects. Their functions must be figured

out in order to fight your way to the ulti

mate confrontation with the Warlord who

slew the rest of the Ninjas in your Broth

erhood back in China.

An oblique-angle view similar to the

one in Hillsfar but covering a bigger por

tion of the screen, is employed, and here

you can walk into the scene's background.

But Ninja 2 still suffers from the original's

awkward interface, which makes it tricky

to line your character up when he needs to

grab an item or fight the enemy. If you

can put up with this and the lack ofa save

feature, Last Ninja 2 certainly has the

thrills and spills all action adventurers

seek.

The Great Underground Empire

Heads West
Just as I was slaying my 327th Ore in

Hillsfar, I heard Mediagenic was shutting

down Infocom's Cambridge, Massachu

setts office and shipping the entire com

pany to Silicon Valley. A phone call to Joe

Ybarra (formerly with Electronic Arts,

where he produced Bard's Title and other

RPG's, and now vice-president of enter

tainment software for Mediagenic)

confirmed the rumor.

The move is mainly a business decision

brought on by the current slump in the

games industry and the additional over

head of maintaining an east coast office

for Infocom at a time when more of their

game development is being done on the

west coast. Unfortunately, none ofthe "old

guard" such as Steve Meretzky (Planet-

fall, Zork Zero), Dave Lebling (Zork III,

Lurking Horror) and Stu Galley (The Wit

ness), will accompany the Infocom main

frames to Sunnyvale, for they apparently

turned down the chance in order to re

main on the east coast. They still might

turn out some games, though. Marc

Blank, whose most recent Infocom game

is Journey, a "role-playing chronicle" for

the Amiga, is currently working on a pro

ject for Infocom, and Elizabeth Langosey,

who has contributed to previous Infocom

games, is doing something along these

lines (neither is working in-house,

however).

According to Robert Sears, Infocom's

new general manager, we can expect to

see new directions for Infocom adventur

ing—look for more role-playing games

and the introduction of "interactive

graphics" like those used in ICOM's Deja

Vu and Shadowkeep adventures.

Westwood, who did BattleTech for Infocom,

will develop more of Infocom's RPG's, and

we'll still see "type in the words" parser-

based adventures for fans ofthe tradition

al Infocom style—with plenty of innova

tions in these, too. n
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PROGRAMMING by John lovine

Julia Sets
for the Commodore 128

This article will deal with a close rela

tive of the Mandelbrot Set called the

Julia Set. For more information see pi^

vious articles in Commodore Magazine

issues and on Chaotic equations and

Mandelbrot sets. Fractal equations are a

fasinating science. The images they are

capable of producing are visually addic

tive.

Complex Numbers
As with the Mandelbrot set, Julia also

uses complex numbers. In fact the pro

grams are almost identical. The difference

between the two programs is this: With

the Mandelbrot set we plotted values of x

and y at specific points and recorded the

results in the (p,q) plane. With the Julia

set we coasider the (x,y) plane at fixed val

ues of p and q.

The process for both is:

Z = Z f 2 + C

Where z and c are complex numbers. In

order to do mathematical operations, we

break down each complex number into its

real and imaginary parts, thus:

Z = x + iy, C = p + iq

The i placed before the y and q denote the

imaginary part of the complex number

(for more information on complex num

bers see previous article on Mandelbrot

Sets).

hi order for you to see the subtle differ

ences in the programs, I have included a

simple Mandelbrot program also for you

to compare to the Julia program.

Desperately Seeking Julia
Julia sets are so named after the French

mathematician Gaston Julia. Gaston Ju

lia and Pierre Fatou studied the proper

ties of these dynamic equations around

World War I. The notion of the self-simi

larity of these boundries was known to

these mathematicians who stated that the

entire boundary could be regenerated

from a small piece using an iterative

process.

Again it is only with the advent of com

puterized graphics that the nature of

these ideas and equations can be appreci

ated. By choosing a point on the Mandel

brot set we can plot the corresponding Ju

lia set. It is in the boundary region of

Mandelbrot that we obtain the most inter

esting pictures of Julia. (Note this is also

true for the Mandelbrot Set)

Inside the Mandelbrot set the corre

sponding Julia set is a connected solid. As

we cross the boundary of the Mandelbrot

Set the Julia set becomes disconnected. If

we continue further Julia disingerates

into dust.

Program Operation
The program first querries you for the

screen boundries XL and YT. Values for

these parameters are between one and

three. The larger the number you choose

here, the smaller the Julia set will be

drawn.

Next the program requests values for P

and Q. These two values make up the

complex number C. Herein iies the differ

ence between the Mandelbrot and Julia

programs. Notice in the Mandelbrot pro

gram the values of P and Q change with

with each new point that is plotted, while

in the Julia program these values remain

constant.

One major complaint I heard concern

ing the Mandelbrot program from the last

article was the time required to plot the

Mandelbrot sets. Well, the simple Mandel

brot program will plot the sets in approxi

mate 1/4 of the time required of the origi

nal. The Julia program employs the same

tecnique plus another one and reduces the

time require to about 1/8 of what it would

be normally. We accomplish this time re

duction by reducing our screen size to one

quarter of the standard screen.

In addition, since the Julia program

plots sets that are symetricul We ran mir

ror one side for the other and reduce our

plotting time by another 50%.

The 128 computer has a fast and slow

mode that we utilize. Pressing "F" while

the program is running, will put the com

puter in the "Fast" mode. Naturally the

fast mode blanks the graphic screen so

when you wish to check the progress of the

drawing, press the "S" key to go back to

slow mode. Well, there isn't too much

more I can do to reduce the time required

except go to ML subroutines which I won't

do unless there is a strong request for me

to do so.

Exploring The Julia Set

How do you explore? Pretty easy ac

tually. The mandelbrot set shows the hori

zontal coordinates of x from -2.25 to .75

and the vertical y from 1.5 to -1.5 . Pick a

point on the mandelbrot set you want to

look at, (perferrably a boundary point)

and estimate the points x and y coordi

nates. Plug those numbers into P and Q

when you run the Julia program. You can

use 1.5 for the screen coordinates of both

XLandYT. g

Continued on page 54
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PROJECTS' by Michael J. Behr

The

Switchable

Alternative
for the Commodore 64

and 128

If you have two printers and

haven't yet purchased an A-Ii

switch, this may be the sensible

alternative. Costing about the

same as an extra cable

(approximately $10.00) this

switch box will provide low-cost

insurance against a

malfunctioning interface and

allow maximum printer

flexibility through individual DIP

switch settings.

I purchased the Commodore 128, Fleet

System 4 and the Star Power Type

printer, to be used mainly for business cor

respondence, as 1 operate a small service

company specializing in the repair and

maintenance of photofinishing equip

ment. This equipment is used by photo

labs te turn your rolls of film into memo

ries that will last forever. I also entered

the realm of freelance writing with about

twelve published articles under my belt.

This computer package was perfect, pro

viding the flexibility needed to process

words

Just as the anciont mariners couldn't

see the armada waiting over the horizon, I

couldn't see the pixels and sprites looming

in the world called graphics. As the haze

cleared, with the help of GEOSIgeoPaint, I

ordered a Star NX-10.

Not having much money (nor a wife

who understands this stuff) I switched a

Super Graphix Jr. between the two print-

era. This became a pain in the neck, as the

interface was seldom connected to the

printer I wanted to use. I'm sure Murphy

has a law to cover this. There was also a

fear of dropping the interface and break

ing it, or wearing out the connectors.

Looking into A-B switches, the least ex

pensive 1 found was $19.95.1 would also

needed two cables at $9.95 each, bringing

the total U) approximately $40.00, which

was more than I cared to spend for a total

ly passive device.

Evey time I changed printers I realized

This close-up shows the three DI'DTslidc switches. Tii throw nil three switches at one time, <«

hole was drilled through the slides. Using the drill bit U u pln-meamrlng was eliminated.

These face plates were drawn using "geoPaint." Then printed on it self stick "Avery" type label.

a switch was a necessity. Then I saw an ad

listing my interface for $19.95. Electrical

energy began bridging my synapses at an

incredible rate. This was the solution to

my A-B problem. Two interfaces meant no

more risk in switching back and forth. It

would also provided security in the un

likely event that a device failed, as I

would have a back-up, and for about the

same price as the A-B switch. It also al

lowed flexibility by customizing each in

terface to maximize printer capabilities,

whereas before I used the same DIP

switch settings for both machines.

It was really nice not to swap the box

anymore, now I had to swap the plugs. It

was inevitable, an A-B switch would still

be needed. At this point 1 decided to con

struct my own. Using a small project box,

three six-pin DIN jacks, two six-pin DIN

plugs, 18" of six conductor wire, a few feet

of single conductor wire and #2-56 * 1/4

fasteners. The fellow at the electronics

shop, where I purchased the parts, sug

gested that I use shielded wire. Since 1 did

not have any, I used what was on hand

and have experienced no problems.

The hardest part was finding a switch

that could handle the six inputs and

twelve outputs (six to each printer). The

only thing I found was a rotary type that

met military specs, and cost $12.00. That

is when I decided on using three double-

pole, double-throw slide switches. You

could use two triple-pole, double-throw

type, however they are harder to find and

more expensive.

When putting the switch together I

wanted to be able to throw all three

switches at the same time. To accomplish

this I drilled a hole through each slide and

connected then with a steel pin. (See photo

of front panel.) Tb make finding the right

sized pin easy (and eliminate measuring),

the drill bit WHS sacrificed after its boring

job.

To mark the mounting holes I drew the

front and back face plates using geoPaint

and printed then on Avery-type labels.

The labels were trimmed to fit the plate

then stuck in place. Using a punch the

holes were marked and then drilled. The

front plate was the hardest, as a rectangu

lar hole had to be nibbled out. Doing less

than a perfectjob, another label was used

to help hide the imperfections. After

mounting the switches and jacks, I began

wiring one pin at a time going clockwise
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Projects/The Switchable Alternative

Sensible Switch Schematic

DIN jack

for

printer A DIN jack

Switch input comes from
disk drive output.

The printer signal enters the Switch from the liisk drive through the cenler DIN jnck. It then
travels to (he center rnwiif pins on the 1)POT switches, represented by the rectangles above.

When the switch is in the up position the printer information is sent to till1 jiick fur the A printer.

The I', jack receives the signal when the switch is down.

around the DIN'S and from left to right on

the center row of the switch inputs. The

top row of switch outputs went to the A

sidejack and the bottom mw to the B side.

Looking at the schematic you will see that
each pin on the plus marked "from disk

drive" goes to a center pole of a switch.

From here the top pole would go to the

corresponding pin ofjack "A," and the bot

tom pole would connect to the same pin on

jack "B." rR> connect the disk drive to the

switch box a cable was constructed using

six conductor wire and two DIN plugs.

Tlie interface needed power to operate

and the Super Graphix Jr. gets it from the

cassette port behind the computer. Jr.'s

power connector is designed to accommo

date another connector piggy back, allow
ing both interfaces to be connected at one

time and eliminating the need to cut,

splice or solder. a

Parts List

i

3

2

3

Item Pan*

six-pin jack Model JiiU

six-pin plug Mmlel Pfil)

DPDTbMb switch R8#27(M0a
Approximately 7' single conductor wire
Approximately 2' six conductor win;

Vancn Inc.

Vunco Inc.

Radio Shadt

Interacting with GeoPublish
Continued from page 32

bum, resetting the bitmaps, etc.)

Me oh my, this one page has taken over

16 hours to produce. And I'm very famil

iar with the program. And I have an REU

Of course, it's worth it to me because this

little baby is going to be in a couple hun

dred thousand magazines. But for the

average user, is this really practical? You

bet it is. For one thing, the average user

isn't going to produce an entire comic strip

each time; he'll probably use clip-art if

needs special graphics. But even if he did,

it'd still be worth it. In my opinion, any

time a person wants to fancy up a page

with columns and fonts and maybe a

graphic or two, that very desire makes

geoPublishing well worth an evening or

two of effort.

I really need to make it clear in my col

umn that geoPublish is truly a powerful,

glorious program. Of course, if I say it like

that, readers will think I'm just using a

bunch of hyperbole... but it's the truth. I

guess I'll just have to get the old creative

juices flowing and figure out a way to tell

them that will make them believe me.

But I can worry about that Later when I

write the main article. Something will

come to mind. g

GET MORE

PLEASURE

FROM THE

BIBLE WITH

LANDMARK

The Computer Reference Bible

Uotfl whil 1ANDMAHK will cnible yuu u> .in

• SEARCH THROUGH THE BIB1B—Find

Phrases, words or sentences.

• DEVELOP TOPICAL FILES—Copy from The

Bible text and search results then add your

own comments and notes.

• COMPILE YOUR PERSONAL BIBLE—

Outline te*tt in color. Add noles,

comments, and references. Make your Bibte

Study organized and on perrnament record!

t/ CREATE FILES— Convert [hem for

wordprocessors like Paperclip and GEOS.

• MAKE SUPPLEMENTARY STUDY FILES—

For specific srudy and develop translation

variations.

NEW LOW PRICE!

$119.95
Vl.2 for C64 and v2.0 for C128

CALL OR WRITE 7VDA Y FOR A

FREE BROCHURE, WHICH SHOWS

HOW VALUABLE LANDMARK CAN

BE IN YOUR BIBLE STUDY

P.A.V.Y. Software P.O. Box 1584

Ballwin, MO 63022 (314) 527-4505

World Geography
for the Commotion: (14/128

Full-color 3-D rotating ghbel

World Geography is the fun way lo
loam llii! worm's countries, theirflags,
capitals, populations. Iuiij^liii^ck and

currencies in an entertaining 1- or 2-

player educational gams for ihs whole
Family, Updated every yoarl

"Kids mid adults will enjoy this pru-
gcam for hours and hours!''

—Family Computing

"The ontirg presentation Is outstand

ing. .. This Is reallyan ochiBvamant!"

—Commodore Magazine [una 1B89
To otih-r call

800 331-4321
In California call 800 tl.l l-1'Jfffi

Outside OS Lilll 4I9H -tlilMfiril

Only S24.U5 postpaid!

BOBCO Interactive Software
2!J« 7tti Avenue. Hoito ill. Sanla Crut CA %»ii2
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INSIDE Q-LINK

Club Caribe

and

PC-Link Email
Explore the inner workings of the

Q-Link telecommunications

service with network pro Bob

Bilker.

Ifyou enjoy chatting with other online

users or playing interactive games,

then get ready for your greatest wish

tome true. The revolutionary "Habitat"

graphics technology, developed jointly by

Lucasfilm and Quantum Computer Ser

vices, has finally been released. Welcome

to Club Caribe, the all new animated "su

per-chat" in which users "see" and "talk"

to each other as they explore a unique

simulated vacation resort.

The Lucasfilm Habitat technology was

originally pilot-tested on Q-Link in early

1988. The playtester responses to the

"Habitat" experience were highly favor

able, and individual log-in time was often

very high. Based on that test, Lucasfilm

and Quantum determined that the techni

cal demands of a full-scale roll-out of "Lu-

casfilm's Habitat" necessitated modifica

tions to the system. Consequently, while

Lucasfilm's Habitat has not yet been

made generally available in the United

States, the technology has been adapted

for use in Club Caribe.

"Club Caribe is much more than just

another game or chat service. ISy merging

the two technologies, we've created an

after-hours fantasy world in which real

people share experiences, make friends

and enjoy resort life on a day-to-day,

month-to-month basis," says Steve Case,

Executive Vice President of Quantum.

Unlike existing chat services and

multi-player games, Club Caribe users

create their own unique animated charac

ters from an assortment of heads, clothing

and physical attributes. From the mo

ment you sign on, you cease to exist as

only words on a screen, You become a

guest of Club Caribe and can custom-tai

lor your image. A joystick is then used to

control youi- character as you interact

with the animated characters of other

Caribe users from around the country.

You'll be able to "see" and move araund

the fantasy world as well as communicate

with other guests.

Guests talk to each other by typing

comments which appear above their char

acters' heads in a speech balloon, similar

to a comic strip. By controlling the move

ments of your character, you'll be able to

enjoy lifelike resort events, such as get

ting married In the island chapel, cumput-

ing m an arcade game, or shopping for

Caribe supplies in the online shopping

district. Relax on the luxurious beaches

(including a nude beachl, have a drink at

one of the friendly pubs, visit the exotic

fish in the Aquarium, and much more!

You can mam throughout Club Caribe

in two different forms, as a Guest or as a

Spectator. In Guest mode you are fully

visible and may walk. talk, perform ac

tions and more. As you travel around the

island you move through areas or regions

that are like moms in a building. Each re

gion can handle up lo six guests at a time.

If you try to walk into a region that al

ready has six guests, there will be a brief

message indicating the way is blocked. 'Ib

continue in that direction you can switch

to the Spectator mode and try again.

Whan you're in Spectator mode, your

character does not appeal' on the screen

and is not affected by the limits within

each region. Instead of a character, Spec

tators appear on screen as an "eye" in the

upper comer of the screen. While a Spec

tator, you can move into any region but

you cannot talk or perform any actions.

Then? are no limits to the number ofSpec

tators who can !>e in the same region, so

this mode will be useful ibr attending

game shows, watching tournaments and

other group activities.

You'll most likely be using the Guest

mode most of the time, after all. this is

what the Habitat environment is all

about. Your on-screen character has the
ability to wave, point, jump. bend, punch,

face forward and backwards, and even ex

tend his hand. Combined with the ability

to talk to other guests, these actions can

greatly enhance the fantasy world expe

rience once you get the hang of things.

by Robert W. Baker

Talking is easy, just type away and your

messages appear in a colored "word bal

loon" above your character's head. Each

guest in the region will have a unique col

or-coded word balloon so you can quickly

identify who's saying what. All of the mes

sages can be seen by everyone in the re

gion, including the Spectators. The only

problem is that you cannot scroll back

through the older text that's already

moved up and off your scieen.

If you get tired of walking, you can use

the Telepoit machines that can take you

from one point on the island to another al

most instantaneously. Each Teleptirt has
an address or destination code, so you'll

want to get a list of the various locations

in the Club Caribe Library when you first

log on. The Teleports are free for all

Guests to use. but you need a token to ac

tivate them.

There is no money in Club Caribe; to

kens are used instead to perform various

business transactions. They're used to

purchase items from Vendos. to activate

Teleports, or even for special events within

Club Caribe. As an active Guest of Club

Caribe you're given an ATM Account with

a beginning balance of ten tokens. You

also have one token in your pocket and

get another token added to your account

every day you enter Club Caribe.

Instead of having different denomina

tion tokens, each token can increase or de

crease in value. You can easily find the

current value of any token, and even

make change when you only need a lesser

amount. You can also make deposits and

withdrawals to your account at the var

ious Automatic Teller Machines I ATMs)

located near the shops.

You'll generally use the tokens to pur

chase various items from the Vendo ma

chines that can each offer up to ten differ

ent items. One of your first purchases

should be a container, since your pockets

can only hold a total of five objects at any

one time. A container extends your cany-

ing abilities several times over, since each

bag can hold up to five objects and each

box can hold up to ten objects. By purchas

ing several containers you can extend

your carrying power by placing other

items in a container before putting that

container in your pocket.
One important item in your pocket is

your paper supply. This is used to access

the text editor for sending and receiving

mail. The text editor allows full-screen
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editing, as well as enhanced graphic char

acters, with cursor positioning via the joy

stick. Your mail is limited to 15 lines, with

the first line used to indicate who the mail
is for. A screen similar to the text editor is

used to read Monitors and Plaques you

may find on walls or desks throughout

Club Caribe. These contain information

such as Teleport addresses and daily

events.

One of the wonderful things about Club

Caribe is that you aren't stuck with the

same head style and body colors forever.

You can easily change them almost any

time you wish! There's a shop on the is

land where you can purchase spray cans

to change your body color, buy a new

head, or even change your sex!

There are plenty of other features and

capabilities in Club Caribe, but half the

fun is exploring and learning on your own

or with a group. Also, watch for special

events and other activities that will be

planned from time to time. Be careful

though, Club Caribe can be very addictive,

and it is a plus service after all.

If you like the online games, you may

want to watch for announcements for the

online game tournaments that are held

about twice each month. The tournaments

are held in People Connection, starting in

the Auditorium, and generally run from

two to three hours. They usually start

around 9 p.m., and a different online

game is used for each successive tourna

ment. QPONS are given for first and sec

ond place winners, generally good for sev

eral plus hours.

Back in the May column I discussed the

Eaasy Sabre system. Well, "Bob Jamesl"

offers this hint for other users of this ser

vice. While you're using Eaasy Sabre, the

Save function (F3) is restored after you

press F7. This allows saving whatever is

currently in the text buffer to a sequential

file. This is much more convenient than

trying to take notes while on-line. Bob

uses it to capture all the information

available on the itinerary he's working on,

then he can study it later off-line. If there's

a conflict, it's easy to make changes the

next time on-line. Thanks, Bob, for a

great hint!

By the way, other relatively new ser

vices around the system include the addi

tion of the Isaac Asimnv Magazine in the

Science Fiction and Fantasy area. New

software publishers now active online in

clude Lucasfilm Games and New World

Computing. Watch for notices in the Cus

tomer Service area for other new additions

as they're announced!

Email For PC-Link Users ...
Let's take a little closer look at the Elec

tronic Mail and related services on PC-

Link. These functions are accessed with

the F5 key from just about any area on

the system. The menu items allow you to

send instant messages, Email or files,
read incoming mail and check your outgo

ing mail. There are also two entries for

identifying or locating someone.
Instant messages can only be transmit

ted to another user who is currently

logged onto the system. These are gener
ally intended for short comments or ques

tions, usually for arranging a meeting in

People Connection. Longer text and ini

tial contacts should normally be made us

ing the Email service. After selecting this

function, simply enter the receiving par

ty's user-id and the message you wish to

send. The message will appear instantly

at the receiver's system along with an in

dication of who sent the message.

Sending Email is just as easy, but the

user does not need to be online when the

message is sent. The message is queued

and can be read whenever its convenient

for the receiving party. Plus the same

message can be sent to a number of users

in one operation, and you can later review

the contents and status of any Email you

send.

I would highly recommend always us

ing Email to establish initial contact with

any other user, even when they are online.

Instant messages can interrupt a user's

current operation at very inconvenient

times. Plus the receiving party may not

always be able to answer an instant mes

sage right away. So, be polite and use

Email first.

When you select the Email function, a

form is displayed with slots for the user-id

of the receiving party, the message topic

and the text of the message. You can actu

ally insert multiple names, separated by

commas, if you want the same message

sent to more than one user. The standard

text editor is used when entering all

fields, so you can easily delete blocks, in

sert and delete, etc. When everything has

been entered properly, the SEND button

will transmit the message to the system

and place it in the receiving party's incom

ing mail queue.

Sending a file via Email is also very

easy. You start out entering the receiving

party's user-id, message heading and mes

sage text just like sending a standard

Email message. However, when you acti

vate the SEND button, you'll be prompted

for the filename of the file to be transmit

ted. Simply enter the name of the file you

wish to transmit and press ENTER or ac

tivate the appropriate button. A status

meter will be displayed to track the pro

gress of the file transfer to the system, just

like that used when uploading files to the
libraries.

Whenever you have incoming mail

waiting to be read, you'll hear a tone when

you log onto the system and see a small

envelope in the right side of the middle

bar in the screen. One of the F5 menu

items allows you to see a list ofthe current

messages. You can then select whatever

message is desired using the cursor keys

and press ENTER to see the message con

tents. While the message is displayed, you

can easily respond to that message with

out having to enter the user-id or message
topic by using the REPLY button. When

you're done with one message, the list of
incoming mail will be displayed again,

and you can choose another message to
process. The messages can be handled in

any order you choose.

Ifyou select the Read Mail function

when you do not have any incoming mail,

you'll be able to read old mail. So, ifyou

need to send another message to someone,

or forgot to save a copy to disk, you still

have access to your older mail after it's

been read. However, be careful when try

ing to leave this area, as there is no Can

cel button and you cannot use the ESC

key to exit.

The last Email function provides the

ability to check your outgoing mail. When

first selected, this function displays a list

of your previous outgoing mail in reverse

chronological order. You can easily select

the desired message using the cursor

keys, then press ENTER to view the actu

al text of the message. The SHOW STA

TUS button will return the date and time

the receiving party read the message. So

you can quickly tell if someone ever read

your message and when it was read.

The last two functions in the F5 menu

will both prompt for a user-id when select

ed. Identify Someone will return the city

and state of the user. Locate Someone will

indicate what chat area a user is in, if

they're online. These functions are gener

ally intended for use within People Con

nection but may be helpful elsewhere.

One quick word of caution on the use of

the file-transfer function. A similar func

tion was available in the early days of Q-

Link, though not quite as powerful. How

ever, the Q-Link file transfer was deleted

when a number of users started using it to

distribute copies of copyrighted software.

Hopefully, a word to the wise should be

sufficient. Q
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A Talk with

Loren Lovhaug

This month I'm going to introduce you

to a friend of the Commodore 128,

Loren Lovhaug (the anglicized pronunci

ation is simply Love-hog), a 23-year-old

Commodore aficionado. Loren hails Cram

the twin cities area of Minnesota from

which comes the name of his major contri

bution to the 128 arena. Twin Cities 128, a

computer magazine dedicated to the 128.

A former law student. Loren is now a full-

time 12H supporter with goals loftier than

merely publishing a support magazine—

a topic we'll get to eventually.

I wanted to do this interview not only to

let readers know what's going on in the

Commodore 128 world, but also to let you

see how a person rises from being one who

spends money on his hobby to one who

makes money from it. Mr. Lovhaug dis

pels the notion that the home computer

market is no longer open to the small-tim

er. Loren fits my stereotype of the perfect

bootstrap entrepreneur in three crucial

ways: 1) his original motive was love, not

money; 21 his main investment was an in

credible amount of hard work; and 31 he is

not afraid to dream. Following is a small

portion of a two-and-a-half hour interview

with him.

Mark Jordan: Give me the story behind

Twin Cities 128.

Loren Lovhaugl The background begins

when 1 was a Senior in high school. I want

ed a computer badly, and my parents

saved up and 1 saved up and we got a VIC

20. By the end of that summer I had 32K,

an 80-column card, and everything. I still

have it. That was in 1983, the year the 64

came out. Well, eventually I went to col

lege to study law at Hamline University

in Minnesota, got married, and got a 64.

Then along about January' 1985 I started

hearing the rumors about the coming

Commodore 128.1 ate everything up on

that.

Jordan: So you're the prototypical Com

modore eight -bit user from the VIC to the

64 to the 128?

Lovhaug! 1 probably was the second or

third person in Minnesota to have a 128.

I got it in late July 1985.

Jordan: Were you a programmer?

Lovhaug: Oh, I programmed in BASIC

and assembly language a little but that

wasn't my main occupation with the com

puter—I mainly used it for word process

ing. I had been doing a lot of writing for

school and so forth.

Jordan: Did you submit any articles to

Commodore-specific magazines?

1 jovhaug: Oh, sure. But they seemed to

get lost in the shuffle. I kept thinking, I

can do this. Meanwhile, I had been think

ing that the coverage for the 128 wasn't

all that hot. This was also about the time

when INFO magazine was just starting

out, and I figured i could do it as good as

those guys from Iowa. So, after some con

versations on Q-Link—I was also a proto

typical Q-Link user—I said, Well look,

we're going to start North America's first

C-128 magazine. The first issue came out

in January 198(5.1 took it to a local user's

group and it sold out all 30 copies.

Jordan: 1 fow*d you print it? Dot matrix?

Ijovhaug: Yep. Dot matrix printer, photo

copied, stapled, elc. We went down to the

local copy shop where they had self-serve

photocopying, copied it, and that was it.

Jordan: How many pages was it?

Lovhaug; Twelve pages.

Jordan: Who Wrote all the articles for it?

You?

Lovhauji: Myself, Bill Fl from Q-Link

fame and a few others. I downloaded a

conference with Dave Hanie and Jeff Por

ter from Commodore and got permission

from Q-Link to use that. Pretty soon, by

March or so, we were selling two to three

hundred copies. It just kind of grew from

there.

The Two M's of Advertising:

Mouth and Modem

Jordan: flow did you get publicity?

by Mark Jordan

Lovhaug! It was basically two things:

word of mouth and modem. We went to

our first Commodore show in Nashville,

lennessee in May of 1986. It was a CASE
(Commodore Association of the South

East) show. We drove it all the way.

Jordan! Who's we?

Lovhaug: Myself and some friends of

mine who were writing for Twin Cities

128.

.Ionian: Did you ever feel like you were an

imposter when you'd get in there with the

big boys?

Lovhaug: The first time I met Jim Butter-

field I was suitably awed. He said he liked

what I was doing. And good luck. It was

kind of neat, in fact, one of the pictures we

ran in our June issue is ofJim Butterfield

cutting off my tie. I had unknowingly
come down in a suit, thinking I should

look impressive at this Commodore show.

I didn't realize that the only people who

wore suits at a Commodore show were
Commodore employees. So anyway, Jim

Butterfield was there in the same outfit
he wears to all the shows—a sweatshirt

and a tweed jacket which makes him look
like the rumpled professor, and he cut off

my tie.

.Ionian: Kind of a circumcision into the in

dustry, eh? I iow'd did your growth go in

those early days?
Lovhaug: Our first year was small. By the

end of the year we had a circulation of

about a thousand.

Jordan: That's not bad. Were you in the

red?

Lovhaug; Oh, no. We couldn't afford to be
in the red. Quite frankly, if we were losing

money doing this we couldn't afford to be

doing it. We didn't overextend ourselves

and we didn't advertise. People ask me

that all the time because, well, for in

stance, there's one Commodore-specific

magazine that lost $500,000 dollars their

first year or something like that. 1 didn't

have any money to lose. It quite simply

had to make money. It didn't make us a

lot of money. And it wasn't a full-time job

then, either.

Jordan What were you doing then?

Lovhaug: I had become disillusioned with

the idea of becoming a lawyer. I was doing

well in the classes but 1 was beginning to

see that the only point to lawyering was to

make a quick buck.

Jordan: Ah, so you were a young idealist

then.
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Lovhaug: I don't know, I don't think I'm a

young idealist. That carries a bunch of

connotations that I'm not sure I want to be

labelled with. What I saw that the law was

and what the law was turning out to real

ly be did not mesh with my expectations.

And. in addition, I was addicted to these

computers.

Jordan: Do you still have that love?

Lovhaug: Well, it's changed. Now I do it in

a different sense, I do it as a job.

Jordan: Do you feel like it's still fun?

Lovhaup Sure. If it isn't fun, if you dread

doing it, you've got to get out.

Jordan: Have you always had a dream to

be a writer?

Lovhaug: I never set out to be a writer—

I was going Ui be a lawyer since about sev

enth grade. But I've always been fairly

good at writing, at least that's what people

tell me.

Jordan: I kind of stopped you back there

where Twin Cities 128 was up to 1000 sub

scribers. Take it from there.

Lovhaug: It simply grew and grew. As I

was able to put more time into it, it start

ed to grow. It was beginning to become a
full-time occupation.

Jordan: What were the watershed

events—I'm assuming there were some—

that spurred growth?

Lovhaug: A couple of things helped quite

a bit. One thing is that along about late

spring of '86, C-EOS and I discovered each

other. We were at that Nashville show and

some people were showing it. One thing

led to another, and I became a beta tester

for GEOS. We started using GEOS for our

production process. We were, without a

doubt, the first people using GEOS for

desktop publishing because it hadn't even

been released yet. Because of this, when

GEOS was being demonstrated in shows

and they wanted to show what could be

done with GEOS, they pulled out a copy of

Tivin Cities 128. That helped our exposure.

Along about that time, Commodore

management stalled seeing what we were

doing and they wanted to promote us too

which led to my first article being accept'

ed in Commodore Magazine. It was about
doing personal publishing with GEOS and

was handed out at the winter CES in

1987. So GEOS helped a lot.

A second big help was in the telecom

munications area. I was invited to ran the

128 area on Genie in '87. Then later on

that year I was invited to do this on Quan
tum Link as well.

Jordan: Are you able to keep up with all

this?

Lovhaug: \£aughing] 1 try. It's difficult.

Anyway, our name began to be known.

Telecommunications really is a big mag

nifying glass. So very slowly it continued

to grow. That was one of the first big

breaks... those two go together.
The other big break came when Mark

Brown frum INFO Magazine called me.

They were moving more into Amiga stuff,

and they wanted me to help them keep in

touch with what was going on with the

128. They began to mention us in their ar

ticles. I think they liked what we were do

ing. There is really only one paradigm in

this business for doing a magazine like

we're doing and that was INFO. They did

it first and we followed their model. Plus,

they let us buy advertisements in their

magazines, something most magazines

won't allow since we're also a magazine.

Jordan: Do you think the ads did you

much good?

Lovhaug: Sure. It made a big difference. It
was a gamble back in those days for us to

buy an ad in INFO.

Jordan: What are you at now in subscrib

ers?

Lovhaug: We're at about 4500. And grow

ing, I feel real comfortable with it. I'm not

getting rich—I drive a 1966 Oidsmobile.

Jordan: What's your vision for the maga

zine?

Lovhaug! Twin Cities, of course, is tied to
the 128, Well, actually, we're not a maga

zine that merely supjioits a machine;

we're a magazine that supports users of a

machine. There's a difference. And I as

sure you that for years to come there will

be people using the 128. So we have a fu

ture, and I have been involved in a num

ber of other projects. But 1 have a plan

besides all that

The Dream
.Ionian: Yes, I've heard about this. But not

from the horse's mouth. Explain it again.

Lovhaug: What I would like to do is to be
allowed to support the 128 after Commo

dore moves away from it. This involves
more than just customer support. It in

volves the ability to make and market

those things that make the 128 better,

e.g., RAM expansions, disk drives, moni

tors. I am trying to create a 128 total sup-

|X)it company which would be involved in

hardware manufacturing, distribution,
product support and publications,
.Ionian: Would you have Commodore's of

ficial sanction?

Lovhaug: There are several ways to go
about this, however it would certainly be

important to have Commodore's endorse

ment. There is a precedent in the comput

er industry for my idea. It was done by

Apple with a company called Sun Remar-

keting. Essentially what that company

does is market Apple Hi's and Lisas. In

the beginning, they were a venture capital

operation of Apple Computer. Eventually,

they became their own company, I'd like
to see Commodore spin off an eight-bit di

vision, fd like to be involved in that.

Jordan: I'm still not clear on what you

want to do, exactly.

Lovhaug: What Lorcn Lovhaug wants to

do is head up an effort, to be the president

of a company which brings together sever

al key players who are interested in sus

taining the Commodore 128. What I real

ly hope comes through in this interview is

that I'm trying to make it easier for Com

modore to take care of their own custom

ers and to eventually have them as renew

al customers, customers who will want to

buy a Commodore product again.

Jordan: Who are these key players, be
sides you?

Lovhang; I've had discussions with five or
six parties who an interested in this con

cept, including Commodore, Busy Dee,

Briwall, Free Spirit, Berkeley Soflworks,

and others. I want to bring these compan

ies together and form one support com

pany who support that machine fully with

a line of hardware and software. It's pretty

nebulous right now because we don't know

what, if any, involvement Commodore

might have in this.

Jordan: How for along are you on this

with Commodore?

Lovhaug: It's hard to tell at this time.

We've had some talks with executives,
however, with recent personnel changes,

further discussions an still necessary.

Preliminary talks with the new manage

ment have been positive. I have some

ideas in customer mpport which should

interest them. For example, 1 believe we

could transform customer support from a

cost center to a profit center.

.Ionian: It sounds like at this point you're

still in the embryonic stages of this thing.

Lovhaug: It's a little further along than

that: maybe the fetal stage,

Jordan: Gear-shifting time. I doubt if any

one uses 128s as much as you do. Tell my

readers what your favorite 128 utilities,

applications, etc. are.

Lovhaug: My favorite utility is a program

by Kevin Heisel called Disk Whiz 128

which is essentially a file copy wedge that

does all kinds of things, it's a public do

main program. My favorite application is

word processing and I like three of them:

Pocket Writer II, The Write Stuff 128, and
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Paperclip III. I have four 128's and on
any given day there's likely to Ix; at least

two word processors up and running.

Jin dim. So you have true multitaaking,

Lorhaugl Right. One of my views of mul

titasking is a chair with wheels. I just

slide from one 128 to another. I use each of

these word processors at their best

strength. For instance, if I want to do a

document that integrates with

Superbase, I would use Superscript 128.
Jordan! Is Sttixrlxi.se your favorite data-

ban?
Lovhaup Without a doubt.

Jordan: Any games you like especially?

Lovhaug: I'm a big fan of a public domain

game; machine-language, 80-column ani

mation, the works, called "128 Invaders."

It's excellent.

Jordan: 1 have an opinion I'd like you to

react to on this subject. It seems to me

that a lot of the hacking that has been

done for home computers has been a lot of

utilities and so forth whose primaiy pur

pose is to make programming easier and

better. This is all good and well except

that it kind of bugs the question of home

computing.! mean, where are the practi

cal applications?

Lovhaujf: If you came into home comput

ing thinking that you'd be able to balance

your checkbook with it and that sort of

thing, you'd be in for some disappoint

ment. But if you came into it realizing

that you can use it lor some things, but

that the majority of use for a home com

puter is simply as a hobby, then you'd be

happy. It's a vehicle for entertainment.

That's when you realize that computing

for computing's sake is okay. It's when you

start to make these grandiose declara

tions how home computing's going to save

the world that you get into trouble.

Jordan: Nobody makes those declarations

anymore, do they?

LovhaUfT I think to a certain extent com

puters are still marketed that way. The

real truth is, what are computers really

good for? They're great for word process

ing, spreadsheets, and for data retrieval.

In 1985 it was reported that 90 percent of

all computer use, home, school, and busi

ness, was for word processing. So at that

point, computers had really established

themselves as glorified typewriters. Today,

spreadsheets and databases are truly use

ful applications. I use them all the time.

Of course, most people don't have 10,000-

name mailing lists like I do.

Jordan: Is there any hope in your mind

that eventually home computing will ful

fill that early dream? That is, will it rise

beyond just being a hobby?

Lovhaug: Well, it already is. The thing is,

it's just disguised. There are home com

puters in your microwave, your VCR,

your compact disk player.

Jordan: Right, but how about the general

purpose Shopmate computer, is there an

application out there that some dreamer

will dream up, one that hasn't been in

vented yet?

Lovhaug: There are people who are trying

to make markets out of things that may

or may not be successful. Maybe desktop

video will do it.

Jordan: My guess is the CD-ROM with

gobs of fast memory will do it.

Lovhaug: Yes, and we're not very far

away from that right now.

Jordan: Any closing comments on the

128?

Ijovhaug: Just one: I am sure that people

will be using it for years to come, and it is

our intention to be there to support them.

The 128 is a great home computer.

Jordan: Hear, hear.

Readers interested in getting a copy of

Twin Cities 128 should write U>: 'l\vin

Cities 128, P.O. Box 15578, Minneapolis,

MN55411. Q

Programming/Julia Sets

Continued from page 47

Simple Mandelbrot 128

10 XL=-2.25:XR=.75:YB=1.5:YT=-1.5'GYJG

20 DX=(XR-XL) :DY = (YB-YT) 'ERAF

30 GRAPHIC 1,1'BDHA

60 SM=3:CT=44'CILF

70 FOR X0 = XL TO XR STEP(DX)/160'FNJJ

80 FOR Y=YT TO YB STEP(DY)/100'FMBK

85 P=X0 : Q=Y'CGGM

90 A=X0*X0-Y*Y+P:B=2*X0*Y+Q:C=0'KSOQ

100 R=A*A-B"B+P:I=2«A*B+Q:C=C+1'LQTG

110 A=R:B=I"CFHX

120 IF R<-3 THEN 135'EFXA

130 IF R<SM THEN IF C<CT THEN 100'GJNE

135 IF C=CT THEN 220'DGGG

140 X1=INT((X0-XL)/((DXJ/160))' FTBG

150 Y1=INT((Y-YT)/({DY)/100))"FSJH

210 DRAW 1,X1+80,Y1+50'DLLB

GET KS'BCQD

IF KS="S" THEN SLOW'EDCG

FAST'EDNH

215

216

217

220

221

222

IF KS="F" THEN

GET KS'BCQY

IF K$="S" THEN

IP K$="F" THEN

SLOW'EDCC

FAST'EDND

223 NEXT Y,X0'BERC

END

6

7

20

30

60

70

80

90

100

110

120

130

"ENTER YT";YT:YB=YT-(2*YT)

Simple Julia 128

REM SIMPLE JULIA'BLFC

XL=-1.8:XR=1.8:YB=-1.8:YT=1.8'GXOJ

P=-.745:Q=.113'DLWF

INPUT "ENTER XR";XR:XL=XR-(2*XR)

'ENSK

INPUT

"ENVL

INPUT "ENTER P";P'BCEH

INPUT "ENTER Q";Q'BCGI

DX=(XR-XL):DY=(YB-YT)'

GRAPHIC 1,1'BDHA

SM=3:CT=44'CILF

FOR X0=XL TO XR STEP(DX)/160'FNJJ

FOR Y=YT TO YB STEP(DY)/100'FMBK

R=A*A-B*B+P:I=2*A*B+Q:C=C+1'LQTG

A=R:B=I"CFMX

R<-3 THEN 135'EFXA

R<SM THEN IF C<CT THEN 100'GJNE

C=CT THEN 220'DGGG

ERAF

IF

IF

135 IF C=CT THEN ^H'ULJGG

14 0 XI=INT((X0-XL)/{(DX)/160))'FTBG

150 Y1=INT((Y-YT)/{(DYJ/100))'FSJH

205 IF Xl>80 THEN END'EEIE

DRAW l,Xl+80,Yl+50'DLLB

DRAW 1,241-X1,149-Y1'DNMH

GET KS'BCQY

IF KS="S" THEN SLOW'EDCC

IF KS="F" THEN FAST'EDND

NEXT Y,X0'BERC

210

215

220

221

222

223
END
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A Better

Mousetrap

The old saying goes that if you

build a better mousetrap, the

world will beat a path to your

door. In the computer world, a

new twist has been applied as

manufacturers work on building

a better mouse.

Since your Amiga conies equipped with

a mouse, why would you consider

buying another? Simply put, not all mice
are created equal, and in some circum

stances a mouse is not the best choice as

an input device. In fact, a lightpen, track

ball, or graphics tablet may be better suit

ed to some applications, and the benefits

of an improved mouse may make your ev

eryday work on the Amiga easier.

The Amiga mouse is a simple device.

You can practically disassemble yours to

see how it works. Turn it upside-down and

notice that it contains a ball held inside by

a rotating retaining ring. If you turn the

ring you can remove it, and the ball. Look

inside the mouse and you will see three

rollers. One of the rollers is spring mount

ed and keeps the ball pressed against the

other two. The other two rollers are con

nected by shafts to encoders. These en

coders send electrical pulses to the mouse

port on your Amiga.

The pulses are decoded to provide infor

mation on mouse position, direction and

speed. As you move the mouse, the ball

presses against the rollers, they turn the

shafts, the encoders send their pulses, and

your Amiga knows where to position the

mouse cursor.

If dirt, grit or other contaminants work

their way between the ball and the rollers,

your mouse can't send accurate informa

tion. Keeping the inside of your mouse

clean insures the correct response when

you move the mouse.

The Amiga mouse also has two buttons

mounted on top. Each button sends its

own signal when pressed. The buttons

trigger switches, and you can both feel

and hear the switch when you press the

button.

The Amiga mouse weighs in at about

four ounces. Although the Amiga 500 and

2000 have screw connectors to secure a

mouse at the mouse port, the Amiga

by Matthew Leeds

mouse does not oner screw connectors.

The buttons are fairly stiff, but do offer

good auditory feedback when pressed.

And of course, they are priced right^-they

come free with the machine.

Third-Party Mice
What can a third-party mouse offer that

the Amiga mouse does not? For one, a

third button. As unlikely as that sounds,

I've tested two mice that each have three

buttons. The middle button seems odd at

first, and under AmigaDOS 1.3 has no

specific use, but I've found at least one

utility program, MiddleButton by Mi

chael Sims, that turns the middle button

into a SHIFT key. This lets you do multi

ple selection of icons without using the

keyboard, a very handy feature. I have

also been lold that this may become a
standard feature of the next version of

AmigaDOS, along with any other options

that specific applications may wish to

support.

A third-party mouse can also be easier

to use. They can be lighter, have better

tactile and auditory feedback whun the

buttons are pressed, and can have a shape

that better fits the hand.

The My-T Mouse (a bad pun) from

Southern Technologies is a three-button

mouse that weighs in at 3.5 ounces. It is

both narrower and shorter than the

Amiga mouse, and a little taller. It is also

more rounded, and the buttons partially

hang over the front of the mouse. The

mouse port connector has screw connec

tors with plastic thumbscrews that are

easy to turn even with the overhang on

the front ofmy Amiga 2000.

Because the My-T Mouse is smaller and

lighter than the Amiga mouse I find it

easier to use and less fatiguing. The

mouse buttons do not offer much in audi

tory feedback, but they do seem to have a

little more travel than the Amiga mouse,

making it easier to accurately single-

click. The shell of the mouse has a small

lip on the underside that serves to keep

the mouse very level as it moves across

the mousepad, but it also creates a slight

noise as it rubs, This noise gets irritating

after a few hours. It is possible that a dif

ferent mmisepad might eliminate this
noise.

The Boing! Mouse from GfxBase uses a

completely different technology than the

Amiga or My-T mouse. It is an optical

mouse, with no moving parts other than

the mouse buttons. Instead of a system of

ball, rollers, shafts and encoders, it uses a
light-emitting diode (LEDl and two light

sensors, plus a special mousepad. The

mousepad has a reflective surface overlaid

with a fine grid of lines. As the mouse is

moved over this mousepad, the LED is re

flected and interrupted by the grid lines.

This creates a aeries of pulses that are

read by the light sensors. These pulses are

converted into the same electrical pulses

sent by a standard Amiga mouse and

passed to the mouse port.

The Boing! mouse is about the same

width and length as the Amiga mouse,

hut hflB a lower profile. It weighs in at just

three ounces. The buttons (all three of

them) have a short travel but an excellent

tactile and auditory feedback. Instead of

Teflon " skid pads, it uses two felt pads.

These both keep the mousepad clean and

produce virtually no noise. The mouse

port connector has two small screws that

require a screwdriver and are not easy to

get to once the plug has been inserted in a

2000.

The Boing! mouse is my favorite of the

three. It is the lightest, the quietest, offers

the best feedback from the mouse burtons,

and is the only one that comes with its

own mousepad. Because it does require its

own mousepaci, I was concerned that if the

pad was destroyed or damaged, I would be

stuck with a useless mouse. The staff at

GfxBase assured me that they have yet to

hear from a single customer who has had

trouble with the mousepad, and they offer
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replacement pads at a very reasonable

cost.

Trackball
There an Limes when a mouse just

doesn't feel right. If you've ever played an

arcade game equipped with a trackball,

then played the Amiga version with a

mouse you know what 1 mean. That's why

when 1 discovered that Zebra Systems was

offering modified Wico trackballs for the

Amiga I had to try one.

The modification involves two basic

changes: changing the electrical pulses

sent by the trackball to those required by

the Amiga, and adding a second button to

simulate the right mouse button plus a

mouse port passthru connector.

A trackball can be thought of as an up-

.side-down mouse. It works in basically the

same way. A ball presses against rollers

attached to shafts that produce encoded

pulses. The differences are that once you

set the ball spinning you must physically

stop it, and that the buttons are not as

easy to use with one hand.

The Zebra trackball is really designed

to be used with two hands. It's difficult to

both spin the ball and press the buttons.

The mouse port passthru connector is a

good idea, in that it lets you use the

mouse buttons on your mouse with one

hand and spin the trackball with the nther

hand. Unfortunately, the passthru connec

tor does not pass mouse position informa

tion, only mouse button presses. If you

want to use only your Amiga mouse, you

must disconnect the trackball from your

Amiga, and re-connect the mouse.

There are no screw connectors on either

the trackball mouse port plug or passthru

port. Hie added second button is much

smaller than the factory-installed original

button, and it has a much different fee!

and auditory feedback. I found it hard to

keep the second burton depressed fully

while selecting menu items, resulting in

incorrect menu selections. This occasion

ally resulted in problems.

Ifyou play a lot of games on the Amiga

and miss the feel of a trackball when play

ing arcade-style games, you may want to

consider the Zebra trackball, but as a full-

time replacement for a moase I can't rec

ommend it.

Lighlpen
The first exposure most of us have to ar

tistic expression is doodling with a pencil

or pen. For many, it remains the most nat

ural feeling way to create images. A light-

pen feels similar for many, while others

tend to describe it as being more like a

paintbrush or airbrush.

A lightpen contains a light sensing de

vice and one or two switches. As the elec

tron beam that illuminates the phosphors

on the inside of your monitor's CRT

sweeps across the face of the picture tube,

it creates a spot that is brighter than any

other portion of the image. The light-sens

ing part of the lightpen can detect this

bright spot. A software driver prodded

with the lightpen reads a signal from the

lightpen (usually connected to a mouse

port) and also keeps track of the position

of the electron beam (the computer keeps

track of the horizontal and vertical posi

tion of the beam at all times). Since the

driver knows where the beam is on the

screen, it also knows where the pen is

pointed.

The benefits of an improved

mouse may make your

everyday work on the Amiga

easier.

Inkwell Systems markets the only

lightpen I've found for the Amiga. It

comes with driver software that can be

run from either the Workbench or CLL

You can also add it to your startup-se

quence— something I recommend if you

plan to use the pen on a regular basis. The

pen plugs into mouse port 1, and the

mouse is moved to port 2, where it contin

ues to operate. This has several advan

tages and one disadvantage. The advan

tages are obvious, you can still use the

mouse for operations that are more conve

nient witli that device. The disadvantage

is that if you don't run the lightpen driver

in your startup-sequence, the Amiga

won't recognize the mouse plugged into

port 2. On minimum memory Amigas you

might not want to run the driver unless

you plan to use the lightpen. Since it's not

a good idea to unplug and plug anything

while your Anu'ga is powered on, this cre

ates a quandary. The lightpen manual is

no help here, as it (and the software driv

er) instruct you to unplug and plug while

the power is on.

The manual itself is sparse, printed on

a nine-pin printer, and photocopied. The

driver is not compatible with Ihliixel'aint

II, but will work with DduxePaint 111. The

software includes a calibration program

that lets you adjust the offset for the

screen cursor. It also includes an audio

feedback option that generates a distinc

tive tone for each mouse button on the

barrel of the pen. This is not only useful,

but also necessary, as I had trouble get

ting the touch-sensitive buttons to re

spond.

1 also had trouble using the lighlpen on

my flickerKixer-equipped Amiga 2000.

Since the flickerFixer buffers the video
signal, this was to be expected. The pen

did work OK on my Amiga 1000 and 1084

monitor. I found holding the pen in mid

air fatiguing after only a short while, but

if you want to use a lightpen on your

Amiga, the Inkwell lightpen functions

adequately.

Graphics Tablets
The final category of input devices is bit

pads; sometimes called digitizing tablets

or graphics tablets. There are two basic

types available for the Amiga, pressure

sensitive and electromagnetic, liiey have

a few feature's in common: the user desig

nates a point on the tablet via a stylus or

pointing device. The pointing device's po

sition on the tablet is sensed by a wire

grid embedded in the tablet, and an elec

trical signal is sent to the Amiga where it

is interpreted via driver software. The

first tablet I used was the Easyl, produced

by Anakin Research and marketed in the

U.S. by Infonte Corp. The tablet is 8.5 x

12 inches in active area with a resolution

of 1024 x 944 points. The pad is accurate

to about 0.5 mm. It uses a pressure-sensi

tive technology to read the position of the

stylus. Instead of placing buttons on a sty

lus, the mouse buttons are on the tablet it

self. The tablet is interfaced to the Amiga

via a card. I used the Amiga 2000 version;

the card can occupy any slot.

The driver software offers several op

tions. You can select an NTSC or PAL

driver, adjust the aspect ratio of the pad lo

control distortion of circles, set the action

of the tablet buttons for right- or left-

handed users, and remove the driver from

memory at any time. The driver can be

run from the startup-sequence, or any

time prior to starting an application you

want to use the tablet with. The mouse re

mains active at all times.

Inforite has new software drivers under

development for the Easyl. Although I

was unable to tost the new software, a pre

liminary user's guide includes mention of

selectable aspect ratios, supjxirt for overs

can, settable drawing precision, param

eter file creation, and a single driver with

a preference utility for all configuring.

The Easyl also conies with its own

graphics program. This may have been

important when the Easyl was first re-

Continuedan page til
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Amiga Public

Domain

This month 1 review a new Star Trek

game that is vastly different from the

one I reviewed in the March '89 issue, plus

the latest update to a great robotic combat

game.

For each program, the author is given

when that is known. If 1 obtained a PD

program directly from PeopleLink's Ami-

gaZone, I list the AmigaZone download

file number. When a public domain pro

gram has been classified as shareware,

this is also mentioned, with the suggested

amount.

Due to the large size of animations that

are coming out for the Amiga, assume

that the normal size of an Amiga anima

tion is one megabyte. Unless otherwise

specified, all animations reviewed here re

quire one megabyte to run.

Star Trek: by Jimbo Barber

lAmigaZone file #16302-16306;

Shareware: $5)

For those who already have Eric Gus-

tafson's Star Trek game (reviewed in the

March '89 installment of this column),

here's another Star Trek game of an en

tirely different nature, but as good as

Eric's game. This Star Trek game does not

boot by itself, but instead runs from a

Workbench icon (however, you can boot off

the boot disk of this two-disk game to use
the game's own fonts).

Once you click on the icon though, you

are asked to close all workbench windows.

This is due to the memory requirements of

this Star Trek game. While it only re

quires one megabyte of total memory, it

eats up virtually all of the 512K CHIP

memory inside the machine. Not only can

you not run normal programs, you may

even not be ahle to run tiny utilities like

VirusX and many of the clock programs,

You also cannot run this game with three

floppies drives hooked up to your Amiga

no matter how much FAST memory you

have installed in your machine. Of course
if you have a one megabyte Agnus chip in

your Amiga, you don't have to woiTy

about any of this.

Tell the program it's OK to start load

ing, and 30 seconds later the digitized

Star Trek opening theme will start play

ing, while the screen shows the USS En

terprise orbiting a planet (the graphic dis-

play is much slower and less impressive

than in Eric's version, but Jimbo did do a

better job with the digitized theme). Then

after some more loading the main game
screen will appear.

Most of this screen is filled with all soils

of nicely drawn gadgets. You may not be

impressed with the graphics in this game

at first, but that's not this game's strong

point. At the top of the screen the Star-

Date is displayed. You are on a five-year
mission, and you must survive until the

StarDate 5000.0 {the game starts at Star-
Date 0000.0) to have a chance at winning
the game.

Directly below the StarDate display is

the main view screen. While the default

view is to look out directly ahead into

space (which is selected from the Screen
gadget), there are two other views. The

Scan view displays a short range scan of
the quadrant, which is the view used

when in combat with Klingon or Romulan

forces. The Map view displays the coordi
nates of the quadrant the Enterprise is

currently in (this game uses a huge 1000

X 1000 map, so there are one million

quadrants in this game's universe). Ih the

sides of the view screen are the speed and

current shield strength indicators as well

as the Helm Engage and Fire Weapon

gadgets Iwhich will bo explained later).

The nine gadgets at the bottom of the

screen are the main controls. You will be

forced to click on the Communications

gadget at the beginning of the game (but

only to receive a good luck message from
StarFleet). This gadget is only used to re

ceive messages from StarFleet (or other

organizations), but that is important.

While your primary goal is to survive,

your secondary goal is to carry out any

and all missions given to you by Star-
Fleet. If you manage to make it to Star-

Date 50O0.0, but haven't completed all
your orders, then you still lose the game.

When you receive a message you are not

forced to read it when the red light on that

gadget lights up, since the computer can

hold the message (and several others as
well) until you are ready to deal with it).

When you click on the Navigation gad

get, you are presented with the Naviga

tion screen. The Destination window is

filled with places that you can go (includ

ing a special option called "Last StarFleet

Orders," in case you forgot your last

instructions from StarFleet), In addition
to all the various Warp speed gadgets and

the Impulse speed gadgets, you can tell

Sulu to automatically establish an orbit

around a planet as soon as you get there.

There are also a set of controls for tactical

impulse movement during combat,.
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Once you are finished with this screen,

hit the Plot Course gadget and then Sulu

will tell you Ivia a digitized sample, of

course) when you can select the Engage

gadget on the main screen to execute your

course orders. While traveling at Warp

speed you may run into Klingon aiid/or

Romulan forces. If this happens, you'll

first want to switch to the short-range

view via the Scan gadget and then access

the Shields screen. The Shields gadget

displays the current strength of the four

shields and also gives you access to the

shield activation buttons. While you can

choose which shields to activate, usually
you'll just use the All Shields Engage but

ton. Once the shields are up you select the

Weapons gadget to destroy your attackers.

You may choose either phasers or photon

torpedoes, but not both. At this time you
also must choose a direction, and only

then may you arm the weapon. Chekhov

will then inform you that the weapon

ready to be fired, and the red light on the

Fire gadget will light up. The pur[xise of

the light is to remind you that the dilith-
ium crystals (which power the ship! art;

being drained, because it takes energy to

keep the weapons armed.

If the ship has been damaged, you can

select the Damage Control to see how bad

things are. Assuming your dilithium ciys-

tals aren't totally drained repairs will take

place automatically, however you may not

repair your ship if you are still under at

tack. If you click on the Engine Room gad

get Scott will inform you of any damage

the engines, as well as how drained the di

lithium crystals currently are (including a

percentage breakdown of how they got

that way).

If you get confused, the Sensors gadgets

will tell you what your cuirent status is

(i.e. where you are and ifyou are under at

tack). If you want more information on a

subject, click on the Computer gadget for

data on people, places and other subjects

that the computer has information about
Finally, the Transporter gadget gives you

access to the ship transporters, including

a list of what important objects you have
on the ship, and what objects may be

beamed up from the planet or StarBase

that you are currently orbiting.

There are also standard Intuition

menus at the top of the screen. Three

menus arc devoted to level of difficulty:

one determines how often you will encoun

ter Klingons and Romulans, one controls

whether you can escape from combat, and

the other determines if enemy forces are

allowed to move. These options can nun

the game ifchoose the less difficult modes,

There are also options to turn off the

sound, to speed up the game (since the
first orders from StarKlect don't show up

until around StarDate 150.1 Thankfully

games can Ix; saved and later loaded Bran

the menus as well, since this Star Trek
game takes many hours to play. At first,

playing the game might seem simple

since the missions given by StarFleet

sometimes turn the Enterprise into an ux-

pensive courier. However, the addition of

combat and dilithium crystal drainage

make this game mure complex, not to

mention that fact that some of the orders

have nasty twists in ilium.

You certainly may install this game on

a hard drive (Eric's game is tough to in

stall on a Hard drive by comparison), and

there's also a program that will copy all

the sound effects into RAD: (but it will not

set up RAD: device lor you).

This game certainly doesn't rival Eric's

Star Trek game in the eye candy depart-

ment, but you'll end up playing this veri-

son for a much longer time.

AdjClock: author unknown

(AmigaZone file #16242)

A crude program that helps you adjust

the trimmer capacitor that controls the

clock speed of the battery-backed clock in

the A2000. For every' second that goes by

(this base value is generated by the elec

trical power frequency), it will print how

many l/60ths of a second the clock has re
corded. If you see too may 59 or 61 values

then you know your clock isn't keeping

correct time.

CircuilWar: by Richard Reed

(AmigaZone file #16142)

A strategy game using all soils of ele

ments from circuitry. The object here is to

use your CPU to build a network of cir

cuits, and also create an army of gridrun-

ners (the only mobile unit in the game)

and use them to destroy your opponent's

CPU. Resistors, capacitors, diodes, switch

es and transformers are all used in build

ing these circuits, and all may be used to

benefit your gridrunners (and/or to dam

age your opponent's gridrunners). The

graphics are colorful, and there are some

very nice sound effects in the game. Up to

four people may play, but there is no com

puter opponent option in this game. Un

fortunately the save function has been
disabled (the author says that if he comes

out with a commercial version of the

game, the save function will be enabled,

but until then there is no way to save any

game in progress), which is very annoying

since one game can take many hours to

play.

Clerk: by Sanford Finlay

[AmigaZone file #16332; Shareware; $10)

An accounting program written in Ami-

gaBasic. Features include password pro

tection, duplicate invoice checking and a

maximum number of 22 accounts. In ad

dition to the accounts payable, accounts

receivable and general ledger modules

there is a file cabinet module which is

used for storing telephone numbers and

tax numbers.

Flag: by Michael Fahrion

A nice IFF ANIM-format animation of

a US flag rippling in the breeze that was

created with Mindwan; Intl.'s new 3D ani

mation program PageRenderSD. The real
tnzam aspect of this animation is that at

times the- stars in the Hag appear to be

coming unglued from the flag and will

soon fall off the flag I watch it and you'll

see what I mean). This animation will nan

in512K of memory.

KntflandMusic: author unknown

These are two assembly language mu

sic demos that arrivud via England called

Glowing Ears II and Ivory Tower I!. The

Ivory 'Ibwer D piece is one of the best mu

sic songs I have ever heard on the Amiga

(especially the acoustic guitar solos). A

separate program in included in the ar

chive to turn off the low-pass filter. The

only bad thing about these demos is that

they won't return the memory that they

use, making it difficult for 512K Amiga

owners to run then often without reboot

ing. Since these demos will abort with any

mouse button click you can forget about

trying to multitask with them as wall (at

least from the Workbench anyway],

GeoView: by Art Dahm

(AmigaZone file #16232; Shareware: $10)

For those who recently converted from

the C64, this program will allow you to

view lin either 320x200 of 640x400 resolu

tions) and print GEOS OoPaint files

from the Amiga. Please note that this ver

sion will NOTconvert GeoPaint files to

IFF (you must send in the shareware fee

to get that capability, and also the capabil

ity to convert GEOS fonts to Amiga fonts).

Locks! by Khalid Aldoseri

(AmigaZone file #163391

If you are annoyed by programs that

don't release locks on files when they quit,

this program will break those locks for

you. You must be sure that you know
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what you are doing when you use this pro

gram, since you can easily crash the

Amiga if you're not careful.

BatUeForca by Ralph Reed

IAmigaZone file #16628; Shareware: $251

This is version 3.0 of Ralph's great robo

tic combat game, which was formerly

known as BattleFort (and was last re

viewed in the December '88 installment of

this column). The biggest change in Batt-

leForce is that there are now four different

modes of play. The simplest mode of play

is the Arena mode. In this mode you go

one-on-one against a computer controlled

mech. While the matchup is simple (com

pared to the other modes at least), new

features that have been added to Battle-

Force make even this mode complicated.

For example, houses and house loyalty

have been added. What this means is that

your mcch/pilot unit may decide to be

sponsored by one of the major houses.

Once this happens, other houses may lie

offended by your action, and decide to

take revenge on you in the form of sabo

tage to your mech. If they succeed in this

act, you may find that critical parts of

your mech may fail during the heat of

combat! II' your pilot is able to find sabo

tage in the mech, then you are given the

chance to attempt to repair it before com
bat begins.

Pilots (the humans who control each

mech from inside the head portion of the
mech] are now a factor. Pilots can accumu

late experience points by defeating other

mechs in combat. The more experience

your pilot has, the easier it is for him to
fire the weapons successfully and move

the mech in precarious situations without

falling down. You may also sacrifice expe

rience points in order to modify a uncial

piloting/gunnery skill role to your advan
tage. Related to this fact is that damage to

your mech is also recorded after combat,

and you must try to repair it with the
money you have, which can also be won or

lost by betting on the outcome of mech
combat.

Pilots also have the option of trying to
escape from a mech if combat is going

very badly in order to retain experience.

This is only successful if your pilot not

only survives this process, but also isn't

captured by the enemy. You also leave the

fallen mech subject to capture by the en

emy, who may even choose to use the

mech against you at a later date.

If this isn't enough, try the Combat Pa
trol mode, hi this mode it's still one |»rson

against the computer, but this time each

side controls a team of up to seven mechs.

Even more interesting is the Combat Mis

sion mode where up to four teams leach

controllable by any number of players or

the computer) may be used.

Finally, if all the new features in the

game overwhelm you at first, the Simula-

tionTraining mode eliminates the pilot,

experience and damage factors (while you

can still choose all sort of mech/team com

binations). A very good game is now even

better.

BindN.imes: by Dave Haynie

CAmlgaZone file #16450)
If the number of assign statement calls

is making your startup-sequence a bit un

wieldy, BindNames can help. BindNames

allows you to move all your assignments

to a separate text file which is accessed by

BindNames when you call it from the

startup-sequence. BindNames will even

make an assignment to multiple director

ies, therefore eliminating the need for the

PathAssign program (which was reviewed

in the July '89 column).

BUunny: author unknown

A nice FrameGrabbed ANLM-format

grey-scale animation of Bugs Bunny dish

ing out some dessert.

DanForth: author unknown

(AmigaZone file #16429)

An ANIM-format animation involving

Dan Quayle. This 640x400 resolution ani
mation evolved from a recent episode of

Saturday Night Live involving Dan

Quayle and a pumpkin. This animation
will run on a 512K Amiga.

SexAnim: by Harv Laser

(AmigaZone file #16553)

This G-rated (don't let the title fool you)

ANIM-format animation shows off some

of the animation capabilites of Electronic
Arts' new DeluxePaint ID program. Many

different objects (both text objects and

some fairly recognizable graphic objects

ported over from VideoScape 3D) arc be

ing rotated in different directions. This

animation will run in 512K of memory.

Diskl'erf version 3.0: by Doug Keller

This is version 3.0 of the well known

hard disk performance benchmark pro
gram Uiskperf. This version removes a

nasty bug, and adds extra benchmarks to

the original version. One new feature in
version 3.0 is a switch to benchmark flop

py drives instead of hard drives.

DiskSal vl.40; by Dave Haynie

(AmigaZone file #16702)

Version 1.40 of Dave Haynie's superior

replacement for the AmigaDOS DiskDoc-

tor. This version is an update to the ver

sion of DiskSalv that was reviewed in the

April '89 installment of this column. In

addition to a few bug fixes, DiskSalv is

much more tolerant of low memory condi

tions. Not only will it now not fragment

memory as much as it used to, it also sup

ports a LOMEM switch that forces it to

conserve memory as much as possible (at

the expense of some features). DiskSalv

now doesn't require as much stack space

as it used to. DiskSalv now supports a

wildcard option for salvaging files, and

also has a NODOS switch which will pre

vent it from reading AmigaDOS drives

that would immediately crash the system

if AmigaDOS tried to read the floppy.

I would like to dedicate this month's col

umn to the memory of Scott "Hjalmer"

Peterson, author of the popular shareware

game GravAttack. Scott's game was

awarded the Bronze Medal in the Games

category for the Best of Amiga PD '87

awards (which was published in the Au

gust '88 issue of Commodore Magazine).

Scott will be missed by all. Be on the look
out for Scott's final software work, the

commercial game (which is an improved

version of GravAttack) Dr. Plummets

House ofFlux (which is being published

by Microlllusionsl. You might also want to

check out Issue 10.3 ofJohn Rydell's on

line magazine Amy Today which pays an
in-depth tribute to Scott.

As always, I can be reached on the
AmigaZone on PeopleLink (ID: G KIN-

SEY], or on the IDCMP BBS (617-769-

3172 (3/122400 baud, 105 Megabytes on

line, running 24 hours a day), addressed
to SYSOP). If you have written a public

domain/shareware/freely distributable
program, or have obtained one that you

think is worth mentioning to all Amiga
owners, then please attempt to contact me

via the above contacts, or through Com

modore Magazine.

To signup to PeopleLink and their Ami

gaZone, call them at: 1-800-524-0100
(voice) or 1-800-826-8855 (via modem).

For information on obtaining some of the
programs that aren't listed as being on

PeopleLink (or for those who don't have a

modem), please write (and/or send $2 for

an Amiga PD catalog disk) to:

SMAUG

1015 So. QuincyAve. #112
Quincy, MA 02169 m
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Basic PC

Software

Here's a good starter's kit of

software for those of you who

have recently purchased an MS-

DOS computer.

A new computer is like a just-built, un-

xjUurnished house in that it doesn't

come with any software, and without soft

ware, there isn't an awful lot you can do.

Unfortunately, few, if any of your Amiga

or Commodore 128 programs will work on

the PC, although many of your data files

can be transferred and converted for use

in various PC- specific programs (more

about that later). What you need immedi

ately is a basic, inexpensive repertoire of

software.

Here's our short list ofrecommended es

sentials, complete with average retail

prices. They may not necessarily be the

best or most powerful programs available,

but they all have the virtue of being rela

tively cheap, easy to learn and simple to

use. Later, after you have mastered the

computer, you may wish to consider mov

ing up to other programs, but for now, we

suggest sticking to the basics.

The Norton Commander {U5-&60).

Since you'll be using DOS for everything,

you will save considerable time and frus

tration if the first thing you install is a

program that will make DOS much more

palatable and easier to use. We suggest

The Norton Commander 2.0 as the DOS

shell of choice that will automate and sim

plify DOS commands, keep track of all

your files, provide an easy editor for creat

ing batch files and appending Autoexec

and Config files, and perform a dozen and

one other essential tasks without difficul

ty.

PFS: Fast Choice l$95-$120l. Most seri

ous computer users wan: and need the Big

Four applications programs: word process

ing, database, spreadsheet and communi

cations. Buying them individually can be

quite costly, but purchasing an integrated

package like PFS: First Ciwice will in

cludes all four programs. Because they're

integrated, if you learn the commands for

one, you pretty much know them for the

others, hi addition, the data you generate

from the spreadsheet, for instance, may be

easily interchanged or incorporated in the

by Daniel Grotta

They all have the virtue of

being relatively cheap, easy

to learn and simple to use.

database or word processor.

Sidekick Plus ($125-$150) The original

Sidekick is the grandaddy of instant pop

up programs — software that you can call

up while you're in any other program by

pressing a couple "hot" keys— and its lat

est version is still probably the best. Need

a jiffy calculator? Want to check an ap

pointment straightaway? Wish to auto

dial a telephone number this very second?

Do you have to write a quick memo? Side

kick Plus will do all this, and more, right

from the keyboard, any time you want

and without having to exit from whatever

program you happen to be running.

PC Took ($40-$50] Just as every home

owner must have hammers, saws and

screwdriver for fixing falling ceilings or

broken windows, computer owners need

special software tools (called utilities) for

fixing, fine-tuning and performing pre-

ventative maintenance on programs and

files. PC Twls has an impressive array of
easy-to-use utilities that can recover acci

dentally deleted files, correct an inadver

tent format of the hard disk, do a hard

ware check of all the active [xirts and peri

pherals, "optimize" the hard disk so it

runs better and faster, and perform a doz

en other essential tasks vital to smooth

running of your computer. Don't wait un

til disaster strikes before installing this

program, since it might be your only way

to repair or recover irreplaceable, other

wise lost data.

Intuits Quicken ($35-$49) One of the

DEMISE FALESKIVITQUO

primary reasons people buy computers is

to balance the checkbook and help with

tax returns. Unfortunately, most account

ing programs are either unnecessarily

complicated or designed for large corpora

tions, which is little use to the person run

ning a small business or managing a

household. Quicken is a simple, but sur

prisingly sophisticated check- balancing

program that allows you to set up multi

ple accounts, keep an accurate running

balance, itemize tax deductible expendi

tures, project a basic budget and even

print out checks. Its low price, ease of use

and versatility make it a winner.

Back-It <$6Q-$80> Inevitably, ultimately

your computer will suffer some sort of di

saster, such as a hard disk crash or an

overwritten file. The upshot is that

months of irreplaceable work may be gone

forever — unless you had the foresight to

make regular backups (archival copies) of

everything on the hard disk. Using DOS'

backup program is tedious and time-con

suming, which is why a utility HkeSatft-

It is worth its weight in gold. Installing,

setting up and running the program is

Ixith simple and straightforward, and
when (not if, because everyone eventually

loses files) you need to restore lost data,

it's just a matter of following the on-screen

prompts and directions. But like all other

similar programs, Back-It works only

when you run it regularly.

Mknwtl Flight Simulator (S33-SA5) So

much for business. Although the PC is not

a game computer per se, there are lots of

good games out there to amuse and enter

tain for hours on end. Flight Simulator is

a virtuoso piece of leisure software that

gives a startlingly realistic representation

of what it is like to pilot a plane. By using
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either keyboard arrows and keys or a joy

stick, you can take off, fly and land at var

ious airports, pilot different kinds of

planes, and program in prearranged diffi

culties or disasters along the way. Flight

Simulator is so realistic that you might

end up with a soaked shirt, or almost

ready to hop in a real plane and go for a

pilot's license. What's more, this program

is, and has been for years, the litmus test

for true IBM compatibility, since Flight

Simulator can only run properly on a

100%-compatible clone.
Tornado ($5B-$75) It's a note taker, da

tabase, freewheeling information proces

sor and almost anything else you want

that requires instantly accessible pop-up

information. Rather than reach for a piece

of scrap paper to enter off-the-cuff

thoughts or phone conversations, all you

do is hit a hot key to bring up Tornado.

That allows you to write, edit, file, orga

nize or retrieve almost any text, numbers,

lists, etc., regardless of whatever program

you're in. Because Tornado has no struc

ture, setting up and entering data can be

in any form you like.

Product Review: Cheap Storage Space

That 30 megabyte hard disk that you

never, ever thought would get filled up

now has only a few hundred thousand

bytes free. That's a common enough di

lemma, and the usual solutions is to go

out and buy a bigger hard disk. But if you

don't have the money or the space in your

computer for another hard drive, you

might consider the Datran DiskDoubler

($991 board.

The DiafcDoubler, once properly in
stalled, compresses all your data files (for

maximum protection, it won't convert

non-data files) — squeezing the air out of

them, so to speak. This hardware'software

approach can free up to 10096 more space

on your hard disk. You may even specify

any files that you do not wish compressed,

and they won't be touched at all. The

DiskDoubler works automatically and

transparently — you won't even know it's

there — and won't affect copying to or

from a floppy disk.

But before running out and getting one,

consider a couple caveats. One, it requires

about 60K RAM, so you may not have

enough memory to run big programs like

DBase IV. Two, it may slow down your

disk drive operation. And three, it fills one

expansion slot. However, the DiskDoubler

is far cheaper than buying another hard

drive. [3

Amiga Update/A Better Mousetrap

Continued from page 58

leased, but it is outdated and outclassed

now. The manual for Easyl is terse, and

mostly devoted to using the included

graphics program, but does give sufficient

information to figure out how to use the

driver software. There were no instruc

tions on how to install the interface card

into the 2000.

I found it difficult to maintain a consis

tent pressure on the surface of the Easyl,

and this caused some problems. Since I

couldn't determine when I had lost contact
with the pad, I often found that the graph

ics programs 1 used drew incomplete lines,

or smaller circles or squares, or misposi-

tioned brushes. I also had some difficulty

getting used to using one hand to draw

and another to hold the buttons. The Ea

syl might be useful for tracing from an ex

isting piece of art, but I found it awkward

to use.

The second tablet was the AProDraw

Summagraphics tablet from R&DL Pro

ductions. The tablet had an active area of
12 x 12 inches with a resolution of over

1000 lines per inch. The pad is accurate to

.025 inches. It uses an electromagnetic

sensing technique to determine the loca

tion of the stylus. Two different pointing

devices came with the pad: a pen-like sty-

j lus with a single button on the barrel and

a pressure sensitive tip, and a "puck"—a

device that looks vaguely like a mouse

with four buttons on the top and a trans

parent plastic piece attached to the front

with crosshairs.

The tablet attaches to the serial port on

the Amiga, and either pointing device can

be connected to the tablet. I did not like

the stylus, but found the puck lx>th com

fortable and familiar. The driver software

offers many options: aspect ratio control,

control over which puck buttons simulate

Product Information

GFXBASE

1881 Ellwell Drive

Milpitas, CA 95035

Boing! Mouse $129.00

Inforite Corp.

1670 S. Amphlett Blvd. #201

San Mateo, CA 94402

Easyl $499,00

Inkwell Systems

1050-R Pioneer Way

El Cajon, CA 92020

(619)440-7666

Amiga Lightpen $129.95

mouse buttons, active screen area, Overs-

can support, data rate, task priority and a

scaling function. It also supports expan

sion serial ports. The manual was very

well done, with lots of details and specific

instructions. A complete trouble-shooting

guide was included that could serve as a

guide for other companies. The driver soft

ware disk even included sample source

code and header files for programmers

who want to write their own tablet pro

grams and use tablet coordinate and but

ton position data directly.

The AProDraw software made the Sum

magraphics tablet a joy to work with. The

expanded work area of the 12-inch tablet

made a mouse pad seem cramped by com

parison. The puck controller was easy to

use and glided smoothly over the tablet
Its electromagnetic pulses are strong

enough to pass through up to 1/2 inch of

paper, allowing tracing from almost any

source.

The driver software offers several op

tions. You can select an NTSC or PAL

driver, adjust the aspect ratio of the pad to

control distortion of circles, set the action

of the tablet buttons for right- or left-

handed users, and remove the driver from

memory at any time. The driver can be

run from the startup-sequence, or any

time prior to starting an application you

want to use the tablet with. The mouse re

mains active at all times.

Conclusions
What would I choose? If I were on a bud

get, the Boing! mouse would be my first

choice. It's smooth, quiet, lightweight, and

remarkably accurate. If money were no

object. I'd get the AProDraw tablet in an

instant. It changes the way you view

drawing with a computer. Either device is

a distinct improvement on the original

Amaga mouse. Q

R & DL Productions

11-24 46th Avenue 2A

Long Island City, NY 11101

(718) 392-4090

AProDraw $599.00

Southern Technologies

2009 McKenzie #110

Carrollton, TX 75006

(214) 247-7373

My-T Mouse $59,95

Zebra Systems

78-06 Jamaica Avenue

Woodhaven, NY 11421

Amiga Trackball $49.95
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Continued from page 12

Knight Games: On the sword fights, keep pulling down as soon

as you've finished one swing. You'll get so far ahead that when

you knock out your opponent you'll have four or five shields left,

plus the knock-out bonus. On crossbow, keep aiming for the

small circle target, since it is worth the most points.

Shane Doucelte

Fort Qu'Appelle, Saskatchewan

Canada

Law of Ihe West: The man with a shotgun, the gunwoman and

the gambler can turn around quickly and do you in.

Ernesto Jorge Ahuad

Buenos Aim, Argentina

Leisure Suit Larry: When you start this game, buy a whiskey

and head toward the bathroom. Give your whiskey to the bum

you find there; he'll give you a remote control in return. Go into

the bathroom and read the walls until you see the words "The

password is: Ken sent me."

Later in the game, you'll confront a pimp, who wants $1.00.

'lake out your trusty remote, using it to switch TV channels un

til the pimp likes one of the programs. He'll move out ofyour

way and you won't have to pay any money.

Money is important in this game, but hard to win in the casi

nos. Whenever you win some, save the game, because it is very

easy to lose.

Craig S. Robbins

Address Unknown

Mini Putt: Tb get past moving objects like the elephant trunk,

place the cursor where desired. If you're on another screen, hit

the spacebar to go to the screen where your ball is.

When you start your screen and the meter gets to the center

line, push and hold the button, wait for the elephant trunk to

move out of the way, then release. The ball should go past the

trunk to put you in a good position.

Dan Vocke

Address Unknown

Mission Elevator: When you play dice at the table, choose two

for your number. When you're ready to roll the dice, press the

button long and hard. Keep it up and you'll get lots of points.

Chris Brigkam

Middleboro, MA

Nine Princes in Amber: After completion of pattern, Imagine

Eric. Upon arrival, use the rose pin on your suit to pick the lock

of the case.

When in Dworkin's study, do not insult him. Try imagining

the lighthouse in Capkia. (Stare at painting.)

Noam Rubinstein

Hastings, NY

Ninja: rIb score well in this game, all you need to do is keep

throwing the crosses and throwing stars at your opponent. Soon

er or later, he'll die.

If you run out of these weapons, just pick them up and use

them again. But be careful that your opponent doesn't injure

you when you're picking them up.

Also, conserve the statues that give you power. You should use

them only when your power is low.

Craig Hintz

Cedarburg. W7

On Court Tennis: In the manual it says that you have to empty

the cartridge port. But I have found that Fastload works perfect

ly, and it loads the program at an amazing speed.

Cory Moore

Westlock, Alberta

Canada

Out Hun: To keep the timer between 70 and 80 seconds, load the

game and use your reset button when the title appears. Then

enter this line:

POKE 34711,234: POKE 34712,234: POKE 34713,234

Tb have user definable laps, enter:

POKE 37198.X

where X is a number between 1 and 255, representing the num

ber of levels before the finish line.

To set the starting level, enter these lines:

POKE 37188,<number from 0-255)

POKE 34320,234 : POKE 34321,234: POKE 34322,234

Tb remove the road colors, which in myjudgment looks better,

enter

POKE 33393,173

1b return to the game, enter

SYS 38045

Robert Koon

Washington, DC

Pool of Radiance: When you start off this game, your rag-tag

group will be low on money, but that doesn't mean that the best

armour is out ofyour reach. Go to the training area and hire one

Hero to go adventuring with you. Then go to the slums and get

into combat. After you kill the enemy, toll the computer that

you want to continue fighting. Cast a spell on the Hero, then kill

him. You'll find that you have Plate Mail +1 and a Two-Handed

Sword+1!

While adventuring through the slums, search blocks 0,0,2,5

and 9,5 to find special prizes.

Ian D. Tabb

Cleanvater, FL

The Prince of Magik: Ifyou happen to die and the computer

asks whether you want to restore or restart, type Restore.

When you see the picture, hit the spacebar two times. When it

asks you for the code, type M and press RETURN. Do this three

times, even though it says you have the wrong code. The game

will start where you left off.

Repeat the whole thing again, and you'll start with around

256 stamina points.

JeffChrktensen

Spanish Fork, UT

Questron: Magic can be bought on Dread Island. Be sure you

have lots of gold.

If you need more money for Magic, keep going back to the

dungeon. It replenishes the gold every time you return.

Erik Leuasseur

Uxbridge, MA
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Questron II: Once you are able to buy bread of life from the ca

thedral, lose health points until you're down to 3,999. Then pur

chase 99 breads of life, which is the maximum you can cany at
one time. When you use them, you'll have 13,899 health points!

You can got even more health points by continuing from this

point and going into the dungeons or the tombs, after you save

your place outside. Map the first few levels of whichever place

you've entered, then reload your saved place. Now enter and

grab all the urns you can Ithey give you health points), avoid as

many monsters as possible, then get out and save your place.

Repeat the whole process as necessary.

Trevor Greenuxxxi

Oromacto, New Brunswick

Canada

Red Storm Rising: Tb learn how to think like a real sub driver,

use the HELP key frequently, especially while learning the

game. The tactical computer will recommend certain actions to

take, and before you know it, you'll be doing the right thing on

your own.

Rick Ryan

Colorado Springs, CO

Road Runner It's very annoying in this game when you get up

to level nine or so, lose all your lives and end your game. You

can make things go easier if you follow this suggestion: When

you start over on level one, you'll see a cave immediately at the

top of the screen. If you go into that cave, you'll start at the level

you left off at and gain an extra life.

Dennk Haines

Forked River, NJ

Spy vs. Spy 111: Find the rocket silo and enter it after the bear

chases you about. Don't move, but access your trapulator, choose

your saw, antl cut a hole in the ice. If your opponent enters the

silo without all the required items, he will fall through the hole

you have made. (Hee hee hee!]

Scott Johnson

Lubbock, TX

Starcross: To get the yellow crystal rod, give the portable library

to the giant spider. To get the silver one, look inside the gun be

fore you (ire it. To get the clear rod, look through the black rod

inside the observatory's laser projector.

To get the brawn rod, find the alien chief and wait until he

points at your space suit. He will give you his old space suit.

When he's finished, point at the brown rod and it is yours.

Take off your space suit and climb the tallest tree you can

find. You'll end up with the silver control bubbles.

If you want to end your career as a black hole miner, try to go

to home, earth or Mars. Also try to shoot the computer, the alien

chief or the giant spider.

Vincent Maldia

Dolores San Fernando Pampanga

Philippines

Theatre Europe: 11' you're playing the part of the Warsaw Pact,

move all your northern armies opposite to the NATO armies,

since you are greatly superior to them. Be careful around the

southern opposition, as they are quite powerful.

Always drop your airborne army behind the NATO Danish

Corps. Then attack them with the airborne division and up to

three of your powerful northern Warsaw Pact armies. You will

easily defeat them, leaving a hole in their forces. Use it to defeat
NATO.

Edivard Finkler

St. Joseph, MI

Top Gun: When the radar shows an enemy craft behind you,

look at the enemy's cockpit. If he is at or close to your altitude,

you'll see your craft compared to his target.

Then just maneuver out ofhis sights.

Vijay Parikh

Chicago, IL

Ultima IV: The bell can be found in the ocean at location NA

LA. To find the book, look under "T" in the Lycaeum Library.

The candle is in a secret room in Cove. To get into it, you must

walk through a fire on the left side of the room with the Ankhin

it.

fIb get to Cove, go down a whirlpool in a ship. You'll end up in

the middle level of Lake Loch.

Ben Campbell

Christchurch, New Zealand

Usagi Yojimbo: Force ninjas and bounty hunters to the left side

of the screen, then chop them until they are dead.

Jeremiah A. Halm

Markham, IL

Wishbringer: 'Ib get the brass token, put the worm in the foun

tain and use the blanket to cover the baby Gru to keep him from

waking. Wish for rain to free the Platypus.

The arcade game moves you around the map; it helps to use

the grid included with the game.

To get back in the movie theater, take the gold coin back from

Miss Voss. The theater floor is not as clean as it appears.

Daniel Alvarado

Arkta, CA

The Wizard of 0/;. To get across the canyon, have Tinman cut

down a tree, then use it as a footbridge. You can get past the Ka-

lidas by telling Lion to attack. To get down from the cliff, first

tell Scarecrow to jump, then tell him to make a pillow, then

jump yourself.

To get past the main guard at the gate of The Emerald City,

tell him of Glinda. Have JP lead you through the illusions. You

can get past the wolves if you tell the Lion to roar. A Scarecrow

attack wili get you past the craws, and telling Tinman to "Shield

Us" will help you pass the bees.

Most of all, when you get stuck, type Words. A list of key

words will appeal', and you can sometimes get clues from them.
Mike Barber

Park Rapids, MN

Zork III: After getting the old man to show you the secret en

trance in the engraving room, go north to the beam room. Put

an object in the beam, then go south one room to the button

room. l*ress the button, and the mirror in the mirror room will
open.

Gam O'Brien
Weehawken, NJ re
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Amiga Desktop Video in Education

Continued from jmge 37

swers to these questions, everybody will

benefit"

"From my standpoint, I would suggest

that Commodore do long-range studies.

They should choose schools from the win

ners where you can study a high ratio of

video and computer machines at the first

or second grade level. Then Commodore

should follow those kids all the way

through their educational careers. Com

modore should also provide these schools

with up-to-date materials as the technol

ogy improves. I think a study like this will

prove invaluable, especially since long-

term studies are few and far between."

According to St. Lawrence, the long-

range studies will help groups like the

NSBA understand how to best use the ex

citing set of technologies that is coming

onto the market and into the educational

world. These studies are essentially

"meta-studies," because they gather infor

mation from across the nation from the

various bodies and colleges and universi

ties who are doing original research on the

impact of technology. They would also be

of interest to the Office of Technological

Assessment because they would be good,

scholarly studies—either anecdotal or

controlled studies—that would show how

best to use desktop video.

Amiga's Value
St. I-iwrence considers the Amiga valu

able in the desktop video education mar

ket. "The advantage that the Amiga has

is that it is a tremendously powerful ma

chine for the money, and it is already pre-

configured," notes St. Lawrence. 'It al

ready comes with very acceptable video

signal circuitry. You don't even need a

genlock card—you can record video out

put directly onto tape, although you can't

superimpose graphics over video without

the genlock card.

"You can make music with it, because it

has a very sophisticated stereo sound chip

in it. It is enormously fast, which is a tre

mendous advantage in education. It is

much, much faster than the Apple II se

ries or the IBM PC series of machines.

The Amiga's specialized graphics capabili

ty is head and shoulders above the others.

It is the most ready-for-video computer

available today, and it is a good invest

ment for the money. These are the funda

mental educational arguments—speed,

capability and cost. That is why it has at

tracted me and other dedicated educators,

especially those educators with an eye to

using it as a creation technology, and not

just a technology with which one does drill

and practice."

Potential Uses
These educational creation technology

applications abound, notes St. Lawrence.

Using a video signal coming through live

into the Amiga, educators can create an

electronic blackboard like they do on tele

vision football games.

Teachers could be drawing over video

information as fast as the video is coming

into the Amiga. For example, suppose a

video camera is focussed on a botany

specimen, and the Amiga is set up with a

mouse or a light pen. A teacher not only

can show the specimen to the whole class

on a monitor, but she can also write in

labels over the picture of the specimen.

Or teachers could tape some educational

video, pass the taped video through the

Amiga, and draw over that video.

St. Lawrence notes that the combining

of sound and picture using video machines

and computers is almost infinite. It is a

tremendously promising field for educa

tion. There is software that will digitize a

frame of video, and software that will digi
tize speech and sounds. Teachers can gen

erate music or edit speech or add echo.

"The applications that we have seen that

are actually using desktop video are very

exciting. The kids are tremendously moti

vated— unbelievably. These kids learn

like crazy from this. That is exciting."

notes St. Lawrence.

As one example of educational use, St.

Lawrence tells of a ninth-grade, earth-

science teacher who went on vacation, and

shot VHS footage of the Grand Canyon

and Zion National Park. During a subse

quent class, the teacher handed the foot

age to the students, asked them to re

search the sites, and make up "wraps"—

voice-overs—about the rock formations.

The students did the "wraps" along with

the research and final editing. Because

they were very highly motivated to do the

project, the students got a great education

in geology. And, they began to understand

the techniques of editing and the gram

mar of television.

Not Just Kid Stuff
Desktop video is not just kid stuff. Take

for example "Prevue Guide" of Tulsa,

Oklahoma. "Prevue Guide" provides cable

television programming 24 hours a day to

local cable TV providers. The "Prevue

Guide" national network provides

previews and listings of cable TV

programming.

Significantly "Prevue Guide" provides

two Amigas to each local cable TV service

that subscribes to their service. Cable op

erators receive an Amiga 500 and an

Amiga 2000. The Amiga 2000 is confi

gured with a genlock card, and the Amiga

500 is lor use by the local cable TV station

to do off-line graphics. "Prevue Guide"

Vice-President of Marketing and Oper

ations, Chris Bourne notes that the

Amiga is necessary for their program

ming service operation at the local level.

The signals are sent via satellite. And the

Amiga 2000 is used at the cable station to

choose the primary or default preview in

formation, or a default graphics filler that

is placed on the viewer's screen. "Prevue

Guide" has been working with the Amiga

ever since its debut.

Like the professional use of the 'Prevue

Guide" company, many grant recipients

are using their Amigas in school-run tele

vision studios. These districts were inter

ested in expanding their studio capabili

ties. Schools wanted more graphics, ani

mation, screen titling—capabilities they

didn't have at their schools.

The variety of applications from the

Amiga grant winners is large. Applica

tions include the connecting of a video

camera to the microscope, and use the

Amiga to make diagrams and labels over

the microscopic images. There were also

other grant winners intending to use the

Amiga for language training, especially

since a lot of the software that has been

developed for the Amiga involves voice

generation. There are applications for

teaching German or French. Some soft

ware developers have even come out with

foreign language programs for the Amiga.

Also, there are grant winners who are go

ing to be using the Amiga for "English as

a second language" (ESL) classes.

Spreading The Word
Videos produced during the spring from

some of the 20 grant winners were pre

sented at the National Education Com

puting Conference (NECCl held in Boston

in July, and at the ITTE Technology Lead

ership Network Summer Meeting held in

Colorado Springs in August. Commodore

has also put together a single sample tape

showing highlights of the educational ap

plications of the grant winners. Presenta

tions will also be made at NECC in

November.

Also in November, Commodore will dis

play the educational videos at still an

other major conference having the theme,

"Making Schools More Productive." The

"Making Schools More Productive" con

ference also includes an exhibition. g
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Get hands-on training for a high-paying

career in today's booming electronic

information industry as you build

your own complete data

communications system

NRI's new Data

Communications

training gives you the

high-lech, hands-on

skills in demand in

today's explosive new

electronic information

industry. Now with NRI,

you actually build and

go on-line with your

own powerful data

communications

system, complete with

IBM PC/XT-compatible

computer, 2400 baud modem,

communications software, breakout

panel, test instruments, and more!

It's a feet The lioi jobs in electronics today

are in the electronic Information industry.

An explosion in new technologies is turning

desktop computers into high-powered, high

speed data communications systems—making

it possible for computers IO talk to computers
the world over.

Already, electronics technicians trained

to install and service the new data com

munications equipment demand and get

52-i,ooo. (30,000,135,000ayear and mote.

Now with NHI, you get hands-on data

communications know-how, so you too can

cash in on today's multibillion-dollar elec

tronic information industry. NRI's ready to

help you succeed now with new at-home

training featuring a powerful data com
munications system you build, program.

Operate, and keep!

NRI trains you from the basics on up—

giwtng you everything you need to get a

last start in data communications

Your Mil training starts with the electronics

fundamentals you need to understand and

Service all data communications equipment.

As you assemble your NM Discovery Lab*, a

complete breadboardlng system included in

your course, you perform experiments and

demoastralions that show you electronics

principles at work firsthand.

Quickly CQOVlofj on, you use NRI's pro

fessional digital multimeter to take voltage,

current, anil resistance measurements, testing

a variety of circuits yon build on your

your modem, and

you're ready to put

your system on-line

with a world of elec

tronic information.

Discovery I.ab—circuits just like

thosi' in today's data communications

equipment.

And that's just the beginning. With a

solid foundation in electronics behind you,

you're ready to build your own powerful data

communications system

Breakthrough training includes

512K computer, 2400 baud modem,

communicalions software, breakout

panel, much more

Al this point in your training, you're sent the

new IBM PC/XT compatible Paclard Bell

vxhh computer. Following NRI'a clearcut In

structions, you easily master your computer's

powerful operating functions, then move on

to build your own complete data communica

tions system.

You begin by programming the RS-252C

communications interface built into your

Computer, giving the Packard Hell [he power

to transmit data over serial lines. Next you

construct a high-quality

breakout panel, an indis

pensable diagnostic tool

you use to examine and

test the Internal workings

of your interlace.

Then, completing your

state-oft he-art system, you

power up the 2400 baud
modern included in your

course and take ii through

a series of comprehensive

tests and demonstrations,

In no time, you have a firm

understanding of the data

Go on-line with

the exclusive NRI

network

Your NHI training

continues hy giving

you exciting real-

world experience in

data communications,
i laving completed your data communications

system, you actually lake it on-line to "talk"

to your instructor and other N'Rl students,

complete a final project by computer link, and

leaw messages on the \R1 Balkan Board.

Slep by step, NHI gives you a complete

l undemanding ofthe technology
that's powering today's booming electronic

information Industry, Step by step, you get
what it takes to start a high-paying career as

today's in-demand data communications

technician!

FREE 100-page catalog tells more

Send today for NKI's big, 100-page, full-color

catalog describing every aspect of NHl's

hands-on training in data communications,

as well as at-home training in other fast-

growing, high-tech career fields.

If the coupon is missing, write lo NRI

School of Electronics, McGraw-Hill Continuing
Education Q-nicr. iidl Connecticut Avenue,
Ntt. Washington. DC 21)008.

School at

Electronics

McGraw-Hill (j in [in uiri u F illicit inn Ccnlrr

4401 Connecticul Avenue, NW ■/(1j
Washington. DC 20008 Jj.r

J^J Check one catalog only

_l Data Commutilraiinn*
I CompuitR uhl MkroprutOMifs

i_! Rotxkka
!_^ TN'/ViOco/Amlio Vrvkinji

FtirtantT course

ajiprmnt irrakr G! bill

i ihnk liNrdrfjili

_. i kanmk Muric IWmo

i Ccttub
D Sciurily I

L ] Di^irjl Dcdfocdcs Strrifing
f~j bask" Ekxlninks

- [irlrtEf

1,1 il r i .i.n inn i|, in mi- u,|i,t 1 ith'^iJir'/ni , h, ,,.,,

conversion system built into _teoed^H«b«N.n™iHo™snidyc^w^



HOW TO ENTER PROGRAMS

The programs which appear in this

magazine have been run, tested and

checked for bugs and errors. After a pro

gram is tested, it is printed on a letter

quality printer with some formatting

changes. Thus listing is then photo

graphed directly and printed in the maga

zine. Using this method ensures the most

error-free program listings possible.

Whenever you see a word inside brack-

eta, such as I DOWN I, the word represents

a keystroke or series of keystrokes on the

keyboard The word I DOWN I would be

entered by pressing the cursor-down key.

If multiple keystrokes art required, the

number will directly follow the word. For

example. |l)0WN4| would mean to press

llu1 cursor-down key four times. Ifthere

an.1 multiple words within one set of

brackets, enter the keystrokes directly

after one another, l-'or example, [DOWN,

RIGHTS] would mean to press the cursor-

down key once and then the cursor-rij>hi

key twice. Note: Do not enter the commas.

In addition to these graphic symbols,

the keyboard graphics are all represented

by a word and a letter. The word is either

SHFT or CMD und represents the SHIFT
key or the Commodore key. The letter is

one of the letters on the keyboard. The

combination [S1IFTEI would be entered

by holding down the SHIFT key and

pressing the E, A number following the

letter tells you how many times to type

the latter. Pw example, ISHI-T A4.CMD

1331 would mean to hold the SHIFT key

and press the A four times, then hold

down the Commodore key and press the

li three times.

The following chart tells you the keys to

press for any word or words inside of

brackets. Refer to this chart whenever you

aren't sure what keys to press. The little

graphic next to the keystrokes shows you

what you will see on the screen.

SYNTAX ERROR
This is by far the most common error

encountered while entering a program.

Usually (sorry folks! this means that you

have typed something incorrectly on the

line the syntax error refers to. if you get

the message "VSyntax Error Break In

Line 270", type LIST 270 and press

RETURN. This will list line 270 to the

screen. Look for any non-obvious mis

takes like a zero in place of an 0 or vice-

versa. Check for semicolons and colons re-

versed and extra or missing parenthesis.

All of these things will cause a syntax

error.

There is only one time a syntax error
will tell you the "wrong" line to look at. If

the line the syntax error refers to has a

function call (i.e., FN A(3I), the syntax

error may be in the line that defines the

function, rather than the line named in

the error message. Look for a [ins near
the beginning of the program (usually I

that has DEF FN A(Xl in it with an equa

tion following it. Look for a typo in the

equation part of this definition.

ILLEGAL QUANTITY ERROR
This is another common error message.

This can also be caused by a typing error,

but it is a little harder to find, Once again,
list the line number that the error mes

sage lefers to. There is probably a poke

statement on this line. If there is. then the

error is referring to what is trying to be

puked. A number must be in the range of

H IHOMEI -UNSHIFTED CUV HOME

H iCLEARI1 ~SKff

Ijj DOWN|=CUHSORDOWN

n IUPI -CURSOR UP

ll IfilGHTI11-CURSOR RIGHT

B'-|LEFTr« CURSOR LEFT

N "IRVSI1 •CONTROLS

B [RVOFFT- CONTROL D

Ej "IBLACKl"-CONTROL!

E3 IWHITEj =CONTBOLZ

H RKD| --CONTROLS

kl [CYAN! -CONTROL 4

9 IPUBPLEI -CONTROL b

fl [JREENI1 -CONTROLS

;bluei = control 7

Fj BELLOW]1 -CONTHOLH

|ORANCE|"-CUMMOlJUKii 1

■J "IBHOWNt1 -COMMODORE 2

Q -|L BED|" -COMMODORE 3

M IGRAV1I1 -COMMODORE 4

0 IGRAVZI -COMMODORE 6

|] [L QREENI -COMM0DORE6

fi IL BLUEI -COMMODORE 7

-COMMOWJHE8

B |F1| -Fl

§ ,F3| =F3

P ■ IH| - F4

fj irai -fs

PJ W-F6

£J |F7|"-P7
g lFfl| -F8

EJ ■[POUWD1 = ENGLISH

POUND

jjfl (SHFT'l'-PISYMiJOL

5j l -UP ARROW

GRAPHIC SYMBOLS WILL BE REPRESENTED AS EITHER THE LETI'KRS

SHFT (SHirr] AND A KEV C |SHFT Q.SHFf J.SHFT D.SHFT SI") OR THE

LETTERS CMDR (COMMODORE) AND A KEY ( |CMDR Q.CMDB

G.COMDR Y.CMDR H| ) IF A SYMBOL IS REPEATED, THE NUMBER OF

REPIT1TIONS WILL BE DIRECTLY AFTER THE KEY AND BEFORE THE

COMMA ("[SPACE3.SHFT S4.CMDR M2t")

zero to 255 to be poke-able. For example,

the statement POKE 1024,260 would pro

duce an illegal quantity error because 260

is greater than 255.

Most often, the value being poked is a

variable IA,X....). This error is telling you

that this variable is out of range. If the

variable is being read from data state

ments, then the problem is somewhere in

the data statements. Check the data

statements for missing commas or other

typos.

If the variable is not coming from data

statements, then the problem will be a lit

tle harder to find. Check each line that

contains the variable for typing mistakes.

OUT OF DATA ERROR
This error message is always related to

the data statements in a program. If this

error occurs, it means that the program

has run out of data items before it was

supposed to. It is usually caused by a prob

lem or typo in the data statements. Check

first to see if you have left out a whole line

of data. Next, check for missing commas

between numbers. Reading data from a

page of a magazine can be a strain on the

brain, so use a ruler or a piece of paper or

anything else to help you keep track of

where you are as you enter the data.

OTHER PROBLEMS
It is important to remember that the 64

und the PET/CBM computers will only ac

cept a line up to 80 characters long. The

VIC 20 will accept a line up to 88 charac

ters long. Sometimes you will find a line

in a program that runs over this number

of characters, This is not a mistake in the

listing. Sometimes programmers get so

carried away crunching programs that

they use abbreviated commands to get

more than 80 (or 88> characters on one

line. You can enter these lines by abbrevi

ating the commands when you enter the

line. The abbreviations for BASIC com

mands are on pages 138-134 of the VIC '20

user guide and 130-131 ofthe Commodore

&4 user's guide.

If you type a line that is longer than 80

(or 88) characters, the computer will act as

if everything is ok. until you press RE

TURN. Then, a syntax error will be dis

played (without a line number). Many
people write that the computer gives them

a syntax error when they type the line, or

that the computer refuses to accept a line.

Both of these problems are results of typ

ing a line of more than 80 (or 881 charac

ters.
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How to Enter Programs-

THE PROGRAM WONT RUN!!
This is the hardest of problems to re

solve; no error message is displayed, but

the program just doesn't run. This can Ix;

caused by many small mistakes typing a

program in. First check that the program

was written for the computer you are us

ing. Check to see if you have left out any

lines of the program. Check each line of

the program for typos or missing parts. Fi

nally, press the RUN/STOP key while the

program is "running". Write down the line

the program broke at and try to follow the

program backwards from this point, look

ing for problems.

IF ALL ELSE FAILS
You've come to the end of your rope.

You can't get the program to run and you

can't find any errors in your typing. What

do you do? As always, we suggest that you

try a local user group for help. In a group

of even just a dozen members, someone is

bound to have typed in the same program.

The user group may also have the pro

gram on a library disk and be willing to

make a copy for you.

Ifyou do get a working copy, be sure to

compare it to your own version so that you

can loarn from your errors and increase

you understanding of programming.

Ifyou live in the country, don't have a

local user group, or you simply can't get

any help, write to us. Ifyou do write to us,

include the following information about

the program you are having problems

with:

The name of the program

The issue of the magazine it was in

The computer you are using

Any error messages and the line

numbers

Anything displayed on the screen

A printout of your listing (if

possible)

All of this information is helpful in an

swering your questions about why a pro

gram doesn't work. A letter that simply

states "1 get an error in line 250 whenever

I run the program" doesn't give us much

to go on. Send your questions to:

Commodore Magazine

1200 Wilson Drive

West Chester, PA 19380

ATTN: Program Problem

Have fun with the programs! Q

HOW TO USE THE MAGAZINE ENTRY PROGRAMS

The Magazine Entry Programs on the

next pages are two BASIC machine

language programs that will assist you in

entering the programs in this magazine

correctly. There are versions for both the

Commodore 64 and the Commodore 128.

Once the program is in place, it works its

magic without you having to do anything

else. The program will not let you enter a

line if there is a typing mistake on it, and

better yet, it identifies the kind oferror for

you.

Getting Started
Type in the Magazine Entry Program

carefully and save it as you go along (just

in case). Once the whole program is typed

in, save it again on tape or disk. Now

RUN the program. The word POKING

will appear on the top of the screen with a

number. The number will increment from

49152 up to 49900 (4864-5545 on the 128)

and just lets you know that the program is

running. If everything is ok, the program

will finish running and say DONE. Then

type NEW. If there is a problem with the

data statements, the program will toll you

where to find the problem. Otherwise the

program will say "mistake in data state

ments." Check to see if commas are miss

ing, or if you have used periods instead of

commas. Also check the individual data
items.

Once the program has run, it is in

memory ready to go. To activate the pro

gram type SYS49152 (SYS4864 on the

128), and press RETURN. You are now

ready to enter the programs from the

magazine. To disable the Entry Program,

just type KILL [RETURN] on the 64 or

SYS4867 on the 128.

The checksums for each line are the

same for both the 64 and 128, so you am

enter your 64 programs on the 128 ifyou'd

like.

Typing the Programs
All the BASIC program listings in this

magazine that are for the 64 or 128 have

an apostrophe followed by four letters at

the end of the line (e.g., 'ACDF). If you

plan to use the Magazine Entry Program

to enter your programs, the apostrophe

and letters should be entered along with

the rest of the line. This is a checksum

that the Magazine Entry Program uses.

Enter the line and the letters at the end

and then press RETURN, just as you nor

mally would.

If the line is entered correctly, a bell is

sounded and the line is entered into the

computer's memory' (without the charac

ters at the end).

If a mistake was made while entering

the line, a noise is sounded and an error

message is displayed. Read the error mes

sage, then press any key to erase the mes

sage and correct the line.

IMPORTANT
If the Magazine Entry Program sees a

mistake on a line, it does not enter that

line into memory. This makes it impossi

ble to enter a line incorrectly.

Error Messages and

What They Mean
There are five error messages that the

Magazine Entry Program uses. Here they

are, along with what they mean and how

to fix them.

NO CHECKSUM: This means that you

forgot to enter the apostrophe and the four

letters at the end of the line. Move the

cursor to the end of the line you just typed

and enter the checksum.

QUOTE: This means that you forgot (or

added) a quote mark somewhere in the

line. Check the line in the magazine and

correct the quote.

KEYWORD: This means that you have

either forgotten a command or spelled one

of the BASIC keywords (GOTO,
PRINT..) incorrectly. Check the line in

the magazine again and check your spell

ing.

# OF CHARACTERS: This means
that you have either entered extra charac

ters or missed some characters. Check the

line in the magazine again. This error

message will also occur ifyou misspell a

BASIC command, but create another

keyword in doing so. For example, if you

misspell PRINT as PRONT, the 64 sees

the letter P and R, the BASIC keyword

ON and then the letter T. Because it sees

the keyword ON, it thinks you've got too

many characters, instead of a simple mis

spelling. Check spelling of BASIC com

mands if you can't find anything else

wrong.

UNIDENTIFIED: This means that you

have either made a simple spelling error,

you typed the wrong line number, or you

typed the checksum incorrectly. Spelling

errors could be the wrong number of

spaces inside quotes, a variable spelled

wrong, or a word misspelled. Check the

line in the magazine again and correct the

mistake. Q
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Magazine Entry Program—64'

Ttic Magazine Enii} Program b are ji ail ahlciMituk. along unhoihei (iiugrjrns in ihis magazine,

fwH,95 To order. ronUcil.ojiMiiiii I-800-831-2694.

10 PRINT"[CLEAR]POKING -";

20 P=49152 :REM SC0U0 (END AT

49900/$C2EC}

30 READ A§:IF AS="END"THEN 110

40 L=ASC(MID§ (AS, 2,1) )

50 H=ASC(MID$(A$,1,1))

60 L=L-48:IF L>9 THEN L=L-7

70 H=H-48:IF H>9 THEN H=H-7

80 PRINT"[HOME,RIGHT12]"P;

90 IF H>15 OR L>15 THEN PRINT

:PRINT"DATA ERROR IN LINE";

1000+1 NT((P-49152J/8) :STOP

100 B=H*16+L:POKE P,B:T=T+B:P»P+1

:GOTO 30

110 IF TO86200 THEN PRINT

:PRINT"MISTAKE IN DATA —> CHECK

DATA STATEMENTS":END

120

1000

L001

1002

1003

1004

1005

1006

1007

1008

1009

1010

1011

1012

1013

1014

1015

1016

1017

1018

1019

1020

1021

1022

1023

1024

1025

1026

1027

1028

1029

1030

1031

PRINT'

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

'DONE"

4C,1F

00,00

Cl,27

C1,EA

05,DD

F8,60

D9,04

A0,05

88,10

4C,EF

7B,4C

A5,7A

C9,01

00,02

00,4C

C9,3A

C8,B1

D0,F7

7A,F0

03,C0

69,00

18,6D

03,EE

CE.C1

C0,90

C0,60

FB,B9

A9,12

06,20

BC,C2

18,B9

10,F7

:END

,C0,00,00

,00,00,00

,C1,2F(C1

,EA,EA,4C

,19,C0,95

,60,A0,03

,C1,D0,F5

,B9,A2,E3

,F7,A9,00

,C0,E6,7A

,79,00,A5

,C9,FF,D0

,D0,E7,20

,20,74,C0

,A9,C1,C9

,10,02,38

,7A,C9,20

,B1,7A,60

,37,C9,22

,8D,03,C0

,8D,04,C0

,05,C0,8D

,06,C0,EE

,18,6D,08

,03,EE,07

,0A,A8,B9

,10,C0,85

,20,D2,FF

,D2,PF,C8

,20,E4,FF

,08,C1,20

,68,68,A9

,00,00,00

,0D,00,21

, 3F,C1,4C

,54,C0,A2

,73,CA,10

,B9,00,02

,88,10,F5

,99,73,00

,8D,18,D4

,D0,02,E6

,9D,F0,F3

,ED,A5,7B

,2B,C0,AD

,90,DC,A0

,30,30,06

,60,18,60

,D0,H3,C8

,18,C8,B1

,F0,F5,6D

,AD,04,C0

,4C,8E,C0

,05,C0,90

,09,C0,4C

,C0,8D,08

,C0,EE,0A

,0F,C0,85

,FC,A0,00

,B1,FB,F0

,D0,F6,20

,F0,FB,A0

,D2,FF,88

,00,3D,00

1032

1033

1034

1035

1036

1037

1038

1039

1040

1041

1042

1043

1044

1045

1046

1047

1048

1049

1050

1051

1052

1053

1054

1055

1056

1057

1058

1059

1060

1061

1062

1063

1064

1065

1066

1067

1068

1069

1070

1071

1072

1073

1074

1075

1076

1077

1078

1079

1080

1081

1082

1083

1084

1085

1086

1087

1088

1089

1090

1091

1092

1093

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

02,4C,74,A4,4B,49,4C,4C

91,91,00,20,20,20,20,20

20,20,20,20,20,20,20,20

20,20,20,20,20,20,20,91

0D,51,55,4F,54,45,00,4B

45,59,57,4F,52,44,00,23

20,4F,46,20,43,48,41,52

41,43,54,45,52,53,00,55

4E,49,44,45,4E,54,49,46

49,45,44,00,4E,4F,20,43

48,45,43,4B,53,55,4D,00

C8,B1,7A,D0,FB,84,FD,C0

09,10,03,4C,84,Cl,88,88

88,88,88,B1,7A,C9,27,D0

13,A9,00,91,7A,C8,A2,00

B1,7A,9D,3C,0 3,C8,E8,E0

04,D0,F5,6 0,A9,0 4,4C,CA

C0,A0,0W,B9,00,02,99,40

03,F0,F0,C8,D0,F5,A0,00

B9,40,03,F0,E6,99,00,02

C8,D0,F5,20,96,C1,4C,12

C2,A0,09,A9,00,99,0 3,C0

8D,3C,0 3,8 8,10,F7,A9,80

85,02,A0,00,20,58,Cl,20

89,C1,2W,ED,C1,E6,7A,E6

7B,20,7C,A5,A0,00,20,80

C0,F0,D0,24,02,F0,06,4C

A8,C0,4C,CE,C1,C9,22,D0

06,20,8D,C0,4C,CE,C1,20

BA,C0,4C,CE,C1,A0,00,B9

00,02,20,74,C0,C8,90,0A

18,6D,07,C0,8D,07,C0,4C

EF,C1,88,A2,00,B9,00,02

9D,00,02,F0,04,E8,C8,D0

F4,60,18,AD,09,C0,69,41

8D,09,C0,3 8,AD,0A,C0,E9

19,90,0 6,8D,0A,C0,4C,1C

C2,AD,0A,C0,69,41,8D,0A

C0,AD,03,C0,6D,05,C0,48

AD,0 4,C0,6D,06,C0,8D,0C

C0,68,6D,0B,C0,8D,0B,C0

AD,0C,C0,6D,0 7,C0,8D,0C

C0,38,E9,19,90,06,8D,0C

C0,4C,5 2,C2,AD,0C,C0,69

41,8D,0C,C0,AD,0B,C0,E9

19,90,06,8D,0B,C0,4C,67

C2,AD,0B,C0,6 9,41,8D,0B

C0,A0,01,AD,0 9,C0,CD,3C

03,D0,20,C8,AD,0A,C0,CD

3D,03,D0,17,C8,AD,0B,C0

CD,3E,03,D0,0E,AD,0C,C0

CD,3F,03,D0,06,20,CC,C2

4C,4B,CC,98,4 8,68,4C,CA

C0,A9,2 0,8D,0 0,D4,8D,01

D4,A9,09,8D,05,D4,A9,0F

8D,18,D4,60,20,A9,C2,A9

81,20,DF,C2,A9,80,20,DF

C2,4C,D9,C2,20,A9,C2,A9

11,20,DF,C2,A9,10,20,DF

C2,A9,00,8D,04,D4,60,8D

04,D4,A2,70,A0,00,88,D0

FD,CA,D0,FA,60,END tHD
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Magazine Entry Program—128

5 TRAP 200

10 PRINT"(CLEAR]POKING -";

20 P=4864 :HEM $1300 (END AT

5545/S15A9)

30 READ A$:IF A$="END"THEN 110

80 PRINT"[HOME,RIGHT12]"P;

100 B=DEC(A$):POKE P,B:T=T+B:P =

:GOTO 30

110 IF TO59382 THEN PRINT

:PRINT"MISTAKE IH DATA --> CHECK

DATA STATEMENTS":END

120 PRINT"DONE":END

200 PRINT:PRINT"DATA ERROR IN LINE";

1000+1NT((P-4864)/8):END

1000 DATA 4C,1E,13,4C,3A,13,00,00

1001 DATA 8E,00,F7,00,42,41,51,57

1002 DATA 0D,00,0D,43,08,14,0fc:,14

1003 DATA 16,14,26,14,33,14,A9,00

1004 DATA 8D,00,FF,AD,04,03,8D,12

1005 DATA 13,AD,05,03,8D,13,13,A2

1006 DATA 4A,A0,13,8E,04,03,8C,05

1007 DATA 03,60,AD,12,13,8D,04,03

1008 DATA AD,13,13,8D,05,03,60,6C

1009 DATA 12,13,A5,7F,D0,F9,AD,00

1010 DATA 02,20,5B,13,90,F1,A0,00

1011 DATA 4C,6F,14,C9,3fl,30,06,C9

1012 DATA 3A,10,02,38,60,18,60,C8

1013 DATA B1,3D,C9,20,D0,03,C8,D0

1014 DATA F7,B1,3D,60,18,C8,B1,3D

1015 DATA F0,35,C9,22,F0,F5,6D,06

1016 DATA 13,8D,06,13,AD,07,13,69

1017 DATA 00,8O,07,13,4C,75,13,18

1018 DATA 6D,08,13,8D,08,13,90,03

1019 DATA EE,09,13,EE,0C,13,60,18

1020 DATA 6D,0B,13,8D,0B,13,90,03

1021 DATA EE,0A,13,EE,0D,13,60,0A

1022 DATA A8,B9,14,13,85,FB,B9,15

1023 DATA 13,85,FC,A0,00,8C,00,FF

1024 DATA A9,12,20,D2,FF,B1,FB,F0

1025 DATA 06,20,D2,FF,C8,D0,F6,20

1026 DATA 79,15,20,A3,15,20,E4,FF

1027 DATA F0,FB,A0,1B,B9,EF,13,20

1028 DATA D2,FF,88,10,F7,68,68,A9

1029 DATA 00,8D,00,02,4C,B7,4D,91

1030 DATA 91,00,20,20,20,20,20,20

1031 DATA 20,20,20,20,20,20,20,20

1032 DATA 20,20,20,20,20,20,91,00

1033 DATA 51,55,4F,54,45,00,4B,45

1034 DATA 59,57,4F,52,44,00,23,20

1035 DATA 4F,46,20,43,48,41,52,41

1036

1037

1038

1039

1040

1041

1042

10<r3

1044

1045

1046

1047

1048

1049

1050

1051

1052

1053

1054

1055

1056

1057

1058

1059

1060

1061

1062

1063

1064

1065

1066

1067

1068

1069

1070

1071

1072

1073

1074

1075

1076

1077

1078

1079

1080

1081

1082

1083

1084

1 085

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

43,54,45,52,53,00,55,4E

49,44,45,4E,54,49,46,49

45,44,00,4E,4F,20,43,48

45,43,4B,53,55,4D,00,C8

B1,3D,D0,FB,98,30,04,C9

06,30,IE,88,88,88,88,88

Bl,3D,C9,27,D0,13,A9,00

9L,3D,C8,A2,00,B1,3D,9D

00,0B,CB,E8,E0,04,D0,F5

60,4C,5C,15,4C,C5,14,A0

09,A9,00,99,06,13,80,00

0B,8 8,10,F7,A9,80,8 5,FD

A0,00,20,3F,14,20,AE,14

20,0D,43,84,FA,A0,FF,20

67,13,F0,D8,24 ,FD,t'0,06

20,8F,13,4C,8F,14rC9,22

D0,06,20,74,13,4C,8F,14

20,9F,13,4C,8F,14,A0,00

B9,00,02,20,5B,13,C8,90

0A,18,6D,0A,13,8D,0A,13

4C,B0,14,88,6B,18,AD,0C

13,69,41,8D,0C,13,38,AD

0D,13,E9,19,90,06,8D,0D

13,4C,CF,14,AD,0D,13,69

41,8D,0D,13,AD,06,13,6D

08,13,48,AD,07,13,6D,09

13,8D,0F,13,68,6D,0B,13

8D,0E,13,AD,0F,13,6D,HA

13,8D,0F,13,38,E9,19,90

06,8D,0F,13,4C,05,15,AD

0F,13,69,41,8D,0F,13,AD

0E,13,E9,19,90,06,8D,0E

13,4C,1A,15,AD,0E,13,69

41,8D,0E,13,A0,01,AD,0C

13,CD,00,0B,DH,20,C8,AD

0D,13,CD,01,0B,D0,17,Ca

AD,0E,13,CD,02,0B,D0,0E

AD,0F,13,CD,0 3,0B,D0,06

20,89,15,A4,FA,60,98,48

68,4C,AF,13,A9,«4,4C,AF

13,A9,00,8D,00,FF,A9,20

8D,00,D4,8D,01,D4,A9,09

8D,05,D4,A9,0F,3D,18,D4

60,20,61,15,A9,81,2D,9C

15,A9,80,20,9C,15,4C,96

15,20,61,15,A9,11,20,9C

15,A9,10,20,9C,15,A9,00

8D,04,D4,60,8D,04,D4,A2

70,A0,00,88,D0,FD,CA,D0

FA,60,END
END
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The Broderbund Six

Continued from page 45

ers explore a huge abandoned mine shaft

in search of treasure. Fend off ghosts and

killer bats while avoiding volcanic vents

and fire pits. Gather batteries to recharge

your energy pack and dynamite to blast

through piles ofrubble. Find special keys

to unlock gates leading to lower levels (six

in all). The atmosphere runs deep and

dark in the cavern's convoluted nooks and

crannies, rendered in appropriate subter

ranean hues. A tough but rewarding expe

rience, designed by MicroGraphiclmage

and Tim Martin.

**** Stealth — Beneath this

game's stunning 3-D graphics and ultra-

smooth animation lurks — surprise! —

Space Invaders, at the peak of its evolu

tionary climb. Players skim the surfece of
an alien planet in their sleek stealth

fighters, Your mission is U) avoid the mul

titude of ground defenses— tanks, fighter

planes, bunkers and homing missiles—

and reach evil Dark Tower. Once in range,

a few well-placed shots bring it crumbling

to the ground in a spectacular nuclear ex

plosion. Then it's off to the next, more dif

ficult level [five in all>. Although the ac

tion grows repetitive, the appeal remains

constant. One of the toughest shoot-'em-

ups around, designed by Tracy LaGrone

and Richard E. Sansom.

**** Kamteka — Jordon Mechner

directed this martiiil arts contest, one of

the first to incorporate cinematic tech

niques in its storyline. Cast as a young

karate master, your mission is to infiltrate

the fortress of the evil warlord Akuma

and rescue your beloved princess. Beauti

ful graphics and incredible animation

more than make up for the tissue-thin

plot. Movie-like touches include fades,

pans, camera tracking and atmospheric

use of music. One of the few action games

that actually plays better using keyboard

control.

***** WhMer'tBrother—Nearly
lost in the shuffle, this odd title is perhaps

the most under-rated of the "Broderbund

Six." Designed by LOUIB Ewens, players

assume the role of brother to Professor

Fenton Q. Fogbank, a brilliant but acci

dent-prone archaeologist. Your brother

has made a fabulous discovery, but left it

behind by mistake. Your job is to back

track through 13 locations to recover his

find. Outstanding features of the game in

clude 208 multi-scrolling screens, a wide

variety of special effects, and the chal

lenge of controlling two on-screen charac

ters simultaneously. Solid non-stop frus

trating fun. 3

Software Nostalgia -

Continued from page 45

Omega Race—This arcade

translation from the

Bally/Midway coin-op ranked

as one of the best releases to

bear the Commodore logo.

highly influential in the development of

home entertainment software.

Among the game's many innovations

was a unique 360-degree field of play. Set

in deep space, players were assaulted from

all sides simultaneously — none of this

single-file, marching in formation silli

ness. The threats in Asteroids were ran

dom and unpredictable, thus dangerous

and exciting.

The game also released players from

their earthly confines — no more sliding

and shooting along a fixed horizontal

plane. Players were free to roam the

screen at will, opening a new world of stra

tegic and graphic possibilities.

*** Omeg(tR(K&— 1982, Commo

dore Business Machines. Who said com

puter companies ain't make decent

games? This arcade translation from the

Bally'Midway coin-op ranked as one of

the best releases to bear the Commodore

logo. Perfectly programed to simulate the

original's vector graphics, the game was

like playing Asteroids in a fish bowl. Solid,

mindless fun.

*** Survivor—19m, Synapse Soft

ware. Once inside this volatile video mad

house, life in a fish bowl sounds pretty

darn good. Billed ac. the first true multi-

player cooperative game, Survivor was

Asteroids with a purpose. Deep in the

heart of an uncharted asteroid belt lie four

heavily defended fortresses of the Xeno-

gryph fleet. Your mission is to penetrate

the outer shields, disable the automated

gun emplacements and destroy each for

tress' command center. Xenogryph war

riors attack unexpectedly, usually at the

worst possible moment. Seven levels of

play await in this extremely difficult

game, which boasts mind-blowing graph

ics and non-stop action. Designed by Rich

ard Carr, translated to the 64 by Peter Ad

ams (Blue Max, Zaxxan).

** Astm Chase — 1983, First Star
Software. Designed by Fernando Herrera

[Flip-Flop, Bristles), this variation ofAs

teroids brought the battle closer to home.

In the game, Earth is threatened by 16

floating space mines planted by the evil

Megard Empire. Players patrol the Milky

Way blasting the mines while fending off

errant Megard defenders. Colorful, com

pact graphics highlight this contest, in

cluding an impressive planetary explosion

if you run out of time. Hampered only by

goofy joystick controls — the results of an

admirable, but failed experiment by Her

rera.

*** Space Pilot — 1983, Kingsoft.

Like a dusty treasure found in an old cu

rio shop, this obscure title from tiny com

pany turns out to be a real collector's item.

Essentially an unauthorized home ver

sion of the arcade sensation Time Pilot,

the game plays more like the real thing

than a rip-off. Using joystick or keyboard

controls, players must blast wave after

wave of swarming enemy aircraft. Each

level moves the player forward in time to

face new technology, beginning with

World War I-era biplanes, moving on to

confrontations with Spitfires, helicopters,

jets and flying saucers. A little repetitive,

but entertaining.

*** Shamus — 1983, Synapse Soft

ware. This maze exploration game falls

into the Asteroids category due to its trig

ger-happy 360-degree play mechanics.

Space Taxi— Simply one of

the best home arcade games

ever made.

One or two players struggle inside a huge

multiscreen labyrinth in search of The

Shadow. It's non-stop insanity from start

to finish for those who can take it. Fol

lowed by the more inventive Shamus:

Case II, both designed by William Mataga

iMindwheet).

***** Space Taxi — 1984, Muse

Software. Simply one of the best home

arcade games ever made. Designer John

F. Kutcher (Rescue Squad) rigged a tiny

taxi cab with 360-degree thrusters (bor

rowed from Asteroids), added the effects of

gravity, and created a classic. Players

drive the space taxi about the screen, pick
up passengers on one level and deliver

them to another. Big tips are earned for

speed and smooth landings. Each ofthe 25

screens feature an obstacle course of wild

and wacky designs, from black holes and

meteor showers to moving walls and dead

ly magnets. Player controls are tight and

responsive. They have to be— even the

slightest collision sends the taxi scream

ing to the ground in a flaming yellow ball.

Using primitive but effective voice syn

thesis, fares order the taxi from one land

ing pad to another. "Hey, taxi!" they shout
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belligerently. "Pad five, please," they

grumble upon arrival. Fasten your seat-

belts, this is one heck of a ride.

Get Your Wings

Released in 1980, Defender turned the

Space Invaders shooting spree on its side

and took the show on the road. Instead of

staking out the same old dreary piece of

terra firma, Defender treated players to a
rollicking ride on thi; horizontally scroll

ing, wrap-around playiieici. The game was

fast, furious and more than a little violent.

The object: Rescue stranded humanoids

while riding hellbent through what

amounts to alien BtflW. Use lasers to blaze

away to the led and right, or trigger a

smart bomb to annihilate the immediate

surroundings.

While Choplifterms deadly

cute, this one was just

plain deadly.

Not surprisingly, AUirisoft's home ver

sion of the game was a dismal failure. It

wasn't long, however, before creative com

puter artists developed new scenarios

based on Defender play mechanics. To this
day, it remains one of the most popular

styles of arcade design.

♦* LunarLeeper— 1981, Sierra On-

Line. One of the earliest Defender clones

for home computers to exhibit a personal

ity of its own. Players rocket around the

barren lunar landscape in search of colo

nists to rescue. Your nemeses in the game

are odd little cyclops creatures with logs

like Michael Jordan. Once overhead, the

creatures spring into action, attempting to

slam-dunk your ship. The graphics are

sparse and colorless, and the action fairly

repetitive, but it's worth seeingjust for the

realistic animation of ol' crazy legs.

**• Nova Blast — 1982, Imagic. In

many ways, this creative Defender clone

outshined the original, partially because
it was easier to play. The standard stuff

was here — wrap-around playfield, radar

screen, waves of nasty aliens— along

with several colorful enhancements. Play

ers were assigned to protect four oceanic

cities from alien attack. As the defense

shields of one city weakened, alarms

would sound. Players would then zip over,
clear the area and recharge the shields.

The game was one of the first to feature
variable-scrolling foreground and back

ground graphics, an eye-popping 3-D visu

al effect. Originally released on video

game format as a sequel to the Imagic

game Atlantis.

+••* Ciwplilier—1982, Broder-

bund. Another case of art imitating life,

this Dan Gorlin classic was inspired by

the 1979 failed rescue attempt of U.S. hos

tages in Iran. It has since become one of

the best-selling computer games of all

time, and one of the oldest in Broder-

bund's product line. In the game, 64 inno

cent people have been taken hostage, held

in army barracks by the Bungeling Em

pire. Your mission is to pilot a helicopter

behind enemy lines and bring 'em back

alive. Tanks, jets and floating air mines

hamper your success. To hard-core shoot-

'em-up fans, the game's play mechanics

arc simple, even tedious. The hook lies in

the realistic animation and subtle, yet

stylish programming effects. To free the

hostages, for example, you must first blast

open the doors of their prisons. Tiny peo

ple then stream out into the open, waving

for assistance. Drop them off back at base

and they stop to salute you. Still popular

today, an enhanced coin-op version ofthe

game has recently been released.

•+** Fort Apocalypse — 1982, Syn
apse Software. The flip-side of the coin.

While Choplifter was deadly cute, this one

was just plain deadly. Piloting a sluggish

helicopter that seems just slightly too big

for its surroundings, players must blast,
bomb and inch their way to the bottom of

a complex underground fortress. Once

there, rescue your trapped comrades and

destroy the fort's command center. Among

the perils faced along the way are rene

gade helicopters, tanks, mines, laser em

placements and "hyper-energy'' cham

bers. A fiendishly difficult game, but high
ly rewarding. Designed by Steve Hale and

programmed for the 64 by Joe Vieira
iShamusIIl.

**** Reptan — 1982. Sirius Soft

ware. Described by the company as a "kill

er game" — score one for truth in adver

tising, This definitive Defender clone, de

signed by Dan Thompson (Zone Ranger)
and Andy Kaluzniacki, actually sur

passed the original in several major areas.

Players patrol the rains of their home

planet, encountering powerful waves of
alien invaders who are attempting to

build a home base there. The aliens come

in many deadly varieties, each with

unique characteristics. Your swift Anna*

geddon tighter boasts an automatic cloak

ing device [when thrusters are disen

gaged), rapid-fire plasma torpedoes, and

smart bombs. As if that waant enough, a

second scenario leads players through a

treacherous underground tunnel. Survive

swarming alien defense systems to de-

stray the main power generators. Fea

tures bright, colorful graphics, smooth

animation and responsive joystick control

Reptan will leave you breathless.

What would happen if you

made a three-dimensional

Defender, tilting the action

at an elevated 45-degree

angle? In 1982, the answer

was Zaxxon,

Zaxxon — 1983, Synapse Soft

ware. What would happen if you made a

three-dimensional Defender, tilting the

action at an elevated 45-degree angle? In

1982, the answer was Zaxxon, without a

doubt the most beautiful, innovative coin-

op of its time. The game's 3-D graphics

threw some players for a loop. Suddenly

they were required to view things from a
new perspective and learn odd, cockeyed

joystick controls. The system caught on

and the game took off, becoming an in

stant classic. Although several software

companies released translations of the

game, most critics agree Synapse's 64 ver

sion, designed by Peter Adams, is the

most faithful to the original coin-op. Blast

your way through the many fortresses of

Asteroid City, surviving deadly deep space

dogfights, to face off with the powerful ro

bot Zaxxon. Adams even added a special

"mystery" fortress, not found in the coin-

op version. Does it get any better than

this? You bet —read on.

+••** Blue Max — 1983, Synapse
Software. In a nutshell, everything

Zaxxon did. Blue Max did better. Designer

Bob Polin kept the 3-D graphics and diag

onal scrolling playfield. but traded the

spaceship for a World War I biplane. After

takeoff, pilots must shoot down enemy air

craft, bomb ground and water targets,
strafe tanks iind gun emplacements, then
land safely for repairs and refueling. Keep

track of altitude, speed, fuel and damage

while attempting to advance to higher

stages of the game. Although the graphics

seemed simple compared to Zaxxon, they

were much more Interactive, buzzing with
activity. Boats chugged up the river and

little cars tooled along the roads in this

miniature world. Expert pilots could even

fly under the bridges to earn bonus points.

A Hue classic, programmed for the 64 by

Peter Adams. Polin later tried forasequel

and failed, with Blue Max2001,
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Games To Make You Climb The

Wall
Just as Pac-Man gave players tunnel

vision, Donkey Kong made them jump far

joy. This popular Japanese import thrilled

players with its courageous theme (rescue

your sweetheart from the mean beastie),

swift action and no less than four play

screens (a fabulous achievement at the

time). Donkey Kong soared to the top of

the charts.

Just as Pac-Man gave players

tunnel vision, Donkey Kong

made them jump for joy.

It didn't take long for designers to cre

ate a new genre of ropes 'n' ladders games

for the home screen. Many of these early

efforts remain some of the most creative

and challenging action contests to ever

grace the computer screen. Climbing

games were pushed out of vogue in 1985

by players hungry for more sophisticated

entertainment. Ironically, these same

games are now the mainstay of a booming

videogame market. Super Mark) Brothers,

however, would faint dead away if con

fronted by these veteran video athletes.

***** LodeRunner—1982, Bro-

derbund. This Doug Smith creation is con

sidered by many to lie the best computer

game ever made. I'm inclined to agree.

The game marks the debut of Bnxier-

bund's infamous Bungeling Empire, a

dastardly race of computer bad guys who

would reappear often in the company's

software lineup. Your mission, DS Galactic

Commando, is te infiltrate the Bungeling

treasury' moms, evade the guards and

make off with every gold chest stolen Irom

your people. Each room was an inventive

architectural puzzle — platforms, land

ings, vaults and mazes of ingenious de

sign. Your only weapons were fleet feet,

cunning and a portable laser drill, used to

penetrate sections of the red brick struc

ture. Whether you dig for gold, create es

cape routes or trap careless guards, time is

a factor— the holes fill back up within

seconds. Sixteen levels (screens) were

available in cartridge format, while the

disk vereion contained a whopping 150

screens leat your heart out, Donkey Kong.)
A built-in construction set, one of the first

of its kind, assured long-lasting play val

ue. This feature eventually led to the se

quel, Championship hods Runner, offer

ing 50 near-impossible challenges created

by fans of the original.

***** Jumpman—1983, Epyx.

The video version of popcorn — one taste

and you just can't stop. Designed by Ran

dy Glover [Summer Games), this running'

jumping contest featured non-stop action

that would be copied often, but never du

plicated, As in Lixie Runner, players

scrambled to collect on-screen items (in

this case, terrorist bombs) while avoiding

the enemy. Prom here the comparisons

end. While Uxk Runner played to strate

gists as well as action fans. Jumpman
went straight for the central nervous sys

tem. The title character was a nimble lit

tle guy, capable of spanning great dis

tances in a single leap, often making fin

gertip grabs on the other side. The game's

simple girder system, connected by ropes

and ladders, was his natural playground.

Lode Runner played to strat

egists as well as action fans,

Jumpman went straight for

the central nervous system.

Unlike his lode running cousin, however,

even the tiniest fall spelled disaster. Thir

ty screens offered a hair-raising assort

ment of perils; floating elevators, sponta

neous fires, disappearing floors, robots,

dragons and vampire bats to name just a

few. Players also had to dodge a never-

ending hail of bullets, fired by a mysteri

ous off-screen enemy. No rest for the wea

ry in this bona fide classic. Followed by

Jumpman Junior, featuring 12 more de

vious screens, released in cartridge ver

sion only. Glover's marvelous creation

would later inspire Progressive Peripher

al's equally good Wizard, which also con

tained a construction set (currently avail

able through Electronic Arts as Ultimate

Wizard).
** Miner 204ffer— 1983, Reston

Publishing Co. Originally conceived as a

coin-op, the major manufacturers didn't

think it would sell. When released on the

home market, however, the game quickly

became a runaway best-seller. Players

control Bounty Bob as he hunts for Yukon

Yohan through 10 levels of an abandoned

uranium mine. Although quite popular at

the time, today the game's blocky graph

ics and infuriating player control leave

much to be desired. Memorable for its

strong impact on the industry.

** Squish Em — 1983, Sinus Soft

ware. A juvenile Crazy Climber knock-off

by designer 'Ibny Ngo. Features large,

colorful graphics, but a challenge that

soon becomes tedious.

*** Spy'sDemise— 1983, Penguin

Software. This addicting little game, de

signed by Alan Zeldin. proves you don't

have to be fancy to be fun, Using the key

board, joystick or paddles, players climb to

the top of a building by simply walking

from one side of the screen to the other.

The hard part is avoiding the seven dead

ly elevators in between, each moving at

different speeds. That's all there is, but

with 10 levels of play, it somehow never

gets boring. Bouncy, atmospheric music

also spices up the action in this minor hit.

** Dint) Eggs — IMS, Microfun. A
primordial arcade oddity designed by Da

vid H. Schroeder. Ecology-minded players

travel back in time to rescue and hatch

dinosaur eggs. There's lots te do in this

multilevel game, but in the end there's

too much work for too little reward.

** Sammy Lightfaot — 1983, Sierra

On-Line. Sammy's a circus performer

who's put through the ringer in a multi

tude of hazardous scenarios. Designer

Warren Schwader constructed some in

ventive challenges, but the fun quickly

turns te frustration due to Sammy's limit

ed movements and dismal joystick control.

** Mountain King — 1983, Beyond

Software. Journey to the base of a volcanic

maze to recover the spiritual flame. This

Robert Matson design featured clever use

of sight and sound: The music grew louder

as you neared the flame, which was visible

only in the beam of your magic flashlight.

Nice idea dragged dm™ by stiffjoystick

action and sloppy character movement.

* Hard Hat Mack — 1983, Electronic

Arts. More platform and girder action, but

not much fun. Designed by Michael Abbot

and Matthew Alexander, this Miner

2049'er copy did little more than take up

retail shelf space. Players battle on-the-

job hazards and OSHA representatives,

who should have levied a fine for the

game's substandard joystick controls.

** The Heist— 1983, Microfun.

Heavily promoted, but largely ignored,

this one casts players as thieves locked

overnight inside a huge art museum.

Search for booty as you out-smart robot

security guards, force fields and alarms.

What should have been ban-els of fun is

somehow unsatisfying. The game did pre

date Epyx's classic Impossible Mission,

however, and for that we owe it a nod.

*** Zombies — 198;), Bram Soft
ware. This game belonged as much in an

art gallery as it did a computer screen. De
signed by Mike Edwards, with obvious in

spiration from fantasy artist M.C. Escher.
Players scramble through a myriad of bi

zarre dungeons featuring fantastic imag-
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ery and eye-popping optical illusions. Vile

creatures literally pop out of the wood

work to greet you, then eat you. Unfortu

nately, crude animation and sluggish

player controls nearly ruined the game's

aesthetic values. Re-released in 1984

through Electronic Arts as Realms ofIm

possibility.

**** Trolls and Tribulations —

1984, Creative Software. Jimmy Huey's

multiscreen extravaganza still ranks as

one of the lx:st kept secrets of the genre.

Players traverse a vast underground sew

er system in search of treasure. Battle

subterranean creatures and solve brain -

teasing puzzles in this colorful arcade

classic. The joystick controls are irritat

ing, but well worth enduring. A genuine

collector's item.

*** Muntezuma's Revenge —1984,

Parker Bros. More underground shenani

gans, this time south of the border. Play

ers control an Indiana Jones-style adven

turer (who looks more like a watermelon

with legs) through dozens ofaction-packed

screens. Extra-large, colorful graphics

show off the game's endless parade ofsin-

ister pitfalls. Solid entertainment.

**** Mr. Robot's Robot Factory—

1984, Datamost. This is the game Miner

2049'er wished it could be. Players guide

the title character up, down and around

26 screens filled with conveyor belts,

trampolines, explosives and nasty critters.

Ifthat's not enough, use the fool-proof con

struction kit to make your own. Designer

Ron Rosen would later attempt to repeat

his success with Polar Pierre, but netted

only mixed results.

***** Sword ofKadash — 1984.

Penguin Software. A deft mix of arcade

action and fantasy role-playing, designed

by Chris Cole and Dynamix. Players ex

plore the ruins of a vast underground em

pire in search of the title weapon. Step

gingerly to avoid hidden traps, ghosts and

evil guards. Over 250 screens of ingenious

puzzles and deadly challenges. A rare

gem.

**** Bruce Lee —1984, Datasofl.

The first, and best, in Datasofl's series of

home arcade games starring renowned

adventure heroes. Notable for an excel

lent blend of action Irunning, jumping,

fighting) and puzzle solving skills. The

slick graphics and crafty screen designs

enticed players to explore what lies be

yond. Followed — in style, but not in spir

it — by Zorro. Conan and The Goonies.

**** Lode Runner's Rescue—

1985, Synapse Software. This one stretch

es the Lode Runner legacy just a tad far.

As Alexandra, Lode Runner's daughter,

players must outwit the Bungeling Em

pire and rescue her famous dad from a

prison cell deep within a 46-level maze.

What sounds perfectly awful on paper

turns out to be a surprise hit. Designed by

Joshua Scholar, the game features color

ful, interactive 3-D graphics and lively

animation. Also includes an easy-to-use

construction kit for designing your own

screens.

The Good, The Bad and The
Weird

As software designers became more so

phisticated, they began to branch out and

blaze new trails. The line between arcade

games and home entertainment contin

ued to widen. Computer games no longer

fit neatly into pre-selected categories.

Some of the beat simply defied description.

Here arejust a few of the early games that

boldly went where no pixel had gone

before.

Metaphysical or just plain

dumb? The sequel, Fish?

never materialized.

* Worms? — 1983, Electronic Arts.

Okay, so innovation isn't everything. Less

of a game than a computerized art show,

this was a failed experiment in non-con

tact, non-participatory software. Meta

physical or just plain dumb? The sequel,

Fish? never materialized.

* Moandust— 1983, Creative Soft

ware. More stream of consciousness non-

Bense, designed by Jaron Lanier. Interest

ing for about two minutes — after that, a

proven cure for insomnia.

*** Gumboil— 1983, Broderbund.

A game even parents can love. Passive

and non-violent, Peter Cook's design en

lists players' help in a gumball factory. Di

rect the colored balls into their rightnil

bins via a complex mechanism of tubes,

valves and lifts. Subtle, maddening fun.
** Drelbs — 1984, Synapse Software.

Six years later and I'm still trying to fig

ure this one out. Players wander about an

abstract maze, flipping turnstiles to forni

boxes. Meanwhile, little creatures go

about undoing your handiwork. Interest

ing graphics, but little else to recommend

this Kelly Jonas design.

** Necromancer— 1984, Synapse

Software. This one makes more sense, but

not by much. Players control a Druid,

whose job is to plant magical trees, orga

nize them into an army and destroy

vaults filled with spider larvae. Hey, 1

don't make this sniff up. Nice graphics
and animation, but just when you think

you've caught on, the game becomes bor

ing.
** Bullblazer— 1985, Epyx. One of

the first efforts by Lucasfilm Games

(Strike Fleet), this first-person futuristic
soccer game should have been better than

it is. The narrow split-screen effects

doesn't help the confusing action as one or

two players man their "Rotofoils" and

scramble aimlessly about the 3-D check

erboard screen. Not much fun.

**** Chipurits — 1985, Epyx. What

at first looks to be a slightly silly child's

game turns out to be a powerful learning

tool, designed by teachers Doug Sharp

and Mike Johnson. Users instruct tiny

robots to sing, dance, play and cany out

tasks, using "programs" of their own de

sign. Teaches ideas such as comparison

logic, program Dow, memory stacking and

debugging— through IBOL (Icon Based

Operating Language), One of a kind.

** Little Computer People Project —

1985, Activision. Another pseudo-game,

popular simply because it dared to be dif

ferent. Designer David Crane [Qhostbiu-

ters) concocted what amounts to a com

puterized doll house. Users sit and ob

serve a little computer person go about his

daily activities in the tiny three-level

house. They talk on the phone, watch TV,
listen tii records, walk the dog, go to the

bathroom (in private) and generally make

you wonder why you're wasting your time

watching them. A cute gimmick, but

nothing more.

***** MindMirror— 1986, Elec

tronic Arts. Welcome to the future of com

puter entertainment Designed by the in

famous free thinker, Dr. Timothy Leary,

this excursion into the deep recesses of the

psyche is about as close as you'll ever

come to achieving an altered state of con

sciousness through your computer screen.

Is it real or merely a cosmicjoke played by

one this century's greatest courtjesters?

Open up your mind and discover yourself

Utterly fascinating.

***** Alter Ego — 1986, Acti

vision. Forget dungeons and dragons —

this is by far the best fantasy role-playing

game ever devised. Designed by Peter J.

Favaro, Ph.D., this icon-driven text game

comes in two versions — male and female

—and allows players to live their fantasy-

life, from birth to death. Take a path simi

lar to your own life, or become the person

you've always wanted to be. Experience

things you always wanted to do — even

change gender —but prepare to account
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for your actions. This game is thoughtful,

funny, sad and frightening—just like life,

come to think of it. Probably the most

important program Activision has ever

published.

Does Life Go On?
If you'll notice, most of my descriptions

in this article are written in the past

tense. As a computer game enthusiast,

the reason for this is both shocking mid
sad: With few exceptions, none of these

games are currently available to consum

ers, not at any price. They are gone. Pe

riod. End of story
Not hardly.

At the beginning of this article I com

pared the software industry with the mu

sic and movie industries. I mentioned be
ing able to view classic movies or listen to

vintage music, regardless of age. As con

sumers in an open marketplace, it's a free

dom we often take for granted.

How would you feel if you could never

watch The Wizard ofOz or Citizen Kane?

What if you were told you could never en

joy reruns ofThe Outer Limits orBonan

za? What if you could never experience

the magic of Buddy Holly or The Beatles?

Computer software design is

art, pure and simple.

You'd feel cheated, ofcourse. Who cares

if Citizen Kane is nearly 50 years old? It's

considered by many to be the finest

American film ever made. Bonanza is

hardly prime-time material anymore, yet

it's an important part of television history.

Buddy Holly will never again lop the

charts, but he remains a cornerstone of

our musical heritage. These films, records

and TV series are creative works of art

and should be preserved for future genera

tions to enjoy. No one can argue with that.

Computer software design is art, pure

and simple. Yet these classic works ofart,

some barely three years old, have simply

vanished from existence. Granted, com

puter games play to a much smaller audi

ence than movies, music and TV, but this

alone does not justify such an early extinc

tion.

Some argue that these early software ti

tles are much to crude to compare with to

day's 16- and 32-bit technologies. In most

eases this is quite true. By the same to

ken, however, you don't extinguish the

collective works of Buddy Holly simply be

cause recording technology has drastically

improved. You don't pull the plug on

"Singing in the Rain" just because of ad

vances in cinematic techniques. Instead,

you preserve and cherish these works of

art for their historic and aesthetic impor

tance.

Why is computer software different?

Why are software companies in such a

hurry to discontinue products from their

inventories? Part of the answer lies in the

nature of the beast. From its inception,

the computer and software industries

have moved along at a much faster clip

than their contemporaries. Hundreds of

companies vie for a growing — yet still

proportionally small — market Only the

strongest, most up-to-date companies sur

vive.

'It's really an issue of survival," states

Trip Hawkins, president of Electronic

Arts. "We've tried really hard to keep our
products available, to keep them alive."

But in the case of older titles, from the ob

scure {Standing Stones) to best-sellers

(MULE.), business over-rules sentiment.

"It's simply of matter of economics," he

continues, "we must go by the retail

demand.

Hawkins points one finger at the lack of

standardization in the hardware market.

"Every few years, people want to buy a

new flavor of hardware," he observes,

"forcing retailers to go with new ma

chines, perpetuating the cycle (of obsoles

cence}." Indeed, if the music or video in

dustries dealt with as many changing for

mats as the software industry, their cata

logs would be significantly smaller.

How do the software artists feel about

their "orphaned" software'? Much to my

surprise, most that 1 spoke to treat it as

water under the bridge. They enjoyed a

brief shot in the spotlight, made their

money, and quickly moved on to new pro

jects.

"I don't really have bad feelings about

it," says Garry Kitchen, president of Abso

lute Software and author of such titles as

Gamemaker and The Designer^ Pencil.''

"Business is business," he states matter-

of-factly, adding, "I think it's unfortunate

that new (users) have a hard time getting

their hands on some older titles, but it's a

real tough problem to rectify."

Solutions aren't easy to come by. Soft

ware companies could attempt to cash in

on the nostalgia factor, if it proved a via

ble undertaking. Several companies al

ready offer older titles re-released under

budget labels, usually selling for a frac

tion of the original cost. Activision, for ex

ample, has expanded its Solid Gold line to

include such titles as Pitfall, Star Rank

Boxing and Star League Bawball on spe

cial "flippy" disks. .Most companies have

followed suit in one way or another. Some,

such as Mindscape, will often purchase

the publishing rights to other companies

games and re-release them under a new

label.

Like it or not, most of these

discontinued titles remain

alive today only through

piracy networks.

To the end user, whose passion for their

computers fuels the Ere, the solution lies

in public domain software. David Bradley,

Software Coordinator for Public Domain

Solutions based in 'Ilillevast, Florida,

couldn't agree more. "If a software com

pany has given up on a title," he says,

"why not place it in the public domain?"

Bradley regularly receives requests for

out-of-print titles. "There's nothing I can

do." he laments.

The biggest stumbling block to releas

ing some commercial software into the

public domain is documentation. Al

though many early games could get by

with minimal on-disk instructions, some

of the newer titles rely heavily on printed

manuals and items that cannot be easily

reproduced electronically.

One final solution — which many con

tend is actually a large part of the prob

lem — is software1 piracy. Like it or not,

most of these discontinued titles remain

alive today only through piracy networks:

clubs, electronic bulletin boards, etc. The

percentage ofsoftware pirates genuinely

interested in preserving computer games

as artistic statements is admittedly small,

if nonexistent. Most are rampant collec

tors and electronic outlaws, not true cru-

sadei's.

Do software companies turn new users

into pirates? If a company has no use for a

discontinued product, and has no inten

tion of ever offering it for sale again,

should they be pressured into dropping

the copyright and release it into the public

domain? Is it wrong to make copies of an

orphaned piece of software from a com

pany that doesn't even exist anymore?

These are hard questions that must even

tually be answered. There are no easy le

gal or moral solutions.

For now all we can do is remember with

great affection these heroes of another era,

and promise to keep their memories alive,

somehow, for future generations to enjoy.

This, they will think, was where the magic

began. y
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Continued from page 40

to provide hands on instruction in comput

er graphics for children.

Meredythe and her volunteer co-work

ers show children how to use a computer

while emphasizing that it's a non-aggres

sive tool. "I don't believe children should

be learning war and I don't like computer

games that are primarily used to encour

age violence" she says.

She introduces children to an "alternate

way of thinking about humanity, about

this planet and maybe how to help save

it" While championing non-violence and

environmental sensitivity she simulta

neously describes future career opportuni

ties in show business.

In the 12 weeks her pilot programs runs

at each school, students design graphics

emphasizing recycling and promoting oth

er environmental issues as they learn

about producing commercials, storyboard-

ing, acting ant! what it's like to be on a

movie set. A standard assignment is for

children to provide computer graphics to

illustrate one of Meredythe's songs, "The

Recycle Rap."

"I want to get kids hooked on computers

like the Amiga so they can use graphics

and animation to help build their lives in

stead of tearing it down with hostility and

drugs", she says.

Examples of computer graphics created

by Meredythe's students will be on display

in the September, 1988 joint Soviet-

American Children's art exposition in San

Diego. With its theme of The Greatest

Treasure of Them All; Friendship, the ex

hibit features 300 pieces of art from stu

dents in San Diego and Tbilisi, Georgian

Republic, USSR. Mothers Embracing Nu

clear Disarmament (MEND) serve as the

international exhibit's co-sponsor.

Wavering between idealism and real

ism she insists that her Ait's and Technol

ogy group will, in a small way, counteract

the destructive effects of firms like Nin

tendo who she identified as the archetypi

cal linn that encourages violence through

technology.

Meredythe recognizes what's been ob

served so many times before about kids

and computers: kids are not intimidated

by the technology. Unlike adults, children

are curious and want to experiment. 'Teo-

ple say 'Oh, computers are scary.' Well

computer aren't scary, a chain saw that

can cut off your leg, that's scary."

At times Meredythe sounds like a paci

fist blending the doctrine of the 1960s

with the issues and technology of the 80's.

Instead of the 60's flower children slogan

"Make love, not war", however, this con

temporary environmentalist exclaims

"Make art, not war."

While some might find fault with her

compelling ethics of non-aggression, few

would question her insistence on preserv

ing the environment, and the interest she

takes in kids who statistically have less

than an even chance at achieving success.

'1 work witli underprivileged kids be

cause they are deserving. They deserve

better than they have. So I say to them: do

you want to be a film star, a movie direc

tor, a computer artist? Then... you can." Q

Against All Odds

Continued from page 41

driving fifty miles to see that sentence.

Ever since then, she says, "computers

have instilled in John an excitement

about living, its as if he says 'I have ideas

I want to get out' and now 1 can." "Com

puters" she adds, "opened up his whole

world."

John now has reasonable access to a
computer during the school day but open

ing the channels was not easy. "We met

obstacles in trying to get him access to

computers", notes Molly obliquely refer

ring to budget constraints. While- her at

tempts to locate a computer for John to

use were at times frustrating, the results

were worth the effort.

According to Molly, specially equipped

computers have evoked major changes in

John's life, specifically his ability to com

municate. "Communication is the prime

reason for getting him onto computers,

now he can communicate with the world

around him. Computers provide him with

badly needed sense of achievement," she

says.

For John the computer's not merely a

machine but passage into a world he been

denied access to. "For a physically handi

capped child, such as John, there are not

many opportunities to play. Playing is an

important part of a child's day," Molly ex

plains. "If you can't play you cannot learn

how your body works. And there's many

other things you miss, things like social

interaction."

One key to success in working with

handicapped children is to recognize a

child's permanent limits and work within

them. Molly's pragmatic. While she real

izes a computer will open some doors for

John, others will remain forever closed.

But what a computer can't remedy it can

sometimes ease.

"Many of these kids will spend a lot of

time by themselves. These children need a

computer to play with. For them its a tire

less friend to provide excitement, impart

knowledge and unleash the imagina

tion..."

What does John's future hold? Pam

Hensley's optimism swells to reflect a

mother's hopes. "He's strong and self con

fident, he would like to write a book about

his experiences to help other people who

face a similar challenge of daily exis
tence."
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Molly envisions the day when John will

have a portable computer providing voice

synthesis, "He could go to McDonalds to

order his lunch, it will change his life (au

thor's note: she means the computer not

the lunch). The quality of his life will im

prove so much then it will be almost unbe

lievable".

Melinda
"Success means trying my very best

and never giving up,"

Fifteen yeura old and confined to a

wheelchair, Melinda I loush also suffers

from cerebral palsy resulting in visual im

pairment and fine motor control. Not

many people would describe Melinda

I lousli as fortunate, but compared to

many cerebral palsy victims she is.

Although she's in the eighth grade at

Bedford Junior High, her writing ability

remains fixed at that of a four year old.

Since Melinda is legally blind and motor

impaired she requires a computer to cre

ate written communication.

Melinda possesses satisfactory- reading

and vocabulary skills as well as good ver

bal skills. Even with her mother, Kay,

helping with the handwriting, Melinda of

ten spends three hours a night doing

homework to maintain her B + average.

Tb go it alone, Melinda requires a word

processor for writing.

Often, children with cerebral palsy are

viewed as retarded, a false perception. For

Melinda, a computer provides an opportu

nity to prove to her classmates she's capa

ble and intelligent. Her classmates "some

times think the work 1 turn in isn't mine",

Melinda says. "They think because my

mother writes it, that she does it too." For

emphasis Kay Housh adds "She passes

her testa in school when I'm not there, so

that shows that she can do the work."

Molly sees Melinda, who also suffers

from asthma, as a fighter, a survivor. "Al

though it looks like things come easy for

her, every day is a constant stiuggle. Still,

success for Melinda is ongoing, she'll con

tinue to experience achievement with

computers. Computers will open up oppor

tunities that would never otherwise be

there for her."

In time Molly predicts, Melinda can

achieve self sufficiency.
What's Melinda's long term goal? She

wants to be a reading teacher, and Molly

feels she can do it. As it is with so many

other aspects of Melinda's life, Molly cau

tions, reaching that goal will be a long up

hill climb but the top is worth every

step. a

The Computer Learning Foundation

Continued from page 41

One way to make teachers more effi

cient is "To avoid having them reinvent

the wheel", according to Sally Bowman,

director of the CLF. With the right kind of

resources, teachers can built! upon the ex

periences, failures or successes of other

people.

"Teachers often ask the same ques

tions", says Bowman. 'They want to know

about successful programs developed by

teachers in other schools that share simi

lar objectives." For its part the CLF hosts

seminars, supplies speakers and produces

educational videotapes. They also publish

a series of low-cost, easy-to-understand

booklets, one group for parents and stu

dents the other for use by teachers.

Selected form the 1,000 + entries to the

CLFs 1987 Teacher Lesson Ban Contest,

the educators' series of books consist of

classroom tested lesson plans. They in

clude grade level recommendations, mate

rials checklist as well as a step by step ac

tivity and procedure guide. Lesson plans

usually require no unusual or exotic

equipment.

Lesson Plans For K-5, (i-8, 9-12,

Edition 1
The Grade K through 5 collection offers

60 one page lesson plans in six disciplines

(art, computer competency, language ails,

mathematics, science and social studies!.

K-5 gently introduces students to comput

ers and explains how computers are used

to portray, classify, sort, and obtain a wide

range of information. The lesson plans

range from designing spider webs to clas

sifying rocks to budgeting for Christmas

shopping.

The Grades 6 thru 8 booklet uses a

similar format but introduces increasing

challenge and complexity. Projects range

from researching a family tree to design

ing a car to creating a music video.

In addition to the basic disciplines

found in the earlier grades, the Grades 9-

12 lesson plans introduce business, for

eign languages and a section on social

education. The scope and challenge of the

activities increase significantly while re

maining mindful of the older students' en

vironment and Interests, As a result, pro

jects include establishing a computer dat

ing service, exploring career opportunities

and creating a more Utopian world.

Diligent parents can adapt some of the

K through 5 booklet plans for home use.

Most of its lesson plans, however, are bet

ter suited to a formal education environ

ment. Lesson plans for grades 6 through

12 are best used in schools.

Depending on the quantity ordered, les

son plan books cost S4.00 to $5.00 each.

Edition 2, summarizing the best of the

1988 contests will be available in October

1989.

Booklets For Parents
For parents, the CLF publishes two

smaller booklets, "Everything You Need

to Know About Computers but Were

Afraid to Ask Kids", and the "Family Ac

tivity Guide".

As the title of "Everything..." promises,

it answers basic questions about comput

ers. What's software? RAM? Peripherals?

What kinds of software is available? In

other words, questions that parents (and

teachers) should know the answers to but

may not. "Everything..."s an easy reading

crash course in computer terminology and

theory and it presents persuasive reasons

why you might want a home computer for

your child.

The 'Tamily Activity Guide" offers

more than 50 solutions to the "OK we

bought a computer, now what can we do

with it?" question. The guide pinpoints

projects kids can work at independently or

with family members. When specific pro

grams are required to accomplish the

task, the Guide lists the program's name

and publisher.

For Students
"Preparing For a Career in the 21st

Century" provides examples of people us

ing computers in traditionally non-com

puter fields such as music, agriculture

and medicine. High school and college

students echoing the age old lament of

students everywhere "Why do 1 need to

know this 'computer) stuff?", will find

their answers here.

The CLFs non-technical, easily-digest

ible explanations simplify obtaining a

working knowledge about what goes on

under the hood. In addition to learning

the technology and terminology, you owe

it to yourself, your students and your chil

dren to learn more about what computers

do and what they can do.

Copies of the books for parents and

teachers are available at cost and in bulk.

The CLPs purpose is to disseminate ideas

and solutions; they want to hear from

schools, educators, patients and students.

Take advantage of their programs, in

quest their literature or enter the con

tests. Write the Computer Learning

Foundation at PO Box 60007, Palo Alto,

CA 94306-0007. n
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Continued from page 40

merited. The bottom line is that affordable

hardware with the potential to help

handicapped persons acquire an equal

lifestyle is in place waiting for the talent
ed programmer In supply the software.

For other handicapped people the de

vice which will minimize their restrictions

may be a graphics tablet, lightpen or sim

ply a joystick. The important fact is not

which device or software makes the differ

ence but simply that they are available.

And if developments go as expected, in

the near future voice-recognition software

and hardware will be added to the arsenal

of computer aids which will give the

handicapped users another equalizing

edge.

Making A Difference
During a lour of a hospital which spe

cializes in rehabilitating patients suffer

ing from spinal injuries I was shown a

"language board" which they use. It was

developed because some of their patients

are both demobilized and have difficulty

speaking. For them this board allows a

simple but effective way to communicate
their needs. By pressing a switch located

near their hand they can cause a bulb on a

picture to light, telling the staff things

like they are hungry, thirsty, in pain, etc.
Unfortunately, because the boards are

not produced in large quantities, they are

relatively expensive (around SHOO each)

and limited. I suggested a mote affordable

solution would be the use of inexpensive

64's (under $2001 and a simple BASIC

program which could display the same in

formation (not to mention the ability to

alert the staff with audible signals).

Hooked up to an inexpensive monitor or

TV, such a system would offer comparable

features with flexibility. They are consid

ering this approach, but like most indus

tries, hospital staffs are so busy meeting

the daily requirements of the job, they

don't always have the time to explore new-

solutions.

This is where the 64,128 and Amiga

enthusiasts could make a tremendous

contribution to the lives of the handi

capped while putting their interests and

abilities to work. If every user group

would "adopt" an institution or handi

capped individual and develop just one

"Equalizer" project per year, the quality of

living for handicapped individuals in their

community, in just a few years, could be

improved many fold. Rarely a month goes

by that I do nut meet at least one comput

er owner who confides his enthusiasm

about lu's system's potential, but can't

really justify its use. To those I suggest

they contact their local hospital or nurs

ing home to offer their services. I'm con

vinced that when administrations see a

demonstration of how some of their pa

tients can be helped with a system as in

expensive as the 64 they will embrace the

technology—and probably the computer

enthusiast who opened their eyes to the

potential.

No Educational Barriers
In our May 1987 issue I reported on the

ability to attend college-1eve I classes elec

tronically—with a computer and modem.

One of the services we covered is called

the Electronic University. By subscribing
to this network, students can, with the as

sistance- of their Commodore computer,

earn credits toward a college degree with

out having to attend any classes on cam

pus. For the handicapped person, such a

service can be the equalizer which gets

them to class on time, regardless of their

physical limitations.

Thankfully, more networks and organi

zations are sprouting with the potential to

really help the handicapped stay in the

mainstream of life—most with computer

aid.

One of the most aggressive organiza

tions devoted to helping the handicapped

is appropriately called Closing The Gap.

Founder Bud Hagen says he began CTG

for personal reasons—to help his deaf son.
Since then the organization has grown

and responded to the needs of thousands

ofother similarly handicapped people. In

addition to printing a bi-monthly newspa

per the sole purpose of which is to inform

and assist the handicapped community,

CTG sponsors workshops designed to put

the power of computers into the hands of

those who can benefit most. These work

shops range from generic subjects like in

troducing computers to new owners to

more specialized topics like using the "mi

crocomputer in the rehabilitation ofneur-

ologically impaired adults."

Two other organizations, REACH.

(Rehabilitation, Education and Advocacy

For Citizens with Handicaps] and C-CAD

iCenter for Computer Assistance to the

Disabled) have recently joined forces to
help the handicapped, primarily with the
aid of computers, With a small staff of

mostly volunteers, the combined organi

zations have distributed computers, modi
fied devices and customized software to

those who need them most. Their newslet

ter called Direct Link is available to indi

viduals or organizations who want to

know more about how computers can be

used to minimize handicaps.

The Disability News-Letter will also be

of interest to handicapped computer users.

Editor Gary Wan-en calls his publication

a "sort of mini-newspaper for handicapped

computer users like myself." Created en

tirely on a Commodore 64 using GEOS

2.0. the newsletter concentrates on the in

terests of the handicapped and includes

BBS listings and reviews of related prod-

ucts.

A Happy Ending
For Grady Beard, like so many handi

capped individuals, his personal equalizer

is a personal computer and modem. Today

he manages his own successful business,

College Financial Aid Services, from a

wheelchair, i'or B small lee, his company

locates private foundations and corpora

tions that offer college scholarships for

students in need of financial assistance.

Through his connection to a national of

fice in New Jersey, Beard says he can ac

cess leads on $4 billion in scholarship

money. The transformation from an an

guished soldier lying in a Saigon hospital

bed to a smiling, independent business

man has been long and painful. But today

Beard leads a normal life, complete with
four children, and with the satisfaction

that he is not only taking care of his own

family but is helping others prepare for

their future too, Thanks to the |>ersonal

computer and the help of organizalions

and individuals who pair them with the

handicapped, the label "disabled" is being

eradicated.

A Call For Programmers
The most discouraging fact which sur

faced while researching this article was

that most handicapped computer users

are forced to turn to either IBM or Apple

for help. And the reason is simple—the

specialized software often required for se

verely handicapped individuals is being

developed for those systems, not Commo

dore's. This is unfortunate since those sys

tems and their software are generally

hundreds of dollars more expensive. But

that situation could change rapidly if

more of the talented programmers in the

Commodore community moved into that

market.

More than any other tool in existence,

the computer has the ability to equalize

the differences between users—handi

capped and otherwise. The central pro

cessing unit of a computer responds the

same regardless of whether the user has a

limitation.
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The Commodore family of computers

can offer all the handicapped community

is looking for in assistance. From the bar

gain-basement-priced 64 to the multitask

ing power of the Amiga 2500, they are all

capable, flexible, powerful and—just as

important—affordable. But at this writing

much of the specialized software required
to fill the special needs of the world's

handicapped population is lacking. Hope

fully, (his absence of software will be cor

rected in the near future. If you are a piv-

grammer looking for a niche in the mar

ket to fill, here is your chance. The Com

modore world is overflowing with every

conceivable type ofsoftware from powerful

word processors to arcade pleasures, but

the void of specialized software to help the

impaired is wider than the Grand Can

yon.

While encouraging any programmer to

consider developing specialty software, I

would also warn against rushing into such

a project before determining the exact

need of your clientele. Like most useful

devices, helpful handicapped software is

developed to alleviate a particular prob

lem. You can't solve a problem unless you

first understand it and know exactly what

is required to correct it In Grady Beard's

situation, a system and the knowledge to

use it was all that was required. But other

handicapped individuals might require a

light pen, graphic tablet or a plain old joy

stick to interact with the computer.

If you know a handicapped person, talk

with him or her about the individual situ

ation to find out his or her needs. Or visit

a hospital or school which specializes in

the care of persons who are handicapped

or suffer long-term disabilities. The ad

ministrators of these institutions are al

ways delighted with tools, software or oth

erwise, which help the patients rehabili

tate or assist the people in their care. Tal

ented programmers should not only be

able to find a profitable outlet for their tal
ents helping the handicapped, but will be

rewarded with the knowledge they are

helping others.

Computers are not cure-alls for the

physically challenged, but when used with

imagination they can remove, or at least

minimize, the barriers which prevent

them from living normal productive lives.

Ifyou have written, or are in the process of

developing handicapped-related software

or hardware let the organizations listed

below know about it.

R.E.A.C.H.
Independent Living Center

617 7th Avenue

Forth Worth, TX 76104

(817)870-9082

Covox Inc.
675-D Conger Street

Eugene, OR 97402

(503) 342-1271

C-CAD
2501 Avenue J, Suite 100

Arlington, TX 76006-6191

(817) 640-6613

Closing The Gap
P.O. Box 68 Hendereon, MN 56044

(612) 248-3294

Disability News-Letter The Electronic University
3306-A Moss Court

Midland, TX 79707

(915)697-0333

College Financial Aid Services

Grady Beard (800) 871-1221 ext. 8591

Network
505 Beach Street

San Francisco, CA 94133

(4151928-2800

(800) 225-3276

Tips & Tricks/ Amiga ■

100

110

120

PRINT"[CLEAR,RVS] ENVELOPE

ADDRESSER - ROBERT E. WILSON

[SPACE2]"

PRINT"THIS PRINTS RETURN ADDRESS

6 ADDRESS"

PRINT"ON STANDARD BUSINESS

ENVELOPES. [DOWN]"

[SPACE101NAME"

STREET ADDRESS"

APARTMENT NO."

{SPACE10]CITY"

[SPACE9]STATE"

[SPACE6JZIP CODE"

127 TS=CHR$(16)+"32"

150 PRINT"[L. GREEN,RVS]

ENTER RETURN ADDRESS:[DOWN]"

FOR J=l TO 6:PRINT P${J);

:INPUT RA$(J):NEXT

PRINT"[DOWN,YELLOW,RVS]

ENTER MAILING ADDRESS[DOWN]"

FOR J=l TO 6:PRINT P$(J);

:INPUT ADS(J):NEXT

PRINT"[L. BLUE1":OPEN 1,4

PRINT#1," ";RAS(1)

PRINT#1," ";RAS(2)

121

122

123

124

125

126

PS

PS

p$

PS
PS

PS

(1) =

(2)- '

(3)= '

[4)= '

(5)= '

16)= '

160

250

260

330

340

350 [SPACE4]";

RAS(3)

360 PRINT#1," M;RA$(4)

[SPACE2]";RAS(6)

370 FOR J=l TO 6:PRINT#1:NEXT

390 PRINT#1,TS;ADS(1)

410 PRINT#1,TS;ADS(2);"[SPACE3]";

AD$(3)

430 PRINT#1,T$;AD$<4);",";AD$(5) ;"

[SPACE2]";AD$(6)

440 CLOSE 1

Grade Point Average: This program can be used in several

ways. Obviously, you can input your past grades to verify your

average. You can also project your future GPA by inputting the
credits and anticipated grades for your current courses.

The program is designed to accommodate as many grading

systems as possible. Valid grades range from A to F, with or
without "plusses and minuses." Credits per course can range

from 0 to 5.

Ifyou have taken a lot of courses, you might want to auto

mate things by replacing the input statements in iines 130 and
270 with READ statements, and putting your grades and cred
its into corresponding DATA statements. One way to do it is by

using these new lines in place of the old ones:

130 READ GD$: IF GD$="END" THEN 290

270 READ CR

Put your grades and credits into DATA statements at the end of

the program, like this:

1000 REM SPRING '89

1010 DATA B,3 : REM ENGLISH LIT

1020 DATA A,3 : REM COMPUTER SCIENCE

1030 DATA "END"

Don't forget to make the last DATA statement "END", because

the program will be looking for it

Henry Huang

Address Unknown
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100

110

120

130

140

150

160

170

130

190

200

210

220

230

240

250

260

270

280

290

300

PRINT"[CLEAR,RVS,SPACE3]

GRADE POINT AVERAGE - HENRY HUANG

[SPACE4]"

PRINT

PRINT"PRESS <RETURN> FOR GRADE TO

END INPUT."

GDS="" : INPUT" [DOWNGRADE ";GDS

:IF GDS=""THEN GOTO 290

IF GD$="A"THEN GD=4

IF GD$="B"THEN GD=3

GDS="C"THEN

GD$="D"THEN

GDS="F"THEN

:GOTO

:GOTO

:GOTO

:GOTO

:GOTO

270

270

270

270

270

IF GDS="C"THEN GD=2

IF GD$="D"THEN GD=1

IF GDS="F"THEN GD=0

IF GDS="A-"THEN GD=3.7:GOTO 270

IF GD$="B+"THEN GD=3.3:GOTO 270

IF GDS="B-"THEN GD=2.7:GOTO 270

IF GDS="C+"THEN GD=2.3:GOTO 270

IF GDS="C-"THEN GD=1.7:GOTO 270

IF GDS="D+"THEN GD=1.3:GOTO 270

IF GDS="D-"THEN GD=0.7:GOTO 270

PRINT"[DOWN]INVALID GRADE,

TRY AGAIN.":GOTO 130

INPUT"CREDIT";CR:IF CR<0 OR CR>5

THEN PRINT"[DOWN]INVALID CREDIT,

TRY AGAIN.[DOWN]":GOTO 270

QP=GD*CR:QT=QT+QP:TL=TL+CR

:GOTO 130

IF TL = 0 THEN PRINT"[DOWN]

NO GRADES ENTERED.":END

PRINT"[DOWN]YOUR GRADE POINT

AVERAGE IS"QT/TL

Monthly 1'lanner: Ifyou have a Comm(xlore-cornpalibio printer,

this will make generic monthly calendar sheets for you. The

month and year that you enter will be printed acrass thu top of

the sheet. You'll have to add your own dates, since the program
isn't smart enough to do it.

Lours K. Avanzi

Las Vegas, NV

100 PRINT"[CLEAR,RVS,SPACES]

MONTHLY PLANNER - LOUIS AVANZI

[SPACE5]":POKE 53281,0

110 PRINT"[D0WN2,WHITE] MONTH"

:PRINT"[DOWN,SPACE 2]YEAR [L. BLUE]

? [UP2,LEFT]";;INPUT AS

:PRINT"[DOWN,RIGHT7]";

120 INPUT BS:M$="[SPACE6]"

:CS=CHR5(l^)+MS+MS

130 PRINT"[DOWN3,L. BLUE]

PRINTING . . . ":OPEN 4,4

:PRINTS 4,"[SPACE 2]";CS;AS;"

[SPACE2]";BS;CHRS(15)

140 PRINTI4:PRINT#4:PRINT#4

:ES="[CMDR T9,SHFT P]"

:FS="[CMDR T] " + ES

150 PRINTS4,CHKS{15);" [SHFT 0]";

ESFSFSfSFSFSFS;CHRS(8)
160 PRINTH,CHRS(15) ; " [CMDR G]

SUNDAY[SPACE2,CMDR M,SPACE2]

MONDAY[SPACE2,CMDR M,SPACE2]

TUESDAY [CMDR M] WEDNE";

170 PRINT#4,"SDAY[CMDR M] THURSDAY

[CMDR M,SPACE2]FRIDAY[SPACE2,

CMDR M] SATURDAY [CMDR M]";CHR$(8)

180 E$="[CMDR @9,SHFT @]"

:FS="[CMDR @]"+ES

190 PRINT#4,CHR$(15);" [SHFT L]";

ESFSFSFSF$F$FS;CHR$(8)

:GS=MS+" [CMDR G,SPACE2,CMDR M]11

:\l$ = " "+GS

200 FOR L-l TO 6:F0R LL=1 TO 2

:PRINT#4,CHRS(15);" [CMDR G]

"G$HSH$H$HSH$HS;CHR$(8)
210 NEXT:I$=M$+"[SHFT L,CMDR @2,

SHFT @]":JS-" "+l$

220 PRINT»4,CHRS(15)" [CMDR G]";
ISJSJSJ5JSJSJS;CHRS(8)

:K$=MS+"[SPACE3/CMDR M1":L$=" "+K$

230 FOR LL = 1 TO 9:PRINT#4,CHRS (15) ;"

[CMDR G]";K$LSLSLSLSL$L$;CHRS(8)

:NEXT

240 PRINT#4,CHRS(15);" [SHFT L]";

ESFSF$F$FSFSFS;CHRS(8):NEXT

:CLOSE 4

282

Satellite Finder: Fyou own a TV satellite dish, here's a program

that will hulp you find any fixed-orbit satellite "visible" from the

mntinenlal United StaUs. It should also work in other coun

tries, but I'm not able to test it for that.

The program asks your local latitude, longitude, magnetic de

viation and whether the deviation is positive or negative. Your

local airport can help you with all of these figures. (Magnetic de

viation is the difference between magnetic compass north and

true north.)

You're then asked to input the lonj^tudu of whatever satellite

you're looking for.

That longitude is then printed on the screen, along with the

azimuth (compass headingl and elevation (angle above the hori

zon) you should aim at to find your satellite.

Natlmn Sims

iMmpoc, CA

90 PRINT"[CLEAR,RVS,SPACES]
SATELLITE FINDER - NATHAN SIMS

[SPACE5]"

100 PRINT"[DOWN]ANT LAT":GOSUB 250

:L=CNV:PRINT"[DOWN]ANT LON"

:GOSUB 250

LIB LL=CNV:PRINT"fDOWNlHAG DEV"
:GOSUB 250:DEV=CNV

:IF DEV=0 THEN 65535

120 INPUT"[DOWN,RVS]P[RVOFF]OS/[RVS]N

[RVOFFJ EG";Z$

130 IF 2S="N"THEN DEV=DEV/-1

140 L=L*[PT]/180:LL=LL*[PI]/18fl

15 0 R=3 950:T=R*COS(L):U=R*SIN(L)

:C=26250:V=C-T

155 W=ATN(U/V):PK=90-(L+W)*180/[PI]

160 INPUT"[DOWN]SAT LON";N

170 PRTNT"[DOWNJ LON[SPACE2]";

" AZIMUTH";"[SPACE3]ELEVATION

[DOWN]"
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180 7,=N* [PIl/180:R=3950:DL = Z--LL

:C=26250:X=R*COS(L)

1R5 Y = R*STN(L}:A=C-X:B = SQR{Y"24ft*2 )

]9G H=C*COS(DL):Dl=H*TAN{DL)

:E=SQR(A"2+D1*2)

195 F = SOR (Y"2 + F,"2) :DD=COS (L) *COS (DL)

DD=ATN(SQR(]-DD"2)/DD)

:EE=SIN(DL)/SIN(DD)

IF(1-EE*2)<>0 THEN 230
PRINT"IMPOSSIBLE VALUES":END

EE=ATN(EE/(SQR(1-EE~2)))

:FF= (R*SIN(DD) ) /F: FF=ATN (FF/ ( SQR

27R

220

230

24(1

250

AZ = ( FPI1 +EE) *180/[PI ]

:PL=t)fl-(DD+FF) * 180/[PI]

:PRINT N;AZ+DEV;EL:END

PRINT"D,M,S[SPACF3]" ;

:INPUT"59,59,59[LFFT10]";D,M,S

IF D>360 OR M>60 OR S>60 THEN

PRTNT"TOO LARGF":GOTO 250

270

Combining Commercial Disks: Many commercial programs,

anticipating that you own a single-sided 1541 drive, include sev

eral disks of files that would easily fit on one double-sided 1571

disk.

You am often use the COPY FILES feature in the 1571 DOS
SMELL program to combine these files onto one disk. I used this

technique with Baudville's Awardware to combine the program

files and additional graphics disks.

Glen Young

Renton, WA B

Letters

Continued from page 4

even century years would be leap years only if they were evenly

divisible by 400! This new calendar (the Gregorian calendar)

was gradually adopted by most of the countries of the world

since it was much more accurate than the Julian calendar.

'Hie British Empire (including the United States) adopted the

new calendar in 1752, but by then an extra day had accumulat

ed in the old calendar so 11 days had to be dropped. The day

after September 2,1752, became September 14. History tells us

that many people did not accept this change gracefully. Many

towns reported citizens demonstrating in the streets complain

ing that "11 days had been stolen from their lives."! also under

stand that this was the origin of the practice of celebrating the

"12 days of Christmas", where people started celebrating

Christmas on December 25 (Gregorian) and continued until De

cember 25 (Julian).

As stated previously, the Calendar Maker program simply

treats every fourth year as a leap year. This was the original

problem with the Julian Calendar in the first place!!

And if I really wanted to get picky, I could point out that it

also ignores the 11 days missing from 1752!

Respectfully Yours,

William A. Robinson,

Solon Milk, Illinois

Thanks for tlw correction. Q
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When QIX fever

strikes, there is no

cure! Like the mind-

blowing arcade

original, QIX is a

computer virus that

lives deep inside your computer, attacking without warning. Construct a

trap in any one of the billions of configurations possible to immobilize QIX.

But watch out for SPARX1" and SPRITZ™ and other deadly energy forms! In

this electrical world of high-tech infections, mental dexterity and superior

strategy are basic to survival. The practice mode turns beginners into

addicts. No one is immune! Get your QIX before QIX gets you!

■■.;
T ITO

Actual Man screen.

Actual C/64 screen.

Actual Amiga screen.

If you cannot find this product at your local retailer, Visa/Mastercard holders can

order direct anywhere in the United States by calling toll free 1-800-663-8067

Tiilto? QlXf SI'ARX™ and SI'KITZ™ arc trademarks of Cairo America Corporation. Copyright ©L9R9. All rights reserved Atari, Commodore, and
Amiga are registered trademarks respectively ofAtari Corporation, Commodore Electronic^ Inc. and Commodore-Amiga, Inc.
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Nothing like a well-delivered flying

kick to stop these bald-headed

brutes!

No pain, no dame! Better get a

grip on your chakc-sticks or you

won't get your girl!

THERE'S
MORE THAN ONE WAY TO

TRIM A MOHAWK.
Those scuzzy guttersnipes have resurfaced. This time they're wreaking havoc on

your home turf and they've kidnapped your woman. There's no telling what they might

do! Even the cops have copped out. It will be up to you to save her!
As Vigilante, you must take the power into your own hands - and stop these

maniacal mohawks-before it's too late.

Only you can defeat the skinheads, deliver justice, and rescue your babe. Use

your fists, your feet, or nail 'em with your numchucks, because these punks only fight

one way-dirty!
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